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INTERNATIONAL TERRORISrtl 

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMl3Im 14, 1977 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 
SWCO:!UnTTEE ON FOREIGN ASSISTANCE 
OF THE COl\IMITl'EE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, 

Wa8hington, D.O. 
The subcommittee met at 2 :06 p.m., in room 4221, Dirksen Senate 

Office Building, the Hon. Jacob K. J avits presiding. 
Present: Senators J avits and Case. 
Senator JAVlTS. The subcommittee will come to order. 

OPENING STATE1IENT 

I am presiding this afternoon at the direction of the chairman of the 
subcommittee, Senator Humphrey of Minnesota, over a set of hearings 
which he is very deeply devoted to and which I have long sought with 
him on the issue of terrorism and what ought to be done about it. 

I have a preliminary statement which will go into the record the es
sential elements of it are that moral condemnation of terrorism is not 
enough, that it is not being reduced in consequence, and that it is :being 
used to justify all kinds of inequities and archaic practices, including 
what we just saw yesterday in the attack of the Shah of Iran's twin 
sister, the abduction and kidnaping of one of the leaders of Ger
many's industrial system, and many others. 

[Senator Javits' prepared statement follows:] 

PBEP,UtED S'rATEMENT OF SENATOR JACOB K. JAV1,,'S 

Continuing terrorist attacks throughout the world, two recent bombings in 
Washington, an as yet unresolved kidnapping in West Germany and the latent 
uttempt on the life of Princess Ashraf of Iran demonstrate clearly the need for 
bearings the Foreign Assistance Subcommittee is holding today on the question 
of international terrorism. 

Civilized people certainly can agree that the barbaric acts of terrorists, no 
matter what self-justification they may assert in their wanton slaughter of inno
cent victims, are an invitation to anarchy and a challenge to the very base upon 
which our civilization rests. To call terrorists "freedom fighters" or "guerillas" 
does not make their true nature or lend creditability to the their actions or a 
justification for their causes. Those who attempt to justify terrorists' actions or, 
worse yet, assist them are equally culpable and deserving of the world's deter
mined condemnation. 

Moral condemnation, however, is not enough. Terrorism is a perSistent, complex 
problem. In recent years the incidence of terrorist attacks has been on the rise. 
Modern technology provides not only new weapons for terrorists .but also neW 
targets. There is evidence that terrorist groups have started to coolJerate with 
each other, and the list of terrorist groups, their attacks and their victims is 
growing. In the face of this, much has to be done. The security of international 
airports and diplomatic missions-frequent targets-has been much improved. 

(1) 
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Some nationJ;{1!aYEtcome together in a number of anti-terrorist treaties, and gov
ernments, incIuding our own, have created working groups to counter the danger. 

However, fl great deal more needs to be done. First of all, we need a clear, ef
fective policy for dealing with the problem. In this regard, I understand the 
Carter Adm'inistration is in the final stages of p':eparing a Presidential Review 
Memorandulll. We require a greater amount of cooperation from many of our 
allies. We I)lUst bHng those who aid and abet terrorists to realize that their 
complicity will not come without cost to them. I anticipate that these hearings 
will assist the Congress in determining the solutions to these concerns. 

This spring I engaged in an exchange of correspondence wih the Department of 
State concerning those governments that aid and abet terrorism. The Depart
ment's response to my inquiry listed four countries that to one degree or another 
have engaged in such activities. They are Libya, Iraq, South Yemen and Somalia. 
The information that has been made available to me makes it clear that among 
these Libya is by far the worst offender, and yet, other than the Administration's 
public acknowledgement thltt this is the case, I have seen nothing further to in
dicate that any further actions have been taken or are in contemplation against 
such wanton transgression of the bounds of civilized conduct. Appeals to the 
morality of such governments are seemingly fruitless: such governments must 
be called to account for their actions, and it must be demonstrated to them that 
their in·esponsible acts will come at It price demanded by an outraged world. 

The question of terrorism and the complicity of the Government of Libya with 
terrorists is a matter that has touched me personally, In ..August, 1976 a member 
of my staff', Harold Rosenthal, was murdered by two terrorists at Yesilkoy Air
port in Istanbul, '.I'urkey. Those terrorists were members of the Popular ]j'ront 
for the Liberation of Palestine. They reportedly travelled to IstanbUl from Libya, 
where they ure reported to have received false passports, arms and instructions. 
In today's hearings I intend to pay a great deal of attention to and to question 
the witnesses about actions that the United States Government can -take to make 
our outrage felt by governments which aid, abet and harbor such terrorists. 

Senator JAYITS. Also I would like to introduce into the record an ex
change of correspondence with the State Department in which four 
countries are very frankly charged with aiding and abetting terrorism 
-Libya., Iraq, South Yemen, and Somalia-with the clearest case 
being made about Libya. This has a personal connection to me because 
one of my aides, Hal Rosenthal, was assassinated as the victim of ter
rorism in the bombing in Istanbul in August 1976 and the trail seems 
very clearly to ~o back to Libya where these aSEassins were armed and 
instructed and have false passports. So I have a deep feeling when I 
preside over these hearings. 

[The information referred to follows:] 

Hon. DOUGLAS HEOK, 

U.S. SENATE, 
Wa8hington, D.O., Februa1'11 28, 191"/. 

Ooordinator for OombatiuJ,g Terrori8m, Department Of State, 
WaBMngton, D.O. 

DEAR AMBAssADOR HECK: I intend to follow up the Senate's passage in the 
94th Congress of S. Res. 524, which condemned the August 11th terrorist attack 
at Yesilkoy Airport, Turkey, with hearings before the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee. As one who was particularly concerned with our efforts to combat 
terrorism and who was tragically and intimately affected by the Yesilkoy Air
port attack, I have been particularly disturbed by reports of assistance rendered 
by the Government of Libya to facilitate that and other terrorist attacks. In 
addition, I am sure that you are aware of reports of assistance by the govern
ments of Iraq, South Yemen and Somalia to terrorists. Accordingly, I would like 
to have from the Department of State a report, in writing, preferably unclassi
fied, .Etet.ting forth in detail the operations, assistance, and methods that Libya 
and any other countries have pursued in furtherance of terrorists and terrorism. 

In ao.dition,. I am interested to l{now what new approaches, if any, the Ad
ministration intends to take to combat terrorism. I hope that any new departures 
that will be taken will be formulated in consultation with the Congress where 
I believe a most cooperative and constructive attitude will be found. 
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I believe that the information I am herein requesting will be most heipful 
in laying a constructive basis for the Senate Foreign Relations Committee hear
ings which I intend to request. 

With best regards, 
Sincerely, 

Hon. JACOB K. JAVITS, 
U.S. Senate. 

JACOB K. JAVITS. 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Washingto1~, D.O., Apri~27, 1977. 

DEAR SENATOR JAVlTS: With further reference to your letter of February 23 
to Ambassador Heck and to the interim reply of l\Iarch 8, and consequent to 
Ambassador Heck's discussion with your staff, I have enclosed summary state
ments in response to your request for information on assistance given to J.,.n"
rists by various governments in recent years. Also enclosed is a shorf paper on 
the present status cf our thinking with regard to new initiatives against inter
national terrorism which are currently under consideration by the Executive 
Branch. 

We fuUy share your concern about terrorism and value your support of our 
efforts to cope with it. There is, unfortunately, every indication that interna
tional terrorism is on the increase and we will have to prepare ourselves to deal 
with further attacks on American citizens and installations abroad including 
those of American companies. The initiatives set forth in the enclosed paper 
are designed to prepare us to handle such threats more effectively in the future 
and hopefully to deter as many as possible. There may be other initiatives and 
measures that should be considered. Ambassador Heck will be pleased to meet 
with you or members of your staff if you wish to discuss these questions at fur
ther length, 

Sincerely, 

Enclosures. 

DOUGLAS J. BENNET, Jr., 
Assistant Secretary tor Oongre8siona~ Rewtions. 

LIBYA 

Although the Libyan Government claims that it is opposed to terrorists it has 
qualified this by saying that "freedom fighters" are not "terrorists" and have 
t.r.e right to carryon their struggles "by whatever means" they deem necessary. 

The Libyan Government, since at least 1972, has actively aS1>:::;ted a number of 
terrorist groups and individuals. These have primarily been members of the 
several "rejectionist" factious of the Palestinian mOYement who have brol,en 
away from more moderate Palestinian leaders on the issue of the legitimacy of 
politically motivated violence as a means of carrying on the struggle against 
Israel. 

It is a matter of public record that Libya bas received and given refuge to 
international terrorists involved in a long history of terrorist acts, including: 

The perpetrators of the October 1972 massacre at the Munich Olympics; 
The l1ijackers of the Lufthansa aircraft in October 1972; 
The hijackers of the Japane.se Air Line Boeing blown up in. July 1973; 
The terrorists who attacked the TWA plane at Athens airport in August 

1973; 
'.rhl\ terrorists who attempted to shoot down thE' EI AI plane outside of 

Rome in September 1973 ; 
The terrorists who commandeered a train. in Czechoslavakia bound for 

Austria in September 1973; 
The hijackers of the BOAC plane over Dubai of November 1974; and 
The kidnappers of certain OPEC oil ministers in December 1975. 

IRAQ 

The Government of Iraq is a major supporter of Rejectionist Palestinian ele
ments which repudiate a negotiated settlement to· the Arab/Israel dispute. The 
Rejectionist Palestinians include groups which use terrorism as a :policy 
instrument. . 

Bagbad lends political and moral support to all rejectionist groups. To what 
degree Baghdad provides financial, military, logistical or training support is un-
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clear, but it appears that a substantial degree of some such support goes to one 
renegade Fatah group and the Wadi Haddad wing of the Palestinian Front for 
the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP), both of which carry out internat.ional 
terrorist activities. 
Peop7,e's Democratic Republic of Yemen (Aden) 

There is some public evidence that the People's Democratic Republic of Yemen 
bas on occasion allowed its territory to be used as a sanctuary for terrorists. The 
absence of any U.S. representation in South Yemen and the general restrictions 
placed on the movements and contracts of foreigners there malte it difficult for 
the United States to verify the exilgtence and extent of PDRY support for 
terrorism. 

In recent months there have been some tentative movements toward improve
ment of relations between PDRY and certain of its moderate Arab neighbors 
which have consistently repudiated international terrorism. We are not able to 
predict with any certainty, however, whether this trend will have a significant 
effect on PDRY's attitude toward terrorism. 

SOMALIA AND TERRORISM 

There have been two major terrorist incidents involving the F:l'ont for the 
Liberation of the Somali Coast (FLCS), a Somali Government-supported group, 
in the past two years. In March, 1975, three members of the FLCS seized the 
French Ambassador to Mogadiscio, and only freed him five days later in exchange 
for money and two FLCS members who were prisoners in France. The exchange 
took place in Aden at the public request of both France and Somalia. 

In FebruarY, 1976, a group of FLCS commandos seized a school bus containing 
31 French children in Djibouti and attempted to drive it across the border into 
Somalla. The bus was MIted before it reached the border. French sharpshooters 
eventually killed six of the commandos and re-took the bus. Two of the children 
were killed. 

There is open cooperation between the Somali Government and the b'LCS, a 
cooperation which the Somali Government justifies on the grounds that the 
FLCS has been recognized by the Organization of African Unity as a legitimate 
liberation movement. While it is generally agreed that the FLCS is dependent 
on Somali Government support, there is no evidence which establishes that the 
two incidents described above were preCipitated with the knowledge of the 
Somali Government. 

In a December, 1976 meeting in Somalia, the Central Committee of the FLCS 
expelled five of its top leaders. While the FLCS leadership did not use the occa
sion to renounce terrorism as policy; some of the reasons cited for the expulsions 
were the infiltrating of armed gangs into Djibouti without consulting the FLCS 
policy-making body, conspiracy to assassinate other members, kidnapping, killing, 
robbing, and misappropriation of funds. The disciplinary action appears to be 
in .accord with the apparent Somali Government decision to cooperate peacefully 
with the French in bringing about Djibouti's independence. Independence is 
expected in June of this year, 

NEW INITIATIVE AGAINST TERRORISM 

There are numerous ongoing efforts by the Department and other agencies to 
improve our counter-terrorist capabilities and activities. These include develop
ing close bilateral and multilateral cooperation with other like minded govern
ments, better physical security, expanded intelligence data bases and intelligence 
exchange practices, improved aircraft security as well as other anti-hijacking 
measures al; home and abroad and closf)r bilateral and multilateral cooperation 
on political, and legal measures for controlling, apprehending, and prosecuting 
those guilty of committing or abetting acts of international terrorism. 

Specifi<:!,illy we have encouraged all of our posts to l3eek additional parties to 
the Hag\,le, Montreal and Protection of Diplomats Conventions. Moreover, we 
have act lively supported the FRG initiative iu the UN General Assembly to 
draft a:hostage convention and expect to take an appropriate role in the UN's 
consideration of that convention. Our bilateral contacts with other countries 
sharing' an interest in combatting terrorism continually explore new avenues to 
addref!s the problems of international terrorism through international law and 
new /Jl!ateral and multilateral initiatives in this area. We are encouraged by 
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what we have achieved, but the threat persists and there is much more than can 
and should be done. 

In this connection, the question arises as to the feasibility of multilateral 
enforcement agreements against countries which fail to maintain minimal air-

- port security standards or to coollerate in other efforts against terrorists. Based 
upon experience in the International Civil Aviation Organization regarding a 
previously proposed enforcement convention, we believe there would be significant 
resistance among member states to compulsory enforcement of such measures as 
the minimal security standards set forth in Annex 17 to the Convention on Inter
national Civil Aviation (the Chicago Convention) . .Although there has been a 
number of terrorist attacks and bombings at major airports in the past few 
years and despite U.S. support for implementation of security standards, the 
prospects of success for a multilateral enforcement agreement are not considered 
good. However, we continue unilaterally to urge other governments to adopt 
Annex 17 standards as we search for new ways and means to increase interna
tional support for enforcement. 

Within the existing institutional framework of the Cabinet Committee to 
Combat Terrorism and its operating-level Working Group, this administration 
is energetically searching for new approaches as well as the improvement of 
currently employed methods and techniques to cope with international terrorism. 
We are presently exploring the prospects for further advance in several areas: 

Ori8is management.-We are seeking to improve the management of terrorist 
acts committed in the United States which have important foreign policy 'impli
cations. We are considering recommendations for a new interagency effort to 
integrate and refine our policy options in this area and to identify realistic pro
cedural alternatives for the management of such incidents. 

Guideline8 on ma88 de8truction terrori8m.-We believe attention should be 
focused on the development of a government-wide policy and an operational 
mechanism to deal with terrOl:ist threats of mass destruction. There is an urgent 
need for establishing clear and coordinated policy and operational guidelines 
which identify and instruct the lead and supportive agencies whose capabilities 
to deal with terrorist threats of nuclear, bacteriological or chemical mass de
struction are yet untested. 

Oounter-terrori8m technology.-We have been examining the need for the re
search and development of equipment to improve our counter-terrorist capabil
ities. Requirements in this area have been tentatively identified by studies on 
mass-destruction and intermediate terrorism and in an overview of technology 
requirements. 

Beady reaction teams.-Our experience with terrorist incidents abroad has 
revealed a need at overseas posts for the early on-scene assistance of specialists 
in the procedures and techniques of managing terrorist incidents such as kid
nappings and hostage-barricade situations. The pecUliarities of a given situation 
will determine whether such a team is neened, and if so, its number and compo
sition. We have in mind an experienced crisis manager and a psychiatrist with 
terrorist/hostage-barricade training as being the l{ey members. We hope to 
develop the Ready Reaction Team concept iuto an operational procedure to give 
immediate Washington support to overseas Missions confronted by a terrorist 
challenge. 

STATEMENT OF lION. CLIFFORD P. CASE, U.S. SENATOR FROM 
THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY 

Senator CASE. Today's hearings are an outgrowth of a longtime con
cern many of us have felt about the problem of international terrorism. 
There have been a number of legislative proposals to,deal with the issue 
and some already have been enacted. 

We realize that there are no quick fixes or easy ways of dealing with 
. the problem-partly because the problem emerge':! in many forms. For 
example, there were the press reports yesterday of an attempt in France 
to kill the sister of the Shah of Iran. This type of terrorist incident 
creates different problems than those of trying to improve airport 
security. 

99-621 0 - 78 - 2 
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One general problem is the lack of interest or cooperation by other 
nations. Perhaps the most blatant example this year was the French 
Government's use of a legall~echnicality to release Abu Daoud, a con
fessed terrorist who is believ,~d to have masterminded the 1972 Munich 
massacre. The Senate made its feelings clear in the 93 to zero passage 
of a resolution Senator J a vil~s and I cosponsored criticizing the French 
action. 

We have to look beyond these past problems and try to improve 
deterrent against future incidents. This hearing is part of a continuing 
process-a process to which I hope the administration will give high 
priority. 

Senator JAVITS. Our first witness today is my distinguished col
league, Senator Heinz of Pennsylvania .. "\Vould you come forward, 
Senator, and proceed. 

STATEMENT OF HON. H. lOHN HEINZ III, A U.S. SENATOR FROM 
THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA 

Senator HEINZ. Senator J avits, thank you very much. 
Let me express at the outset my appreciation to you, Senator Javits, 

and to your committee and to Senator Humphrey for having these 
very timely hearings. I am very privileged to be a witness thjs 
afternoon. 

I have prepared testimony and it is somewhat lengthy and I don't 
intend to go through it all but I will go through it highlighting what 
I think are the most important parts. 

GROWTH OF INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM 

I would observe at the outset that international terrorism in our 
society has grown at a frightening rate. Terrorist acts have occurred 
with increasmg frequency throughout the world, and no nation is safe 
from the violence and horror of the phenomenon. Terrorists strike 
children, travelers,and athletes. There really seems to be no pattern 
to their chaos, and there is certainly no justification for their disre
gard of laws and governments. 

I don't doubt for a moment that the causes of increased terrorist 
activity are complex, and I don't intend to dwell on them today but 
we should recognize, as with any disease, there is a distinction to be 
made between causes 'and symptoms and we should be alert to which 
we are trying to treat. The causes are often rooted in history and poli
tics of a region and are conditions over which we often have little 
control. 

At the same time we must deal, however, with the short-term symp
toms as well. Permanent solutions may well be a long time in coming, 
and in some cases may never appear.'My testimony today, therefore, 
will necessarily focus on the symptoms, but I do so with the under
standing that lasting solutions to the causes of terrorism must be 
among our long-term foreign policy objectives. 
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It is generally agreed that the three critical factors to terrorists are 
publicity, the modern air transportation system that provides an 
escape route, and the existence of secure sanctuary. 

PUBLIQITY FACTOR 

Dealing with the first-publicity-poses very serious first amend
ment problems in this country, and we have thus far not discovered a 
way of stopping pUblicity of terrorist 'actions consistent with freedom 
of the press except to encourage media cooperation on an ad hoc basis. 
I would recommend that in cases of terrorist action our Government 
make a grealter than usual effort to enlist media cooperation during 
the crisis to minimize or eliminate exploitation and unnecessary cover
age. Any voluntary restraints, of course, need not and should not con
tinue after the resolution of the incident. 

:MODERN AIR TRANSPORTATION SYSTEl\I FAC'I'OR 

The second factor-air transportation-can be combated by im
proved air security measures. That such measures are possible-and 
effective--is illustrated by our own progress in eliminating hijacking 
within our borders. Clearly, however, more needs to be done in im
proving airport security in other nations, thou~h noticeable progress 
has been made. We can offer significant support 111 this area by provid
ing both expert assistance and financial support within the existing 
foreign aid budget. 

EXISTENCE OF SECURE SANCTUARY 

The third issue-sanctuary-remains a most intractable problem. 
80 long as terrorists have a safe place to hide-a nation that welcomes 
them and what they stand for-'we will be lUlable to effectively stamp 
out terrorism. 

This is a problem that has at least two aspects: Those nations which 
can be. persuaded to release-or not incarcerate-terrorists crossing 
their borders, such as France and Yugoslavia, and those nations de
liberately providiIlg bases of operations to terrorists, such as Libya 
and Iraq. . 

Though both aspects of the problem are serious, there is some merit 
to the suggestion that we should seek to deal first w'th the most ser:ous 
offenders, those whose specific policy it is to support and encourage 
terrorist activity by providing financial support, training, and sanctu
ary. In this category, the two most blatant offenders are Liby[\, l.md 
Iraq. 

LIByAN AID TO TERRORISTS 

In rec~nt years Libya has been the rest;ng and planning place for 
several mternational terrorists .. This includes IIlich Ramirez 83:n
chez-:-better Imown as "Carlos:" It includes the 1972 Libyan aid to 
the Black September killers of Israeli athletes, It also includes the 
claiITlS u'om intelligence sources that Carlos was .rewarded with be-
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tween $1 million and $2 million for kidnapping the OPEC [oil
producing exporting countries] oil ministers. 

IRAQI AID TO :PALESTINIAN, OTHER TERRORISTS 

The situation in Iraq is also Wim. The Abu Ali Iyad training camp 
currently covers several miles ill central Irq. Equipped with its own 
arIDS factory, the camp is filled with Palestinians and others receiving 
guerrilla training from AI-Fatah defector Abu Nidal. 

Iraq also now seems to be the main base for the Popular Front ~or 
the Liberation of Palestine [PFLP]. The extent of their terr01'lst
aiding activity remains high. The Iraqi mission to the United Nations 
was recently. discovered purchasing and distributing 200 fully auto
matic machineguns. These weapons, experts state, were ideal for 
terrorists. 

S. 483 AFPROAOH TO DEALING WITH TERRORI8~r 

With respect to both these countries, however, our formal relations 
are extremely limited, and there are few substantive influences we 
exert on them. Ther.~are, however, some options available, the first; 
approach exemplified in my bill, S. 483. 

In developing this bill I am indebted to Senator Bentsen whose own 
bill, S. 206, set up a mechanism that is used in my proposal as well. 
Senator Bentsen's bill includes five items to be denied to c<\untries 
aiding or abetting terrorism. Of the five, only Export-Import Bank 
credits have much meaning to those countries whose policies are most 
offensive. For example, Eximbank extensions of various forms of 
credit in fiscal 1976 totaled just more than $7.5 million to Libya, and 
approximately $3.3 million to Iraq. Fiscal 197'7 figures through June 
30 are $2,717,000 for Libya and zero for Iraq. This would be the 
major impact of the bill, as we do not provide other forms of economic 
and military assistance to these countries. As a result, the bill is 
somewhat limited in its impact, though appropriate in its approach. 

My own legislation, S. 483, adds two additional provis:ons to the 
list: most-favored-nation treatment and landing rights in the United 
States for foreign air carriers; and I would suggest at this time yet 
another: sales of U.S. manufactured aircraft . 
. Use of most-favored-nation [MFNJ status as a policy' lever has an 
Important precedent, the J ackson~ Vanik amendment to the Trade Act 
wh.ich denied MFN status to nonmarket economy nations that refused 
their citizens the right to emigrate. In view of burgeoning world trade 
in the past decade, sanctions that impact on trade are taking on in
creased importance. 

The question of foreign air carrier landing rights would not have 
short-term impact for bur relations with Libya and Iraq. We have 
no Bilateral Air Transport Agreement with either nation, and there 
are no U.S. carriers currently landing in Libya. 

Denial of foreign air carrier landing rights,however, would be a 
useful policy. tool to deal with those other countries that assist; ter
rorists in evading capture and trial without actually providing finan-
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cial support or permanent sanctuary. Incidents in recent years 
involving France in the Abu Daoud case I mentioned earlier and 
Yugoslavia come to mind. These are, by and large, nations with which 
we have had warm relations, and any sanctions sucb. as these should be 
imposed only after the most careful consideration. 

SALES OF AMl'lRIOAN AIRCRAFT 

An additional item not presently included in S. 483 is sales of 
American aircraft. Although in theory one could embargo any kind 
of trade or any specific commodit)T, aircraft. are particularly significant 
for two reasons. First, they are clearly associated with terrorism tmd 
terrorist escapeo Second, they are one product which we sell exten~ 
sively throughout the ,vorId and which are highly prized by foreign 
governments. Blocking such sales would have a minimal impact on 
our manufaoturers-9 of the 159 planes being soJd in 1976 having gone 
to such nations-but action like this would, I ~Iieve, be a useful lever 
Tor us, one that would have an irJ1pact and one that fits the crime. 

U.N. AssIsTANCE RECOMMENDED 

It is also clear, however, that the fight against terrorism cannot be a 
unilateral one. We must enlist the assistance and cOlYperation of other 
similarly plagued nations, and I would suggest one appropriate chan
nel for that would be through the United Nations. I would suggest that 
we seek to mobilize that body to raise international consciousness about 
terrorism alid to create some unified policy guidelines for all nations 
to follow. Specifically I would suggest several policy directions: 

One: The use of the U.N. and other international organiz!ttions to 
improve communicat.ion links between national police and security 
forces. to track terrOrIst movements. 

Two: The creation of a U.N. committee on combaVng the canses of 
terrorism and, most important, identifying terrorists. I think tbis 
would help develop both approaches to deal with the political Imd 
social problems that lead to terI'orism and identify and locate tbose 
who have committed acts of terrorism. 

Three. Creation of a new category of international outlaw or an 
international most wanted list. Placmg an individual in this category 
by the U.N. committee would require his or her prompt extradition 
by a U.N. member to the country where the crime was committed. A 
trial under appropriate national law would then foUow. 

l.fr. Chairman, some have suggested an international court to handle 
this kind of trial and punishment, but at this point I believe such an 
approach would be too cumbersome in practice and significantly more 
difficult to begin than a plan wl1ich relies on existing national legal 
systems. 

Finally, since it is axiomatic that terrorists are always viewed from 
different perspectives and that one nation's terrorist is another's brave 
freedom fighter, it is imperative that we nncbrstand clearly who we 
are talking about and that we make sure our total foreign policy is in
ternally consistent in its approach to terror and terrorists. . 
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DEFINITION OF TERRORIST 

While many grouDs, including some we have supported, have re
sorted to extralegal tactics to further their objectives, I would consider 
as terrorists those groups that direct their att'acks at innocent civilians 
or third- parties not directly-invoh:edjn the jssue,-oLat:p.r.operty be- _~_ 
longing to such uninvolved parties. A true freedom fighter, if there is 
such a thing, will confine himself to attacking the government he ob
jects to or its representatives, embodied in its military. He will not hi
Jack planes of third countries. He will not blow up inl1o(!ent people in 
'countries far away from the conflict. He will not attack civilians liv
ing in peace under the government he objects to. 

Obviously this is a line that iR difficult to draw in practice, but I 
believe we must do so to preserve the credibility of our policy. "Ve have 
to realize that if we deal with elements that seek forcible solution!; 
through the use of terror tactics we immediately undermine the credi
bility of all our other actions directed toward stopping terrorism. Al
though it may be tempting from time to time to covertly support those 
groups whose objectives we sympathize wHh, doing so will expose 
inconsistencies in our policy that will make our other actions, includ
ing my recommendations today, meaningless. 

TERRORISl\I CANNOT BE TOLERATED 

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, our modern society is so complex and 
its instruments of destruction of such magnitude that we cannot tol
erate terrorism in our midst. Failure to gaIn control over the situation 
will, I fear, result in a continued escalatIon of the level of violence and 
the ~egree of destr.u?tion of p~op~e and property, probably culminat
mg m a nuclear crISIS. That rIsk IS totally unacceptable, and we must 
redirect our policy to combat terrorism, recognizing all the while that 
the battl~ will not be an ~as;l one nor the price a low one, but it is a 
fight WhICh must be earned through to a successful conclusion. 

Thank you. 
[Text of S. 483 follows:], 

es. 483, 95th Cong., 1st sess.] 

A BILL Requiring t!te President to suspend economic assistance, military assistance, 
Go\"ernment and conllilerclal sales of arms, Export-Im.port Bank loans, foreign air 
carrIer landing rights, and must favored nation treatment to any country that w!llfull~' 
aids or abets terrorism 

Be it enactea by the !Senate ana HOltSIJ Of Repl'e8entative8 of the United, States 
Of America in Congre88 a8sembZ(l(]" That (a) the PreSident shall, with respect to 
any country which Willfully aids or abets international terrorism, suspend, for 
such period as he deems appropriate-

(1) economic assistance; 
(2) military assistance j 
(3) Government and eomlpercial sales of defense articles and services; 
(4) extensions of credits and guarantees under the Foreign Military Sales 

Act; 
(5) loans and loan guarantees made by the Export-Import BanIe; 
(6) landing rights in the United States for foreign air carriers from any 

such countries; and 
(7) most favored nation treatment. 

(b) If the President finds that national security justifies the continuation of 
any category of assistance described in section (a) to any government which will
fully aids or abets international terrorism, he shall report such finding to the 

----- --------------
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Speaker of the House of Representatives and to the Committee on Foreign Re
lations of the Senate. Assistance may be furnished to such government unless the 
Congress, within thirty calendar days of receiving su\)h report, adopts a concur
rent res01ution stating thnt it does not find that the nationn1 security justifies 
assistance to such government. 

Senator JAVITS. Thank you, Senator. I appreciate your testimony 
very -rrnic1i:l appreCiate your introduction of the bill though you your
self pointed out its limitations, especially when we deal with these 
hardcore cases like the IOllr countries that I described. 

EFFECTIVE ANTI-HIJACKING 'I'REATIE;; 

As to effective international action, you have to have action which 
would be analogolls to the antihijacking treaties-that is, an agree
ment to extradite-would you not ~ 

Senator HEINZ. I think that is fair to say, Mr. Chairman. It seems 
to me that the first effective step is one we can take unilaterally, and 
through Our example I think we can possibly create a climate where 
the agreement on sur h a treaty and its subsequent ratification would be 
a much higher priority item than it seems to be now with many of our 
good friends. . 

COUNTRIES PROTECTING TERRORISTS 

Senator JAVITS. Our Government, I will say, has not hestitated to 
name names and this is one of the most refreshing actions that I have 
seen myself. 

I have introduced into the record the exchange of correspondence 
with the State Department in which the details respecting Libya, Iraq, 
the People's Democratc Republic of Yemen, and Somalia are set forth. 

[See p. 2.] 
LINKAGE TO TRADE, LANDING RIGHTS 

Senator J AVITS. Do you believe, therefore, that the linkage would be 
justified no'i, only to aid trade and landing rights 'but uny other activ
Ities because you never know when one of these countries is going to 
get in big trouble and turn to us ~ 

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, I consider the increase in terrorist 
activity and its escalation a tremendous threat to stability and peace, 
and, as I am sure you recognize, S. 483 is premised on linkage and I 
do believe in linkage. 

Senator J A VITS. Thank you very much. 
Senator Case. 
Senator CASE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I am grateful to you, Senator, for your initiative here. I think it is 

very much in the right direction. 

AIDING AND ABETTING OF S. 483 

Your bill proposes suspension o£ economic assistance, la.nding rights, 
and a number of other measures to a natibn which, and I now quote, 
"willfully aids or nbets international terrorism." Would you give me 
for the l'ecord a bit of the development of tl1at tel'D1 "willfully aids or 
abets" ~ For example, would it include giving sanctuary to aircraft 
hijackers before, say, a plane could land in a particular country ~ 
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Senator HEINZ. The le~islation seeks to set a standard that is admit
tedly somewhat subjective. It is a decision by the President as to 
whether there is a willful aiding and abetting. If a country engaged 
in a persistent pattern of allowing within its borders the use of sanc
tuaries, that would clearly in my judgment be willfully aiding and 
abetting terrorists. I would also have no wish to define the term too 
narrowly. I would like the French Government to think, if this bill 
were enacted, that their totally unjustifiable release-at least in my 
judgment-of the terrorist Abu Daoud could lead to a decision by the 
President of the United States to impose restrictions dealing with cred
its or with MFN. I think, Mr. Chairman, if this legislation had been in 
effect, rather than thinking of their own economic interests in North 
Africa, or continental Africa, as I suspect the French did, they would 
have had to take into consideration before their release of Abu Daoud, 
their economic relations with their largest and most important non
common market trading partner; namely, us. 

AUTOMATIC IMFOSITION OF SANCTIONS WITH PROVISION FOR WAIVER 

Senator CASE. I can't possibly disagree with you on that. The form 
of your bill contemplates an automatic imposition of the sanctions 
and then a provision for waiver thereafter if the President thinks 
the national security requires it in which event he has to report to 
Congress about that. 

Sena.tor HEINZ. Yes, although somebody must make a judgment. 
Senator CASE. Oh, yes. 
Senator HEINZ. Somebody must make a judgment as to when a coun

try willfully aids or abets international terrorism. That 'person is the 
President; he is directed to make that judg-ment. If he makes the judg
ment but then suspends it, that is also hIS prerogative as long as he 
cites the national security to do so. I anticipate that there could be some 
disagreement between the Congress and the President over whether or 
not he was aggressive enough in making the first judgment. That is 
something we can anticipate, and logically so because as I tried to 
point out in my testimony there are many instances that make it very, 
very difficult to decide who is the terrorist and who is the freedom 
fighter. 

Senator CASE. You are quite right. 
There is some advantage, it seems to us, as we have dealt with other 

legislation-I am thinking now of the legislation in regard to the 
patterns of violation to human rights, Senator-where we have felt it 
was helpful to the executive branch not to impose on it the obligation 
to make specific findings of this kind but rather to make that deter
mination ourselves or to have it automatically subject to a right of 
waiver and that is an impossibility in matters of this kind here, too. 

1-Ve haNe, in the foreign aid bill, language referring to aidinO' and 
abetting by granting sanctuary irompersecution. Again there ;ould 
be a matter of judgment, of course, as to whether that kind of action 
amounted in the particular case to aiding and abetting hijackers or 
terrorists. 

. .; 
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RADIO BROADOASTIN3 

dUSt one further question as to the limits or extent of your concept 
of aiding and abetting. What about wide ranging sorts of things like 
radio broadcasting ~ Let's assume the broadcasting agency is not a 
private agency but in fact a branch of the government. Is that govern
ment because it is a broadcaster that encourages or condones terrorism 
doing it itself even though that is the only evidence that the govern
ment is engaged in that practice ~ 

Senator H}}INZ. May I ask my good friend from New Jersey whether 
that :is a hypothetical question because I don't know of any country 
which is engaged in broadcasting that kind of encouragement to ter
rorists which IS not already clearly harboring 1{arl'm:ists as Iraq and 
Libya are doing. It may be something that would arise but I hon
estly can't ,answer that hypothetical question, Senator. It is ii, good 
one. 

Senator CASE. I guess I would have to say, if I were trying to answer 
the question that I asked, that it would depend on the -circumstances of 
any kind that might amount to aiding and abetting. I agree it is de
sirable to leave the matter quite widely open to th(\. press to make a 
determination. 

I have no more questions, Mr. Chairman. I am very much obliged, 
as I know you are, to the Senator from Pennsylvania for introducing 
this legislation, which I think is most important. 

Senator JAVITS. Thank you very much, Senator Heinz. 
Senator HEINZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity. 
Senator JAVITS. ",Ve have a witness 'who has a time problem. May I 

ask :Mr. Karkashian who is from the State Department and Mr. Jen
kins and Mr. O'Donnell if they would have any objection if we with
hold their testimony to allow Professor Lillich of'the University of 
Virginia Law School to appear ~ Is there any objection ~ 

Mr. JEl\TJaNS. I have none. 
Mr. O'DONNELfJ. No. 
Senator JAVITS. The Chair hears llone. 
We will caH Richard B. Lillich, president of the University of 

Virginia Law School. 
Mr. Lillich, in view of your time problem~ would you take 5 or 6 

minuteD for your statement. . 

STATEMENT OF RICHARD B. LILLICH, PROFESSOR, UNIVERSITY 
OF VIRGINIA LA W SCHOOL 

Mr. LILLICH. I will take no more. 
I should state that I am not thB president. I have no desire· to be 

president of anything, much less the University of Virginia. 
Senator dAVITS. 'What are you ~ 
Mr. LILLIOH. A mere professor. , 
Senator JAVITS. They put president onthe agenda. Being a profes-

sor may be more important. 
Mr. LILLICH. I would like to think so. 
Senator CASE. More impregnable, more permanent. 

99-621 0 - 78 - 3 
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Mr. LILLICH. I do have tenure, but it does not protect one from not 
teaching classes, which is why I have to get back to New York where 
I am teaching this evening. 

What I would like to dois make some prefatory. remarks, then sum
marize the points in my testimony, and then perhaps make a few com
ments about institutional changes within the government for combat
ing international terrorism. 

INTERNATIONAL LAW INADEQUATE TO DEAr. WITH TERRORISM: 

First the prefatory remarks, which will be very brief indeed. There 
is no doubt, as Brian Jenkins who will follow me and many others 
have said, that international law as it now stands is inadequate to cope 
with the terr()rism situation. We need legal restraints; we need sub
stantive law, and we need procedurallaw. 

The difficulty, of course, is twofold. On the substantive side, as I will 
point out in my testimony: it is extraordinarily difficult to obtain any 
kind of consensus for ne,v conventions, new treaties. On the procedural 
side, even assuming that one has these conventions, the problems of 
implementation are quite difficult indeed. The Abu Daoud case to 
which Senator Heinz referred is a classic example. 

It seems to me that any improvement in the law at least in the fore
seeable future will have relatively marginal impact on the whole prob
lem of international terrorism. I don't wish to denigrate my profes
sion, but it does seem to me that, while international law may have a. 
role to J?lay here, an important role to play, we have to keep it in 
perspective and remember also that legislation such as proposed by 
Senat~r Heinz will not be a cure for all our problems. 

U.S. SUBMISSION TO U.N. OF DRAFT CONVEN'I'lON 

The United States found this out, if I may now get into the sUm
mary of my testimony, when in 1972, following the Munich massacre, 
it attempted through the efforts of my colleague Prof, John Norton 
Moore, who was then serving as counselor in the Department of State, 
to submit to the United Nations, and indeed the United States did sub
mit to the United Nations, a draft convention which would have in 
effect handled the terrorism problem almost across the board. As a 
matter of fact, the response to this. submission was such a negative 
response-the drttit convention was buried in a st.udy of the under~ 
lying causes of terrorism and what have you-that it has gotten 
nowhere. 

Therefore, the United States has taken and should take a variety 
of other approaches. It seems to me that we have to adopt unilateral 
responses such as Senator Heinz has suggested and other unilateral 
responses such as you referred to in your remarks. 

STATE RESPONSffiILITY LAW 

. ~i.rst of all, th~re is a body of.internat~ona~ law,caUed State Resp~n
slbIhty Law whlChshould be mvoked III SItuatIons where countrIes 
either encourage or tolerate terrorist acts or, if such acts are committed 
without the country's participation, fail to apprehend, punish: or ex-
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tradite terrorists. The law is very clear on that and I myself have 
been very disappointed that until very recently the United States 
has not raised, this problem properly in international forums.. . 

It is refreshIng to have the Department of State speak out as It dId 
with respect to four countries this past June. In my estimation it is 
high time that we do so. We may not be creating any new international 
law, but we ~tre certainly creating a climate of opinion by stating eX
actly what our position is, as Senator Heinz said. We have now stated 
for the record that we find this not only morally objectionable, but 
legally objectionable as well. 

WOLFF .A1\IEl\"'D1\IENT TO FOREIGN ASSISTANCE .ACT 

The second unilateral response has been the so-called Wolff amend
ment, whjch I believe Senator Case. refeI'red to in, his remarks. This is 
tIle legislation that was added to tIle Foreign Assistance Act last year 
which requires the President to terminate assistance to any country 
which aids or abets by granting protection to any individual or group 
which has committed an act of international terrorism. 

Now this is a somewhat limited weapon, of course. It is' a weapon 
that the United States is adoptin~ unilaterally, but it seems ·to me 
once again that just as by postu1ating State responsibility standards 
we create a climate of respect for international law we do' so the same 
way here as well. 

TITLE 24 U.S.d. SECTION 290 (G) (9) 

Incidentally) I find that there is another relevant statute in addition 
to the Wolff amendment on the books, title 24 U.S.C. section 290 
(g) (9). This was also added last year. It does not terminate assistance 
but requires the United States representative to the African Develop
ment Fund to vote against loans or assistance to countries violating 
human rights, and that includes "providing refuge to individuals 
committing acts of international terrorism slich as the hijacking of 
an aircraft." Therefore, there are two precedents that were added to 
the statute books last year for Senator Heinz' statute. 

S. 4$3 SUI'l'ORT 

Now SenatoF H~inz' stat"':lte, to turn to it very bri~fly, goes beyond 
the mere termmatIOn of aSSIstance to include suspensIOn of U.S. com
mercial sales of arms and the variety of other things that a..re ticked 
?ff in the first section of his bill. .Also; unlike the 'W olff . amendment, 
It contains a concurrent resolution device which would allow Congress 
to ove. rride the President's findings. 'rhus in two important areas. it 
goes well beyond the IV'olff amendment, and I would invite your at-
tention and your consideration to those areas. . . 

I frankly think a lot can be said in favor of strengthening the 'Wolff 
amendment, but one can anticipate that the Department of State will 
oppose that effort as indeed it opposed the·Wolff amendmentlastyeal'. 
This, of course, comes as nothing new to you. It has long apposed any 
restrictions on executive power and discretion in this area, nnd indeed 
presumably it should. 

1 
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NoW' having mentioned these two unilateral techniques, let me just 
summarize very briefly the four areas in which I think specific steps 
can be taken by the United States either unilatcrally or in conjunction 
with several other States. 

AIRPORT SEOmUTY 

First of all, airport security. I am amazed that we have not mounted 
a massive inter:cational campaign to achieve minimum standards of 
airport security, either by the treaty route making it mandatory or 
by recommending standards for national adoption. I am aware of the 
fact that many countries sav thev cannot afford airport security. It 
seems to me t,hat there could be smne kind of international assistance of 
indeed unilateral assistance if need be. 

Second, in addition to these standards which should be ndopted 
with respect to the security of airport passengers, what about security 
standards insofar as people who are not just 'passengers but people 
who work in airports, people who visit airports to pick up or put on 
passengers and -what hMTe you. It seems to me that this is a major area 
where the United States should take the initiative. The fact that last 
year you, Senator Javits, sponsored Resolution 524 urging the Presi
dent to undertake internationalllegotiatiolls to strengthen and improve 
airport security indicates that you are concerned with this problem, 
and I would hope that we would have a report from the Department of 
State soon that steps indeed have been taken in this area. 

RANsmr PA"l"MENTS 

Now the second area that I think attention should be paid to is the 
question of ransom payments. I understand tIlls is undergoing re
examination by the Department of State right now,but 'at least at the 
present time the statement that is made public is that the United States 
does not pay ransom money. One can argue about this pro and con. 
n not entirely operuninded, I am willing to listen to arguments on 
both sides here. It does seem to me, however, that there is an internal 
inconsistency between the Government's policy, which is that it 'itself 
will not pay ransom, and the fact that it allows U.S. corporations 
doing business overseas to pay ransom is concerned. 

Now the policy arguments articulated behind the Federal policy is 
that if we pay ransom for diplomats we will just encourage further 
kidnaping. In any event, these payments will be used by the terrorists 
to finance further activities either in: the country concerned or in other 
countries. Well; of course, both these reasons, it seems to me, apply 
across the board to the private sector as well as the public sector, and 
indeed right now the Federal policy really is exposing corporate exec
u"ives to additional risks, because it is transferring this risk from the 
public sector to the private sector. 

In my prepared statement I indicate that I do llotthink there are 
an:¥, co~stit~tionaI.grounds, as has been suggested, ~or blocking legis
latIon III thIS partIcular area. I do have an open nund about it, but I 
think it is something that we ought to consider because we have, as 
Brian Jenkins will tell us, situations where up to $60 million has been 
paid in ransom and situations where over $14: million has been paid in 
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ransom for corporate executives-$14: million for a U.S. executive and 
$60 million for a foreign executive. It indicates the magnitude of the 
money involved and the extent of the problem. 

DRAFT CONVENTION ON TIlE TAKING OF HOSTAGES 

I am sure I have exceeded my 6 minutes. Let me just touch upon two 
other matters. First o£ all, the draft convention on the taking o£ hos
tages. This treaty, of course, was suggested 1 year ago in the United 
Nations, and the ad hoc committee that was established to draft it over 
the summer has just reported that it was unable to do so, to come up 
with a solution, and it has asked £01' a 2-year extension of time. I think 
the United States should be very concerned with and should partici
pate actively in the drafting of this convention. It seems to me that 
it is something upon which international consensus can be obtained, 
and that the type o£ provisions you point out are contained in the 
·aerial hijacking conventions should be applied here as well. Mr. Fields 
of the Department 0'£ State has suggested that this area is one that 
requires monitoring, and I certainly agree with that assessment. 

FOROIBLE SELF-HELP AS SANCTION AGAINST TERRORISM 

Finally, forcible self-help as a sanction in the terrorism context. We 
have not really been faced with this problem, but the Israelis were 
faced with it in the caSe o£ Entebbe. If one examines the debates pre
ceding the enactment of the war powers resolution, which of course, 
Mr. Chairman, you are familiar with, you will find that that resolution 
gives little guidance as to whether the United States can utilize its 
military arm to rescue its nationals should they be taken hos~a~es in a 
foreign country or transported to a foreign country. It certainly gives 
little guidance insofar as international law. I suggest a thorougn exam
ination of this particular problem be undertaken as well. 

UNILATERAL APPROACH SUGGESTED 

. Wlu,l.t I am suggesting in general is that the United States take the 
offensive here in the unilateral and in the small collective multi
national approach, and that we abandon any attempts, as indeed I 
think we have, to get a massive overa,ll convention. In short? I suggest 
that we in effect try to bite off little pieces of the area and dlgest them 
and establish some kind o£ substantive law and procedures to enforce 
it. 

INSTITUTIONAL OtIANGES IN U.S. APPROAOH URGED 

If I may have just 30 seconds more, I have been doing some con
sulting for the Department of State £01' the last year and a half, and 
it seems to me .that a few institutional changes are in order insofar 
as our approach to terrorism is concerned. So, without biting the 
hand that has been feeding me for the last year and a half, letll1e 
suggest what I think some of these changes should be. 

First of all, 1 think tha,t the Director.of the Terrorism Office should 
be a full-time director and ·a permanent director and a director that 
has had past experience in the area. I have had to deal with three 
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Directors in the last year and a half and, as I think Mr. Jenlcins will 
say in his statement, there is an element, despite the caliber. of the 
men involved, of on-the-job training. . 

Second, it seems to me that the staff should be greatly increased 
and that the director should at least have a full-time international law
yer on his staff, which he does not have at present. There is one-third of 
an Assistant Legal Adviser currently handling the legal problems at 
the Department of State. He is responsible fOl' two other very impor
tant areas and obviously one-third of his time is not sufficient. 'fhe 
annual cost of this recommendation would certainly be a lot less than 
the overtime the police receive when there is a hostage situation that 
lasts beyond a day or so, or when a jet that has received a bomb 
threat has to dump its fuel and come back and lose time at JFK. 

Then, finally, I think we need greater coordination between Wash
ington and the U.S.-UN mission in New York. The example that I 
would draw upon is the current effort to draft a convention on hos
tages. As far as I know, there was almost no communication between 
responsible officials in the Department of State, at least in the Legal 
Adviser's Office, and officials in New York. What we need is an 
overall ,policy on this matter 'and on terrorism in general, and that 
requires us to devote more resources to this whole area within the 
Department of State and the Government generally. 

I appreciate your indulgence. 
[Professor Lillich's prepared statement follows :] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RICHARD B. LILLICH 

LEGAL RESPONSES TO INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM 

Since 1972, when the Unit.ed States took the initiative and submitted a draft 
convention .on international te.rrorism to the UN, this country has been active in 
efforts to formulate new norms and to create new procedures to combat such 
terrorism. Yet, as the UN Security Council debate following the Entebbe rescue 
operation in July 1976 revealed, there is a wide divergence in the ';VorId commu
nity over how-and, indeed, perhaps even whether-to approach the terrorism 
phenomenon. The recent failure of a UN ad hoc committee to agree upon Ii 
draft convention 'llgainst the taking of hostages, which was to have been sub
mitted to the Thirty-Second Session of the General Assembly later this month, 
again underscores the almost glacial movemE'nt being made on the international 
scene. 

Since Us international efforts have not met with wide success, the U.S. has had 
to consider, am.ong other alternatives, various unilateral responses 'to help 
'Curb terrorist activities. One such response, recommended to the Department of 
State in a working paper prepared for it by the Procedural Aspects of Inter
national Law Institute and subsequently published in 26 American University 
Law Review 217 (1977), is the invocation of State Responsibility norms by the 
United States I!lgainst certain foreign countries for their failure to prevent 
injuries caused by terrorism and for their failure. to apprehend, punish or 
extradite terrorists. Derived from State practice, arbitral decisions and codifica
tion attempts over many years, this body of international law offers a rich vein 
of relevant precedent that shcmld be worked for profit. It is encouraging to see 
that at long last the Department-under Senator Javits' prodding to be sure
has invoked such norms .agaist at least four foreign countries ,aiding or abetting 
terrOrists-Iraq, Libya, Somalia and Yemen. By so doing it has registered this 
country's strong belief that terrorist acts not only ate immoral, but that they 
violate the traditionalnorms of internationalluw as well. 

A second unilateral response to international terrorism is the so-caUed Wolff 
Amendment to the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, added in 197$, which requires 
the President to terminate all assistance under the act to any country which 
aids or abets, by grantIng sanctuary from prosecution to, any individual or 
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group which has committed 'an act of international terrorism ... " This amend
ment, analyzed in a working paper prepared for the Department of State by 
the Procedural Aspects of International Law :rnstitute which recently was 
published in 11 George Washington Journal of International Law and Economies 
223 (1977), is a practical, if somewhat limited, "weax:on" against terrorism, but 
its real significance lies in the fact that it is a norm-generating expresl;ion of 
shared U.S. and woJ:ld commuhity policy. ' 

S. 483, introduced by Senator Heinz, greatly expands the coverage of tIfe'" 
'Wolff Amendments by going beyond the mere termination of assistance to include 
the suspenl;ion of U.S. and commercial sales of arms, .Export-Import Hank loans, 
foreign air carrier landing, rights, and most-favored-nation treatment. Unlike 
the Wolff Amendment, it also contains a concurrent resolution device by which 
Congress could override the President's finding that national security justifies 
the continuation of such assistance to any such State. That is a lot to be said 
for this strengthening of the Wolff Amendment, although J.t can be expectedtbat 
tbe Department of State once again will oppose the effort. 

In additJ.on to tbe above, a number of other possible responses have surfaced 
which warrant consideration, four of whicb are discussed below: 

Aml'ORT SECURITY 

Like the chain that is only as strong as its weakest link, international civil 
aviation's overall security system is only as effective as whatever security exists 
at the laxest airport in any foreign country. Given this a~nowledged fact, it is 
somewhat surprising that no concerted effort has beel). mounted internationally 
to establish minimum standards of airport security, either by the treaty route or 
by recommended standards for national adoption. Tbe UN has had considerable 
experience with both approaches-its Standard Minimum Rules for the Treat
meut of Prisoners being an outstanding example Of the latter-and the relevance 
of path approaches to international terrorism's threat to international civil 
aviation warrants serious examination. 

One particularly promising area for exploration is the feasibility of promulgat
ing minimum standards of airport security as to passengers-e.g., baggage 
screening, band luggage examination, body sear<!hes-under the international 
Civil Aviation Organization's convention. Annex No. 17 thereto, entitled "Secu
rity-Safeguarding International Civil Aviation Against Acts of UnlawfUl Inter
ference," would be the point of departure.' Such minimum standards might be 
made mandatory 01' discretionary. Since leSS developed states, might plead nnan
cial inability to implement them, a system of tariffs 01' contributions to under
write security measures should be considered. Unilateral assistance measures as 
well as international funding should be explored. 

Another promising area for exploration is the possible establishment of secu
l'ity standards at airports all they relate to persons other than just passengers. 
The Lod (Tel Aviv), Athens, Rome and Istanbul airport massacres of recent 
years demonstrate the weakness of national law and the need for new interna
tional standards to cope with airport security problems, both insofar as defining 
offenses and prescribing punishment is concerned. That there is conSiderable 
Congressional support for U.S. initiatives here is shown by last year's Javits Res
olution (S. Res. 524, 94th Cong., 2d ,seas. (1976), Wllich urges the President, 
inter alia, to undertake international negotiations to strengthen and improve 
airport security. 

RANSOM PAYME;NTS BY PRIVATE PARTIES 

U.S. policy guidelines for dealing with illternational terrorism iuvolving U.S. 
citizens in foreign States include the following: "Should the matter of a monetary 
ransom arise, the U.S. Government would make known to the bost goveJ:'nment 
that, as a.matter of policy, it does not pay such money. While we believe that 
other governments, companies, and individuals should follow suit, the tJ.S. Gov
ernment has no legal means to restrain such parties if they clloose to do 
otherwise." 

This "no ransom" policy of tue U.S., a spin~off of its "no negotiations" policy, 
has been criticized as too harsh and infiexible. :At the very least, it is internally 
inconSistent, since if the poJJcy reasons behind the U.S.'s refusal to pay ransom 
are valid they presumably would apply with equal validity to sucb payments by 
private parties. These policy reasons include both a realization that paying ran
som in one ease would lead to further kidnappings, and that in any event the 
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proceeds of such ransoms would be used to underwrite future activities by the 
terrorists concerned. Both reasons apply across-the-board. Yet U.S. multinational 
corporations, especially in Latin America, have paid vast sums to ransom their 
corporate executives. Exxon's payment of $14.2 million in cash to a terrorist group 
in Argentina in 1974-supposedly the highest amount ever paW. for a kidnap 
victim until that time-is a case in point. 

Indeed, by refusing topay·ransom for government officials and simultaneously 
condoning such payments by private parties, the United States actually may be 
increasing the exposure of corporate executives to kidnappings, shifting the risk, 
so to speak, from the public to the private sector. The plea that the U.S. has "no 
legal means" to prevent private payments contains echoes of Pontius Pilate's 
lament: surely, if the United States believes its "no-ransom" policy valid across
the-board, the U.S. should not wash its hands of the matter, but rather seek the 
enactment of presumably constitutional enabling legislation allowing it to adopt 
such a policy by executive order. On the other hand, upon examination it may 
appear that a more flexible policy is desirable on the part of the United States 
itself. Even a preliminary conclusion at this stage is difficult to reach, but enough 
has been said to demonstrate that this problem area warrants extensive 
consideration. 

UN DRAFT CONVENTION AGAINST THE TAKING OF HOSTAGES 

As mentioned above, the United States in 1972 submitted a draft convention on 
international terrorism to the UN, where unfortunately it received little support 
and was buriel1:for all practical purposes in a lengthy study Of the underlying 
causes of terrorism. Despite the flurry of excitement caused by the hijacking of 
the OPEC oil ministers in December 1975, at which time Venezuela actually pro
posed a special session of the General Assembly to consider international terror
ism, the prospects for a general convention do not look any brighter in 1977 than 
they did in 1972. For that reason, among others, the Procedural Aspects of Inter
national Law Institute, in an unpublished working paper submitted to the De
partment of State, has recommended that the United Stares cOlicentrate Us efforts 
for the present on drafting specialized conventions covering such topics as letter 
bombs, hostages and nuclear theft. See generally PAIL Institute, Future Inter
national Efforts to Insure the Prosecution and Punishment of Acts of Interna
tional Terrorism: The USe of Treaties (December 1976). 

For a while this year,\this "incremental" approach appeared to be paying 
dividends insofar as the s 'bject of hostages was concerned. Following a West 
German initiative, quietly su 'ported by the U.S., the UN General Assembly agreed 
on December 15, 1976 to drm ~ an international convention againtthe taking of 
hostages, establislling a 35-me 'lber ad hoc committee to undertake the task this 
year. UN Doc. A/RES/Bl/I0B, eprinted in 76 Dep't State Bull. 74-75 (1977). The 
committee began work this sun mer and was to have come up ,vith a draft text 
for submission to the Thirty-Seet'nd Session of the General Assembly this month. 
Recently it asked for at least a year's extension of time. 

The tradeoffs necessary to get agreement even to draft this convention are 
evidence of the difficulties the ad hoc commi.ttee faces. Libya, for instances led a 
drive to have the convention apply only to "innocent" hostages, which of course 
would have undercut the drafting effort entirely. Its proposal was dropped, the 
quid pro quo being the dropping by West Germany and its cosponsors of a specific 
provision for the prosecution Oi' extradition of terrorists taking hostages. Accord' 
ing to U.S. Ambassador Bennett, this trade off was not a compromise with 
principle: 

We have no doubt that the convention will be drafteu along the by now 
familial' lines of the Hague, l\fontreal, and Protection of Diplomats Conven
tions; namely, with the principle of aut declare aut judicare forming the 
central mechanism. Perpetrators of these acts must be denied a safe haven. 
They must know that wherever they are they will be subject either to 
prosecution or extradition. 

Whether this evaluation of the hostages effort is overly-optimistic remain!; to 
be seen. In any event, as Louis G. Fields, Jr., Assistant Legal .AdYiser, Depart
ment of State, has observed, "[t]his effort could produce a major bl'eakthroug:h in 
dealing with the hostage problem and must be carefully monitored." TerroriBm: 
Summary of Applicable United States and International IJaw 12 (lfeb. 18, 1977) .. 
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FORCIBLE SELF-HELP AS A SANCTION IN THE TERRORISM CONTEXT 

As the Entebbe rescue ope~ation in July 1976 revealed, when all other sanc
tiohs against terrorists fail.States with the capability to do so may resort to forc
ible help-help, condemned by some aniliorities as vi01ative of Article 2(4) of the 
UN Charter and justified by other commentators under Article 51. AltilOugh this 
legal question was cousidered in some detail in the debates preceding the enact
ment of the War Powers Resolution, the resolution itself gives little guidance 
as to whether a U.S. operation to rescue its nationals taken hostages in or trans
llortoo to a foreign country by terrorists is permissible under U.S., much less 
international, law. A thorough examination of this legal issue and the drafting 
of some relevant policy guidelines should be a matter of Some priority. 

In conclusion, with internationnl efforts to combat terrorism proceeding at a 
snail's pace, the United States should once again take the initiative in this field, 
as it did fiY~ years a~o. This time, however, the bulk of its .efforts should be di
rected not toward the adoption of a universal convention, but toward the de
velopment of various ad hoc responses, but unilateral and multilateral. In this 
direction the path toward real progress lies. 

Senator J A VITS. Thank you, Professor. 
I am not going to ask any questions, but I a,m going to make a 

reqnest. If your testimony does not analyze what you call the doctrine 
of state responsibility, could you give us a separate monograph on that 
subject ~ . 

:Mr. LILLICH. Well, it reprint of a lengthy study was given to the 
c()mmittee last June. It might be a good idea to put in the rec<'Jrd a 
much shorter piece dealing with the V\T olff amendment, because that 
is relevant to some of the policy issues that are concerned with Senator 
Heinz' bill. 

Senator J AVITS. Will you give me that ~ 
Mr. LILLICH. Yes. 
Senator JAVITS. vVithout objection, it will be added to your 

testimony. 
Mr. LILLICH. 'I'hank you, sir. 
[The information referred to follows:] 
[Excerpted from the Journal of International Law and Economics, 

Vol. 11, No.2, 1977.] 

THE 1976 TERRORISM AMENDMENT TO THE FORElG1'f ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1961* 

By Richard B. Lillich"'· and Th.omas E. Carbonneau"'** 

I. BACKGROUND OF THE AME:.'<DMENT 

Key to any successful attempt to combat international terrorism is the elimina
tion of sanctuary and safe-haven for terrorists. The United States haS pressed 
consistently for international agreements-the anti-hijacking cOhventions 1 and 

"The Procedural Aspects of International Law Institute. 1M., 1977. This artiCle is !msed 
upon a memorandum prepared by the Institute under a contract from tlleDe'partment of 
State to study "Sanctuary and Safe-Haven for Terrorists: The Relevancy of International 
Law." 'rhe vIews expressed herein reflect the personal opinions of the Ruthors. hoWe\-er, 
and thus are not necessarily the views either of tlle Institute or the Department of State. 

"Professor of Law, University of Virginia School of Law. and President. Procedural 
Aspects of International Law Institute. A.B. 1954, Oberlin College; LL.B. with Specializa
tion in International Affairs. '1957. Cornell Law Scllool; LL.M. (In International LaW), 
1959. and J.S.D., 1960, New Y01'k University Scllool of Law. Member.of the NeW York Bar. 
".Me~ber Of. the qIass of 19781 University of Virginia School of Law. A.B., .197'2, 

Bowdoin College. :B.A .• 1976, and M.A., 1977, Oxford UniVersity. . 
1 Convention on Offenses and Certain Other Acts Committed on Board Aircraft (Tokyo 

ConYentlun), Sept. 14, 19(}3, [.1969] "3 U.S.T. 2941, T.I.A.S. No • 6768; Convention for the 
Suppression of UnlawfUL Seizure of Aircraft (Hague Convention). Dec. 16, 1970. art. 7. 
(1971) 2 U.S.T. 1641, T.I.A.S. No. 1192 ; and Convention for the SUPPression of Unlawful 
Acts Against the Safety of 'Civll Aviation (Montreal 'Convention), Sept. 23, .1971, art. 7, 
[19T3] 1 U.S.T. 565, T.r.A.S. No. 7'570. .' 

99-621 0 - 18 - ~ 
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the Internationally Protected Persons Convention' being examples-requiring 
States. either t~ prosecute or extradite international·terrorists found within their 
borders." .Since dts efforts to establish a "basic extradite-or-prosecute obliga
tion"· have not met with general success, the U.S. has had to consider, among 
other alternatives, various unilateral responses to help curb terrorists activities. 
One obvious response, drawing upon a wealth of domestic precedents, involves 
the possible invocation of economic sanctions. 

Since the enactment in 1982 of the Hickenlooper Amendment,· which proscribed 
the nationalization of U.S.-owned property without the payment of prompt, ade
quate, effective compensation, the U.S. has threatened recipient,S of economic 
or military aid with its termination if they engaged in various acts which con
flicted with major U.S. foreign policy objectives. Subsequent threats to terminate 
aid generally have sought to achieve less parochial objectives. In September 
1972, for instance, the Department of State held up a loan to Uganda following 
anti-Jewish statements by President Amin." Shortly thereafter, President Nixon 
announced that, as reqnired by statute; he would discontinue aid to "all coun
tries that lvillfully contributed to [the U.S.] narcotics problems." 8 At the same 
time, in the aftermath of the Munich Olympics tragedy, the Senate, presaging 

_the subject matter of this article, adopted a resolution favoring "the suspension 
of the United States aid to and the imposition of economic and other sanctions 
against any nation which provides sanctuary for terrorists who have injured or 
abused citizens or property of one nation in committing illegal or terrorists acts 
against another nation or the citizens or property thereof." • 

Four years later, following the determined efforts of Representative Wolff, 
Congress enacted and the President signed into law Section 620A of the Foreign 
Assistance Act of 1961 (hereinafter called the "terroriSm amendment"), which 
in effect codifies the poliCy expressed in the 1972 Se)late resolution. In its final 
form, Section 620A provides that: 

(a) Except where the President fulds national security to require otherwise, 
the President shall terminate all assistance under this [Act] any government 
which aids -or abets, by grantinG sanctuary from prosecution to, any individual or 
group which has committed an act of international terrorism and the President 
may not thereafter furnish assistance to such government until the end of the 
one year period beginning on the date of such termination, except that if during 
its period of ineligibility for assistance under this section such government aids 
-or abets, by granting sanctuary from prosecution to, any other individual or 
group which has committed an act of international terrorism, such government's 
period of ineligibility shall be extended for an additional year for each such indi
vidual or group. 

(b) If the President finds that national security justifies a continuation of 
assistance.to any government described in subsection (a) of this section, He shall 
report ~uch finding to the Speaker of the House of Represel1tatives and the 
Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate.'• 

While the terrorism amendment bears a superficial resemblance to the Hicken
looper Amendment, it differs from Hickenlooper in two important respects. In the 
first place, it is not designed to protect only parochial U.S. interests. Rather it is 
intended to combat, in the words of 1\Ir. 'Wolff, ua threat ... to the entire fabric 
of international harmony." 11 Secondly, the terrorism amendment does not seek to 
elevate a predominantly U.S. view to a supposedly international norm in th~ way 
that the Hickel1100per Amendment attempted to do. Indeed, in marked contrast 

• G.A. Res. 3166, 28 D.~. GAOR SuPp. 30, at 14!6, U.N. Doc A/90aO (1973). reprinted il~ 
68 AM. J. IliT·L. L. 383 (1974). See Wood, The Convention Ol~ the Prevention and Puni8h
ment of OlimBS Against IntcI'11ationulllIProtected PerBons, Including Diplomatic Agents, 23 
IliT'L &Co~n'. L.Q. 791 (1974) i and Note, Convention Oit the Prevention and PuniShment 
of Crimes Agli:in8t DiplOmatic Agcnts and Otller InternationallV Protected Per801l8: All 
Anal1l8i8, 14.VA. J. IliT'L. L. 70.3 (1974). . 

" Cuatomary International law, at least until recently, Probably did not requIre the pros
ecution or extradition at such terrorists. See L!llich & Pa.'Cmnn. State Responsibility jo/' 
Injurie8 to Aliens Oceasiollcd by Te/Tolist Activities, 26 AM. D.L. REy. 000 (1977) • 

• 67 DEP'T STATFl BULL. 444 (1972). 
G 22 U.S.C. § 2370(e) (1) (1970). as amended, 22 U.S.'C. § 2370 (e) (1) (SuPP. V. 1975). 
Q \VashlnJ:ton Post, "Sept. 15, 197'2. at 16, col. 1. 
7.22 U.S.C. § '2291 (a) (SuPP. V. 1975). 
S WnshlnJ:to'Q POst. Sept. 19. 1072. at 1. col. 1. 
• S. Con. Res. 100 92d Cong., 2d Sess .. 118'CoNG. REC. '32651 (1972). 
10 22 U.S.C.A. § 2371(a) (11) (Dec. 1976. Part 1). 
11Ilcarin08 01/. E.R. 11968 Beforc the House Oomtll .• on Intel'natiol!a,1 Relatio1!8, 94th 

Cong., 1st & 2d .scss. 685 (1976) [hereInafter cited as Hearings]. 
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to its predecessor, it is an expression of what is, presumably, a truly global outrage 
at the threat of terrorism.l!l 

The latter point requires some expansion if the terrorism amendment is to be 
understood properly. One of the main a~'guments against the HickenlOoper Amend
ment was the fact that it had little practical ettect on the problem it purported 
to address." Critics pointed out that States which nationalized U.S. property 
without proper compensation were likely either not to be receiving U.S. aid 
or, alternatively, to be receiving too little aid to dissuade them from nationalizing 
It is sorp.ewhat ironic, at first sight, that many of the critics whO made this argu
ment against the Hickenlooper Amendment now support a unilateral approach to 
terrorism which is subject to similar criticism. Indeed, the practical ineffective
ness argument probably is stronger in the case of the terrorism amendment, since 
in all likelihood States harboring terrorists are less likely to be recipients of 
U.S. aid than States nationalizing U.S. property. How then, it may be asked, can 
critics of Hickenlooper support th.e terrorism amendment? 

The answer lies in the iliffel'ence in the fundamental purposes of the two 
amendments. Hickenlooper, being patently parochial legislation, of necessity had 
to stand or fall on its practical elfectiveness." Certainly it never was claimed that 
its presence on the statute boo,ks was a way of winniug friends for the United 
States in the international community, or of underpinning or fostering an inter
national consensus on the problem to which it was directed. A contrario sensu, 
the immediate practical effectiveness of the terrorism amendment is of only 
relatively minor concern. What was emphasized in the debates by Mr. Wolff 
was its potential value as un unequivocal statement by the United States of its 
intention to stand firmly behind, und even actively to advance, the emerging 
international law norm condemning terrorism: 

Perhaps this [amentlment] is nothing more than going onl'ecord; unfortunately, 
however, in 110 piece of legislation that we have had has tlle United States really 
gone on record as being opposed to terrorism. It would be one more method, 
one additional area of voicing our opposition to international anarchy taldng 
place. The fact that you say that it might not stop it, well, without this we havo 
not been p,ble to stop it either. . . . 

We should try to do something. We have tried to put amendments before the 
UN to no avail and it would seem that we are in effect saying that we throw up 
our hands and we can't do anything against teriorism,'" 

This quotation clearly reveals that a major, and perhaps the major, impact of 
the terrorism amendment will be its firm lmderscoring of the 11.8.'s commitment 
to the anti-terrorism cause. While of course the fact that its practical effect upon 
other States will be "malUs to be regretted, the legislation remains a valuable 
expression of an emerging lnternatiollallaw norm. 

n. LEGISLATIVE. HISTORY OF T~~ .t..ni.ENDMENT 

In December 19'75, 1\1:1'. Wolff. who ilie p~ecedingmonth had contended that 
"tlle U.N. has 'Pro'lren It!:elf to be incapable of dealing with the problem of inter
national terrorism 'in a meaningful way," ,. offered a draft amendment to the 
Internationul Security Assistance and ArnIs Export Act of 1976.17 In brief, the 

,. The UN, for instance, has (!onaemned international terrorism. See G.A. Res. '30'34, 27 
U.~. GAOR SUP]). 30. at 119, U.N. Doc. A/8730 (1972). 

13 R. Lll!lch, The Protection of Foreign Investment 140-45 (1965). ~ 
1< It fell. See LIIllch, ReqttJel!~ fol' Hickenloopm', 69 AM. J. rNT'L. L. 91 (1970). 
15 Hem'ing8, 81LPl'G note 11, at 681. . 
'.121 Congo Rec. H1l:295 (dallyed. Nov. 11. 1975). 

17 The text of the draft amendment reads as follows: 
Sec. 020A. Prohibition Against Furnishing Assistance to Countries Which Grant 

Sunctuary to lnternational Terrol'lsts.-(a) Except under extraordinary cir(!umstances, 
the President shall terminate nIl assistance under this Act to any government which 
grants sanctuary from prosecution to any Individual or grollp that has committed an 
act of International terroriSm and may not thereafter furnish' assistance to such !lOV
etllDlcnt until the end of the one yenr IJerlod beginning on the date of such termination, 
except that If during its pel'lod of Ineligibility for assistance snch country grants 
sanctuary from prosecution to any other indlv.ldual or grQUP that has committed an 
act of intern.ational terrorism, suc!l.country's period of ineliglblJlty shall be extended 
for an additional year for each snch Individual nr group. 

(b) If the President determines that extraordinary circumstances exist wblch j1!stlty 
Ii continuation of aSSistance to RlIY gOvernment described in subSection (n), be shall 
report such extraordinarY Ch'CUIDFJtances to the Spllnker of the House of Representatives 
and the Committee on Foreign Relations. of the Senate. Assistance may not be fur
nlslleil to such government If tlle Congress, within 30 calendar days of receiviIlg such 
report. adopts a concurrent resolution stating in elrect that it dOllB not flnd that ex
trnorrllunry cfrclll!'~tnnces exist which justify assistance to such government. Hea.rillgs, 
81111rrt note 11, at 6S14-8'5. 
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amendment. coptained two provisions: the first providing that the President 
should terminate all assistance undeJ:' the act for a one year period to any coun
try granting sanctuary to interlll<tional terrorists; ,. and the second permitting 
the President to continue such assistance if he found that "extraordinary circum
stances" existed!" A concurrent resolution device;o by which Congress could 
overrule this finding without the President's signature, greatly limited his discre
tion in this regard. The draft amendment differed from the enacted version of the 
terrorism amendment in two important respects: (1) it lacked the legal phrase 
"aids and abets," l!l but (2) it contained the all-important concurrent resolution 
device. 

Senator Stone introduced a similar draft amendment in the Senate."" This 
version provided that the President should terminate all assistance under the 
act for a one year period to any country aiding OJ:' abetting international ter
rorists except where he found national security to require otherwise. Presiden
tial discretion again was limited by a concurrent resolution device. In addition 
to substituting a "national security" for an "extraordinary circumstances" ex
ception," the Senate draft amendment introduced, upon the insistence of Sena
tOI' J"avits," the "aids and abets" concept. The importance of this latter variation 
is twOfold. First, by drawing upon the language of the crimlual law it under
scored the criminal nature of the conduct of States which amist international 
terrorists. However strong the political overtones may be in .9. particular ter
rorist situation-whether from the standpoint of the terror.tsts' own motiva
tions or from the standpoint of the State in some way involved with them-Sen
ator J"avits believed that such overtones should not "decriminalize" the conduct 
of States aSSisting terrorists."" Secondly, by cuting off aid not just when States 
grant sanctuary from prosecution to international terrorists, but when they aid 
or abet such terrorists, the Senate draft amendment considerably widened the 

18 A chain of states might run afoul of this proscription In a given case If, after being 
granted sanctuary In State A, an international terrorist later moved freely to and in States 
Band C. For a discussion of analogous situations involving active or passive actions giving 
rise to rl!sponslblllty on the part of a chain of States, see Llllich & Paxman, note 3 SI/pra. 

,. See text at and accompanying note 23 infra. 
:0 For a dellnltioIl' -:-" the term concurrent resolution device, see 1 CCH Congo Index 

('Senate, 94th Congo 1975-76), at 4 (1976). 0' The Senate later added the phrase. See text at and accompanying notes 24, 25 & 26 
infra. 

JIll The text of the draft amendment reads as follows: 
Sec. 620A. Prohibition Against Furnishing Assistance to Countries Which Aid or 

Abet International Terrorlsts.-
(a) Except wher<l the President finds national security to require otherwise the 

President shall terminate all assistance under this Act to any Government which aids 
or abets any individual or group that has committed an act of international terrorism, 
and may not thereafter furnish assistance to such government until the eud of the one 
year period beginning on the date of such termination, except that If during its perio!l 
of IneUgibUlty for assistance such country aids or abets any other Individual or group 
that has committed an ad of international terrorism such country's period of Inellgi
blIlty shall be extended for an additional year for each such Individual or group. 

(b) If the President IInds the above circumstances exist which justify a continuation 
of assistance to any government described in subsection (a), lle sllaH report such cir
cumstances to the Speaker of the House of 'Representatives llnd the Committee on 
Foreign Relations of the Senate. Assistance may not be furnished to such government 
if the Con'l'ress, within '30 calendar days of receiving such report, adopts a concurrent 
resolution stating In effect that It does not find that the above circumstances exist 
which justify assistance to SUCll government. 122 Congo Rec. S1751 (dally ed. Feb. 17, 
197m. 

23 The use of the phrase "extraordinary circumstances" In the original House draft was not 
without precedent. It had been used previously iII' a 1974 Human Rights Amendment to the 
Foreign Assistance Act (8ee 22 U.S.C. §2304[a] [Supp. V. 1975]). The suhstitutlon of the 
phrase "national security" for the phrase "extraordinary circumstances" constitutes an 
unfortunate change. The use of the latter' phrase Is more accurate In the tE'l'l'orlsm context 
since, for \lxample, It accounts for the hostage situation, while the former phr!lse does not 
unless It is given an exceedingly, if not excessively, broad construction. The substitution of 
the phrase probably was motivated by the fact that the provisions in 22 U.S.C. § 2370 
(1970) concerning tile termination of aid included exceptions which were worded In terms 
of national security," e.g., "[p]ro1Jidoo, that the President does not find such action con
trary to the national security.' 

2< "[~'Jhe phrase 'aids or abets Is a phrase of the well-establiShed criminal law, bas been 
construed very often, and therefore is not an uncertain phrase to be construed in the first 
Instance for this particular amendment .... " 122 Congo Rec. S1753 (dally ed. Feb. 17, 
1976). 

OJ; It should be noted that, while the phrase ".alds or abets" represents a welJ-defined legal 
concept In U.S. domestic law, its status In 'International law Is less clear. There Is ~ome 
precedent, however, as to what the phrase might mean in the context of state responsiblllty 
for InjUries to aliens. See LlIlich & Paxman, note 3 supra·. 
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scope of the proscription, a result clearly intended by Senator Javits if not ap
preciated by other Congressmen." 

As revi,ed by a CQnference committee, the terrorism amendment basically fol
lowed the Senate model. Indeed the Conference Report states that the commit
tee "adopted the Senate version with an amendment to include the House pro
vision by requiring termination of assistance to any country which aids or abets 
by granting sanctuary from prosecution to any individual or group that has com
mitted an act of international terrorism.,,:r; The italicized portion of the above 
quotation, however, is undercut considerably by what followed. While the revised 
amendment did contain "aid and abet" terminology, this language was linl,ed 
solely to the granting of sanctuary."" Thus in effect the narrow proscription of the 
original House version prevailed.c'Il 

On May 7, 1976, President Ford vetoed the International Security Assistance 
and Arms Export Conb'ol Act of 1976, which contained the above terrorism 
amendment. The President's opposition centered upon several provisions which 
he deemed 'violative of the CQn .. titutional separation of powers."" Although the 
terrorism amendment was not mentioned specifically, it, like the proviSions the 
President did single out, contained the concurrent resolution device. For example, 
in his veto message the President cited the human 'rights provision, a provision 
parallel to the terrorism amendment.:n He characterized it as an "unwise restric
tion :eriously inhibiting [hisJ ability to implement a coherent and consistent 
forei.gn polic..v." 32 He considered such provisions to be "awkward and ineffective 
device[s]" which were, in effect, "simple legalistic tests" which ignored complex 
policy considerations."" 

Prior to the President's veto, Executive .. Branch opposition to further limitations 
on the President's discretion in the foreign policymaldng area already had be
come apparent. Thi;;:, opposition, however, refiected the confusion mentioned earlier 
concerning the dual purposes of the legislation: on the one hand, it purported to 
be a practical "weapon" against terrorism, and, on the other hand, its real value, 
arguably, came from its being a norm-generating expression of shared U.S. and 
international community policy. The Department of State, in its evaluation of 
the terrorism amendment, principally criticized the first purpose and generally 
discounted the importance of the second. In a series of five "talking points," it 
argued that: 

[1] Denying or terminating a development and security assistance under tIle 
FAA wiII not necessarily deter a country from granting srulctuary to terrorists. 

[2J There may be cases where transfer to a safe h:lVen in another country is 
ar.rllnged for terrorists in order to avert the slaughter of hostages. This amend
ment would jeopardize this humane alternative. 

[3] This amendment cOuld jeop:lrdize our efforts to achieve a peaceful solution 
in the l\fiddle East and unfairly punish nations that are not in a pOSition to 
control the activities of terrorists who use their territory as a sanctuary. 

[4] There is nO universally-accepted definition of "internation!l.l terrorism." 
The term has been use(l with widely differing intents and meanings-usually 
witIl a political objective in mind. Thus one can imagine situations wherein the 
amendment, if adopted, could adversely uffect a country thut has been victimized 
by terrorist operations. 

[5J The problem of terrorism is addressed effectively and comprehensively in 
a multilateral context. Unilateral threats of aid terminations could slow accep
tance of cooperative efforts such as the anti-hijacking conventions.'" 

!!6" 'Aid or abet,' to a criminal, whether he is a local criminal or an international crimlnrtl 
is a very well-knoWn term. It requires some intent. it requires some concealment or COyerul'. 
In other words, It does not matter whether they give 111m up or not. That is only It question 
of whether they are aidIng or abetting him after the -commissIon of his crime. The crIme is 
what is the essential poInt." 122 Congo Rec. 'S1755 (dally cd. Feb. 17, 197'6). Gompare 1I;lt1l
text at and accompanying notes 24 & 25 SIlIJra. 
~7H.R. Rep. No. 1013. 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 69-70 (1976) (emphasIs added). 
:!$ The rllvlsed amendment required . tile President to terminate ald to any State "which 

aIds Or abets. "by granting sanctuary from prosecution to, any Indivldt1al or group which lias 
committed an act of international terrorism .•. • "Id. at 30 (emphasis added). 
~ Oompare 10ith tllxt at and accompanying note 26 8l1pra. 
no Press Release from the Office of the White House PresS Secretary, May 7, 1976, at i. 
m.Id. at 3. 
nJd 
!l3]cl. 
.. See U.S. Dep't of State. Termination of Assistance to 'Countries GIving Sallctuary to 

International Terrorists, 1976 (unpublIshed). 

-------.. ------~-
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In Congress, opponents of the terrorism amendment stressed three major 
points. First, they emphasized the fact that States which had granted sanctuary 
to terrorists in the past did not receive U.S. aid and thus were immune from the 
amendment's thrust.as Secondly, they asserted that the amendment placed undue 
emphasiS upon a single factor in complex State-to-State relations.3s Finally, they 
pointed out that the lack of any definition of "international terrorism" cre-ate!! 
potential problems.37 All three arguments, of course, are found in the Dep3rtment 
of State's five "talking points." They ultimately failed to prevail in Congress, 
which reenacted the terrorism amendment, minus the concur.rent resolution 
device, that now graces the statute books as Section 620A of the Foreign Assist
ance Act of 1961.38 

III. .AN ASSESSMENT .oF THE OPPOSITION TO THE AMENDMENT 

The three arguments mentioned in the final paragraph of the preceding section 
bear closer examination than they were given either by the Department of State 
or by Congress. The first one simply refiects the confusion mentioned twice above 
the dual purposes of the terrorism amendment, a point that need not be repeated 
again in detail. Suffice it to say that the amendment may have long-range value 
even if its immediate effectiveness proves to be zero. 

In response to the second argument, it might be asked which is the m'ore im
portant factor in determining U.S. foreign policy: a consideration of complex 
State-ta-State relations in a given case Or a firm general stand behind the emerg
ing international law norm condemning international terrorism. Presidential 
fiexibility in the conduct {)f foreign relations is an important consideration, admit
tedly, and of course it is not necessarily incompatible with a firm stand against 
intern!ltional terrorism. Such fiexlbility, though, should not extend to the point 
where the President engages in a consistent pattern of trading concessions to 
criminals either for short-run objectives (e.g;, freeing of hostages) or long-run 
advantages (e.g., the maintenance of "friendly relations" with an oil·e~"porting 
State). The problem of terrorism is too important for it to be treated as just 
another factor in the diplomatic decision-making process. Surely the time has 
come to reconsider the unofficial U.S. position of what might be called "nego
tiable disapproval" vis-a-vis terrorists. The terrorism amendment rellects Con
gress' desire for such reconsideration, while at the same time acknowledging the 
realities of international life by providing a "national security" exception for Use 
in the .hard case. 

The third objection raised against the amendment, both by the Department of 
State and by various members of Congress, concerns the amendll'.ent's failure to 
define the operative term "internati'onal terrorism." Curiously, this objection, 
voiced chiefly by Sen!ltor Abourezk, embraced two diametrically opposite points 
of view. One was that the concept of terrorism is too vague to constitute a stand
ard for judging certain behavior as criminal j the otber was that, 'on the con
trary, the amendment is drawn with overly-great precision, so tbat it very 
skillfully exempts Israeli military operations from its ambit!O 

Regarding the first point, Mr. Wolff acknowledged that there is no widely ac
cepted international definition of terrorism. I would suggest, however, that the 
language contained in ... the U.S. draft of tbe United Nations on the "Convention 
for the Prevention or Punishment of Certain Acts of International Terrorism" 
pr:ovides a basis for further consideration. 

This act, of course, would have to meet the other tests, but in the end. I fear 
that the defiJiitions of international terrorism are similar to Supreme Court Jus
tice Potter! Stewart's comment on obscenity when be said "I know it when I see 
it." to 

It may be. that, I3.S unsatisfactory as this solution to the problem appears at 
first blush, it woUld create less difficulty than might be imagined in determining 
w.hether or not a given inCident constitutes terrorism. Critics of the amendment 
lUre correct, to be sure, when they ;assert that criminal statutes should not be 

"" Hearings, supra note 11, at 6S'6.· 
"ld. at 687. 
:11'122 Congo Bee. S1754 (dally cd. Feb. 17,1976). 
38 See text at note 10 sflpra. 
311 122 Congo Ree. S1754.-55 (dailyed. Feb.17,1976). 
iOHearings, Supra note 11, at 685. OJ. Bllxter, A Skeptical Laale at the OOllcept oj 

2"'erroriBtn., 7 U. Akron L. Rev. '380 (1974). 
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overly vague as to the type of activity that is beingproscribed.<1 Yet can one say 
that the words "international terrorism" ,are not, in and of themselves, just as 
clear as any purported definition or restatement of them would be? Such was the 
belief of the U.S. delegation to the UN in 1972 when it submitted its draft Con~ 
vention for the Prevention or Punishment of Certain Acts of International Ter
rorism/" which focused on operative acts and purposely left the .term undefined. 
CriticIsm of this approach has not been lacking, both within and without the 
UN, but it should be noted that the critics themselves have not met with con
spicuous success in their own attempts to frame a fixed definition for so fluid 
an offense. /. 

The second point emphasiz.es the fact that military operations, which can be 
viewed as State terrorism, do not iall within the amendment. This exclusion has 
the effect, critics of the amendment have a'l'gued, of giving covert approval to 
such events as. Israeli Air Force raids on villages and refugee ~mps in southern 
Lebanon. In Senator Abourezk's view, for instance, the amendment is not aimed 
at all varieties of international terrorism, but only at one limited type of such 
terrorism, a type which would cover many acts committed by Plllestinian freedom 
fighters driven to desperation by a generation of mistreatment at Israeli (and 
also U.S.) hands." 

This last argument comes lUS a reprise to persons who have watched the UN 
vacillate on the terrorism issue since 1972. One should attack the causes, and 
not simply the manifestations, of terrorism, the argument at the UN has run. It 
reflects the fallacious yjewpoint that, if one piece of remedial legislation does not 
accomplish everything to be desixed, then it should not be enacted, even if it 
admittedly might solve ·part of the problem. 

NQ one disputes that State terrorism is a serious problem and that it certain1y 
deserves mOre adequate scrutiny and condemnation than it has received to date. 
The fact is, though, that there already exists a large body of conventional inter
national law regulating State terrorism in the armed contlict context.'· Addi
tionally, there already exists a substantial and developing body of customary 
international law gJverning the responsibility of States for terrorist activities 
which they either initially sponsor or subsequently assist in accessory-after-the
fact fashion"" ¥<ireover, .another provision in the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, 
as amended, r'dquires the termination of U.S. aid to States which utilize terror 
against their. own citizens," the same sanction device f~.>und in the terrorism 
amendment!' Finally, there is no dispute that the underlying causes of terrorism 
should be studied and then eliminated. The recognition ()f this fact, however, does 
not mean that onlo shoulcl stand idly by while terrorist uutrages continue. No one 

<1122'Cong, Rec. S1754 (dailyed. Feb. 17, 1076). . 
42 U.N. Doc. A/C. 6/L. 850 (1972), reprinted in 11 Int'l Legal Materials 1382 (1'972). 
"Leaving the term undefined in the amendment allows the U.S. to take into account. In 

the words of Senator Stonc, "the evolving and emerging pattern of criminal activities" that 
may be characterized as "International terrorism." 122 Congo Rec. S1754 (dalIyed. Feb. 17, 
:1.976). 

"ld. at 81755: 
If you were sincere In wanting to stop terrorism [ ... ,] you would put a stop to 

Israel's dropping bombs in southern Lebanon on the civman llopulations and, especially, 
wltil American cluster bombs and with American airplanes and American financing, 
Tllllt Is the way to stop terrorism, to do It everywhere and not just In One part of the 
world. 

It would seem to me this is a yery, very 'Cynical amendment, one designed to continUe 
the terrorism [In the Middle East} and not to put a stop to it for a fact . 

.. See Convention with Respect to the Law and 'Customs of War on Land, July 29, 1890. 
32 Stat. 1803' (1902). T.S. No. 4{)13; Conyentlon Respecting the Laws and Customs of War 
on Land, Oct. 18, 1907, 36 Stat. 2277 (1909), T.S. No. 539; Geneva Convention Relatlye to 
the Treatment of Prisoners of War. Aug, 12, 1949 [1055] J3 U.S.T. 3316 T.I.A,S. No. 3'364; 
and Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection of 'Clvman P{'lsons in Time of War. 
Aug. 12. 1949 [1955]3 U.S.T. 3516, T.r.A.S. No. 3365. For a discussion of the evolution of 
internatiOnal law norms regarding terrorism, 8ee Paust, A S'Url!ev of P088ible LeU(l~ Rc
Sponse8 to Internatio1ta~ Terrori8m: Prevention, PUni8hment, and OooPcl'atit?e ACt/Oil, 5 
Ga. J. Int'l & Compo L. 431 (11)75). . ' 

•• See Lillich & Paxman, note 3 8upra. 
<72'2 U.S.C. § 2304(a) (Supp. Y, 1975). 
{8 Hearjll(}8, supra note 11, at 686 <'Mr. Wolff} : 

A further point I would like to make Is that thIs amendment can be considered a 
corollary to the human rights amendment approved by this commltee last year. My 
amendment Is directed towllI'd ter;:or!sn\ created by individuals or groupS. 

Last year's amendment was directed toward terror by states. ThUS, with the Inclu
sion of my amendment, we will'llave an even-handed approach to the problem of 
terrorism and avoid au accusation that we are concentrating on but one form, an 
accusation that haS hindered past U.S. attempts to curb terrorism. 
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today would contend seriously that the U.S. should limit itself to studying the 
causes and alleviating the impact of racism, aU the time foregoing the opportunity 
to pass laws against racial discrimination. The same reasoning applies in the 
terrorism field. 

One additional response should be made at this point about the Department of 
State's fifth talking point.'· It is true that multilater.al, as opposed to unilateral, 
action ragainst terrorism is the preferable course of acion. If the Deparment is 
is correct in its assertion that the terrorism amendment "could slow acceptance 
of cooperative efforts such as the anti-hijacldng conventions," then the 'llmend
ment would indeed lose much of its raison d'etre as an effort at promoting inter
national law. As a matter of fact, however, the Department's fear in this regard 
is largely groundless, for the lamentable 'reason that the anti-hijcldng conven
tions mentioned are not achieving universal adherence, States harboring hijack
ers naturally having little motivation to ratify them. Moreover, those conventions 
cover only one facet nf terrorist activities. As for multilateral action against 
terrorism in genel~l, there is little possibility of !llny effective action being taken 
in the foreseeable future.so In any event, the problem of terrorism is too urgent 
for the U.S. simply to sit and wait for international agreement to materialize. 

IV. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE AMENDMENT 

Having analyzed the ar'guments advanced against the substance of the ter
rorism amendment and Iound them ,vranting, one still is left with the problem 
of whether the particular version of the amendment enacted· is the preferable 
one. In this regard, 'a strong case can be made for the House draft amendment 
originally presented by Mr. W<llff, as opposed to the legislation which llnally 
became law. The major difference between the two bills, it will be rer..alled, was 
the presence in the former, and the absence in the latter, of the concurrent !resolu
tion device. 

This difference has an important bearing on the effectiveness of the legislation, 
although not in the wray that normally is supposed. Lawyers especially lind it 
virtually impossible ro resist engaging in what often become artificial and theo
retical debates Jabout Executive and Legislative Br.anch prerogatives in the 
foreign policy area. On the part of the Executive Branch, there is a "knee jerk" 
unwillingness to accept any limitation on the President's foreign policymaldng 
powers. The implication is not just that the President is in a better position to 
formulate U.S. policy in regard to matters such as international terrorism, but 
actually that he is in the only effective position to do so. In evaluating the ter
rorism amendment, the Executive Branch Japparently was prepared ro accept 
only legislation which left the President's discretion relatively unfettered. 

As faScinating as such debates are fom an academic standpoint, they nonethe
less seem to miss the real issue Jat stake, which is just how firm and unequivocal 
a statement the U.S. is willing to make to the world community on the subject 
of international terrorism. The congressional debates, significantly, yield little 
evidence that great practical differences would ensue depending upon whether 
the President or Congress had the ultimate power to decide on cut-offs of U.S. 
aid under the 'llmendment. The important point, though, is not that Congress 
would make better, or even {Jifferent, 'SubstantiYe decisions in this area th.an the 
President. It is that if Congress were to have been given the ultimate decision
making power, then that bestowal of power would have been perceived by other 
countries, rightly or wrongly, as reflecting jan especially forthright stand against 
terrorism. 

The theory behind this last point is that any issue that is lifted out of the 
workings of {Jay-to-day professional diplomacy :and placed in the hands of the 
public at large (through the medium of the Congress) is one about which the 
public is particularly concerned. In 'one sense, it is true that the step might be 
viewed as being a regressive one, tying the President's hands in his direction of 

4. See text at note 34. BILpra. 
50 The UN General Assembly recently established n '30-member committee to draft an 

international conyentlon prohibiting the taking of hostages. N.Y. Times, Dec. 16, 1076, at '3, 
col. -3. The committee Is to begin work In August 1977 and complete n draft text In time for 
submission to tIle next session of the General Assembly In September. Id., Dec. 10, 1976 § A, 
'nt12. col. 1. 'What kind of convention will emerge from the committee nnd what its reception 
will be In the General Assembly are matters of speculation, Even If the effort Is unexPectedly 
successful, however, the convention will proscribe only the taking of hostages and not 
terrorist acts In general. 
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U.S. toreign policy. In another and more vital sense, though, it would be a pro
gressive step in that U.S. concern over terrorism wold be viewed as being a 
widespread ,public concern, rather than merely another of many tactors in the 
diplomatic decision-making process; the international norm-geDF.!rating capacity 
of the amendment thereby would hra.ve become all the greater. The strength of the 
original House draft 'amendment thus lay not in its reli'ance on the wisdom of 
Congress rather than that 'Of the President per se, but rather in tl1e forcefulness 
of its condemnation of international terrorism. 

Nevertheless, despite the dropping of the concurrent resolution deviCe, Mr. 
Wolff and the supporters of the O'riginal House amendment have achieved a 
meaningful compromise. At the worst, their efforts to combat and condemn inter
national terrorism will prove futile, ,serving only as a vent for congressional 
frustrations. At best, the amendment will deter some States from granting sanc
tuary and also will contribute, incrementally, to the continuing development of 
an international law form condemning terrorism. "Perhaps this is nothing more 
than gOing on record," Mr. Wolff realistically acknowledged, in remarks already 
quoted above, adding pointedly: 
[U]nfortunutely, however, in no piece ot legis1ation tlMt we have had has the 
United states really gone on record as being opposed to terrorism. It would be 
one more method, one additional urea of voicing our opposition to international 
an~rchy taking pl:ace. ~:he :flact that you say that it might not stop it, well, with
out this we have not been able to stop it either." 
It is difficult to differ with this sober assessment of the 1976 terrorism 
amendment. 

Senator JAVITS. Senator Case. 
Senator CASE. No. In the interest of everyone involved this after

noon, I will not ask any questions. 
I do appreciate your statement, Mr. Lillich. You have presented a 

kind, moderat~, thoughtful statement, and I lmow it will be helpfUl. 
Senator JAVITS. Our next wjtness on the part of the administration 

is John E. Karkashian, Acting Director, Office for Combating Tel'
rorism, Department of State. 

[Mr. Karkashian's biography follows :J 
BIOGRAPHY OF JOHN E. KARKASHIAN 

.After serving in the .Army overseas during W.W. II as a parachute infantryman, 
Mr. Karkashian attended the University of Southern California, There M earned 
a bachelor's degree with honors in Foreign Service, followed by a Master's degree 
in 1952. Mr. Karkashian began his career with the Department of State in Wash
ington befO).'e entering tlle Foreign Service in 1956. He has had a ,series of overseaR 
assignments including, Costa Rica, Panama, Chile, and Ecuador. Returning to 
Washington in 1971, Mr. Karlmshian has served in the Bureau of Inter-American 
Affairs as an Office Director and attended the Department's Senior Seminar in 
1976. Currently, :Mr. Karkashian is the Acting Director of the State Department's 
Office to Combat Terrorism and chairs the Working Group of the Cabinet Com
mittee to Combat Terrorism. 

STATEMENT OF JORN E. KARKASRIAN, AOTING DIREOTOR, OFFIOE 
FOR OOMBATING TERRORISM, DEPARTMENT OF STAT~ 

Mr. KARKASHIAN. Mr. Chairman, I apprecia,te the opportunity to 
appear before this committee today to discuss the problem of inter
national terrorism and our efforts to protect our citizens at home and 
abroad and the citizens of other countries in the United States from 
this threat. I am accomRanied today by Dr. Steve R. Pieczenik who 
is a Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for Management and by 

G1 See text nt note 15 8upra. 
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Mr. Louis G. Fields, Jr., the Assistant Legal Adviser for Special 
Functional Problems in the Department of State. 

I should point out that in addition to my Department of State 
responsibilities, I am also the Chairman of the IIlter-Agency Working 
Group for Combating Terrorism. That body is responsible for develop
ing and coordinating effective working relationships between the Fed
eral a¥encies which have operational responsibilities for dealing with 
terrorIst incidents. 

OFFICE FOR COllfBATING TERRORISM 

My Office in the Department of State is responsible for developing 
and refining the policy and operational guidelines for dealing with 
terrorist threats to American citizens and interests abroad. In opera
tional terms, this means that my Office provides the leadership and 
the core personnel for the crisis management task forces which are 
organized whenever an international terrorist incident involving the 
United States takes place. Whenever necessary, we immediately mo
bilize the regional and functional specialists available to us in the De
partment and in other Federal agencies and carryon our task force 
activities on a 24-hour basis until the incident is either resolved or 
under control. 

Our objective is to protect American citizens and interests by pre
venting or controlling terrorist attacks. Our methods include intelli
gence on terrorist movements and plans, physical security measures 
for our :people and installations, effective crisis management proced
ures durmg an incident, and cooperation with other governments, in
cluding the apprehension and prosecution of those who carry out ter
rorist acts. 

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO TERRORISM 

Terrorism is neither a new nor an easily defined phenomenon, but 
modern society is particu1arly vulnerable to such violent acts due to 
several factors, including: the political fragmentation which is taking 
place around the world; disaffected national groups who have griev
ances against the established order; modern weapons which enhance 
the striking power of the few; commercial aircraft which not only pro
vide readymade hostages but also the place to confine them and the 
means to transport them and their captors anywhere in the world i 
additionally, there are states which finance, arm, :md train terrorists 
and also give them sanctuary i and finally, there is worldwide media 
coverage which attends every major terrorist incident thus satisfying a 
principal terrorist objective, world attention for their cause. 

DEFINITION OF TERRORISl\:[ 

Terrorism has been defined in various ways, and yet there is no 
universally accepted definition. One man's terrorist is often described 
as another's freedom fighter. It is precisely for that reason that we 
have been frustrated in various efforts to achieve comprehensive multi
lateral agreement on effective international proscription of terrorist 
acts and appropriate sanctions. And yet we klloW the degree of fear 
and human tragedy that is caused by terrorist attacks, kidnapings, and 
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the indiscriminate murder of innocent victims, whose only fault was 
to have been in the wrong place at the wrong time. . 

Despite the definitional problem, the consequences of terrorism are 
clearly incompatible with a humane world order. Such acts, whatever 
their motivation, are criminal and intolerable. Thus, it is the firm 
policy of the United States to take all lawful measures to prevent acts 
of terrorism and to bring to justice those who commit them. 

TERRORISM: STATISTICS 

Terrorism today dearly transcends national boundaries and is a 
matter of international concern. What then are the dimensions of the 
problem ~ Between January 1968 and December 1976 there were ap
pro:ximat.ely 1,150 separate international terrorist incidents. While the 
progression has not been even, the overall trend in the annual totals of 
these incidents is increasing. Nineteen hundred and seventy-six saw a 
record of 239 separate incidents. 

DEALING WITH THE TERRORIST THREAT 

I referred earlier to various means which are being used in our ef
forts to deal with the terrorist threat. I would like to expand on those 
comments. We have greatly improved on the physical security meas
ures now available against terrorist attacks both at home and abroad. 
For example, civil aviation security in the United States has 'been 
strengthened to the point that there has been only one successful hi
jacking of a regularly scheduled commercial flight in the United 
States in the past 5 years. Unfortunately, the situation is not tJ:at 
favorable elsewhere in the world. The downward trend in worldwIde 
hijackiugs which was experienced in 1976 has already been reversed in 
1977. 

We have also greatly improved our ability to safeguard our Foreign 
Service personnel and our diplomatic and consular mstallations over~ 
seas. I would like to express on behalf of all Foreign Service personnel 
and their families our sincere appreciation to the Congress for the 
funds appropriated in recent years to make those safeguards possible. 

We are vitally interested in the safety and welfare of all American 
cWzens abroad-tourists, businessmen, students, and resident Ameri
cans.In recent years, American businessmen working abroad have in
creasingly become targets of terrorist attacks. To counteract that 
threat, we have developed a close working l'elationship with the Da
partment of Commerce and with other Federal agencies to counsel 
and provide information to businessmen and corporate interests which 
will assist them to protect themselves against terrorist attacks. This 
is done both here in. the United States and through our Embassies and 
consulates abroad. 

Since the naturr. of the threat transcends national boundaries, it 
must be dealt with on the international as well as the national level. 
In the field of antiilijacking, the United States played a major role in 
negotiating three conventIOns on the hijacking and sabo?,.ge of com
mercial aircraft-the 1963 Tokyo Convention, the 1970 .t1aglle Con
nmtion and the 1971 Montreal Convention. These agreements, now 
ratified or adhered to by more than 70 countries, play an important 
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role in our efforts to deter aircraft sabotaglJ and hijackings by provid
ing for the a;pprehension, prosecution or extradition of those who com
mit such crimes. 

The United States was also instrumental in having the Interna~ 
tional Civil Aviation Organization (lOAO) adopt technical security 
standards for use by its 140-member countrIes in preventing aviation 
crimes. We support nnd seek adoption by ICAO of even stronger se
curity standards and recommended practices. Also, we will continue 
bilateral programs to provide technical assistance to, and to exchange 
information with, foreign nations to improve security at foreign air
ports having a direct impact on the safety of U.S. citizens abroad. 

OBSTACLES TO EXPANDING ~IULTILATERAL COOPl<:RATION AGAINST 

TERRORIS~I 

Unfortunately, there are some basic obstacles to our efforts to ex
pand other areas of multilateral cooperation against terrorism. Too 
many governments are predisposed to accept the arguments advanced 
by terrorist groups that the weak and the oppressed have no effective 
alternative to using terrorist methods as a means of seeking justice or of 
publicizing and advancing their cause. 

Other more developed countries are sometimes inhibited by political 
or economic considerations from taking actions which might offend 
governments which support 01' condone specific terrorist organizations. 
Some governments appear to be fearful that the apprehension 01' 
prosecution of terrorists will provoke new terrorist incidents in order 
to obtain the release of jailed comrades. 

Because of differing attitudes on the nature of terrorism: a U.S. 
proposal for a convention to prevent the export of terrorism from one 
country to another was not even considered by the 1972 UN General 
Assembly. However, a narrower Convention 'on the Prevention and 
Punishment of Crimes Against Internationally Protected Persons, 
Including Diplomatic Agents, was approved at the 1973 General As
sembly Session and has since been implemented by the United States 
and by some other governments. 

At present, the United States is actively sUPl?orting a West German 
initiative in the UN to draft a convention against the taking of hos
tages. We had hoped that this initiativ~ would be considered in the 
forthcoming UN General Assembly. However, the 35-member drafting 
committee has been unable to reachagreeJlt<!ut and will ask for a re
newal of its mandate from the (jeneral Assembly. 

ImGION AL EFFORTS TO DEAL WITH TERRORISl\I THREAT 

There have been two regional efforts to deal with the threat of ter
rorism. In February 1971, the Organization of American States 
(OAS) adopted a convention to prevent and punish acts of terrorism 
against persons entitled to special protection under internationullaw; 
that is, diplomats and international civil servants. "Ve ratified this 
convention in October 1976. The OAS Convention preceded the UN 
initiative on Internationally Protected Persons and contains similar 
provisions. 
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In November 1976, the Council of Europe adopted a Convention on 
the Suppression of Terrorism. This convention is a positive effort to 
deal comprehensively with terrorism under internlltionallaw. It has 
been signed by every member of the Council of Europe, save Ireland 
and Malta, and is now in the ratification process. The convention 
addresses a broad spectrum of terrorist acts, including such offenses as 
the use of letter bombs, automatic weapons, and the taking of hostages. 
The convention seeks to depoliticjze such designated acts of terrorism 
and will facilitate evtradition of terrorists within the European com
munity. It can serve as an important precedent for similar regional 
agreements in other parts of the world. 

}DGLTlLATERAL EFFORTS 

Further on the multilateral level, the American Society of Inter
national Law (ASIL) is completing a study for the, Department of 
State on the application ()f international and domestic law to the ter
rorist phenomenon. The study indicates that most countries have done 
little to enact lev}slation dealing specifically with acts of terrorism. 
Some countries which have assumed international obligations have 
not, as yet, undertaken to implement those obligations by enacting 
domestic legislation. In this regard, I would like to call attention to 
the fact that while the United States ratified the Montreal Convention 
in 1972, we have not yet implemented the convention by enacting en
abling legislation. ",Ve sincerely hope that such legislation will be 
approved by the Congress at the earliest opportunity. 

Other initiatives which the ASIL study suggests are needed if we 
are to develop the legal bases for circumscribing terrorist activity in
cluding conventions to deal with terrorism I2ffecting airports, ocean 
vessels and offshore structures. 

BILATERAL EFFORTS TO PREVENT, CONTROL INTERNATIONAL 
TERRORIST ACTIVITIES 

In addition to regional and international efforts, we have under
taken to develop effective bilateral relationships with other govern
ments to improve our respective efforts to prevent and control inter
national terrorist .activities. These include the review of respective 
crisis management techniques and the sharing of practical "lessons~ 
learned" from past terrorist incidents, the exchange of :r;esearch data, 
improved channels of communication and closer cooperation on legal 
meaSures. for controlling, apprehending, and prosecuting those who 
commit acts of international terrorism. 

STATE SUPPORT FOR TERRORISTS 

State support for terrorists spans a wide spectrum of activities and 
is subject to change with the passage of time. It J.'anges from govern
ments which ignore the presence within their territory of known ter
rOl'ists, to governments which actively finance,arm, train, and give 
sanctuary to terrorist organizations. <, 

As the subcommitee is aware, there are provisions of the Foreign 
Assistance Act and the. Arms Export Control Act which prohibit or 
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limit economic and security assistance to countries which grant sanc
tuary to terrorists. However, those countries which are most active in 
th~.s regard are not generally recipients of such assistance. Thus, we. 
need to review our overall relations with such countries to determine 
what effective actions can be taken to reduce the safe havens now 
available to terrorists. 

ECONOMIC, COMMEI.WIAL SANCTIONS AGAINST SUPPORT GOVERNl\fENTS 

In addition to diplomatic suasion, there are a variety of economic 
and commercial measures which conceivably could be taken against 
governments which support terrorist groups: However, the latter rep
resent imperfect instruments at best which may not produce the de
sired results and, in fact, could provoke undesired consequences. The 
application of economic or commercial sanctions, for example, could 
prove counterproductive in economic terms and might increase rather 
than diminish the threat of terrorist incidents directed against Amer
ican citizens. 

Whatever course of action we choose, it should be carefully tailored 
to the circumstances and designed to achieve specific objectives. More
over, our efforts are more likely to succeed if done without fanfare. 
Finally, such measures cannot be considered in a vacuum; they must 
conform to the totality and the overall priorities of our foreign policy 
ohjectives in a given country or geographic area of the world. These 
caveats necessarily require a degree of patience and restraint which is 
frustrating but necessary if we are to maximize the chances of achiev
ing our purpose. 

RECENT TRENDS IN INTERN.ATIONAL TERRomST INCIDENTS 

Let me give a brief assessment of some recent trends in international 
terrorist incidents. The past year and a half have seen: 

A higher number of incidents worldwide than for any previous 
corresponding period. 

A reversal of the downward trend in the hijacking of foreign com
mercial aircraft outside the United States. 

A decline in the more complicated and risky hostagelbarricade type 
of operation and a marked increase in simpler but more lethal attacks 
such as bombings, assassinations, and armed assalilts. 

A decline in the proportion of international terrorist incidents di
rected against U.S. citizens or interests from one-third to one-fourth 
of the total incidents. 

However, there has been a shift from targeting U.S. Government 
officials and facilities abroad to American businessmen nnd corporate 
facilities or to the foreign managers of these facilities. 

International terrorist activity and governments which support it 
are in constant flux. Thus, any;\predictions about the futu1'e dimension 
or nature of the threat are sp&;.ulative at best. It seems quite likely, 
howev'er, that the problem will t~ with us for some years tocome~ , 

So far, we have been fortunate in the United States for having ex~ 
pel'ienced few major international terrorist incidents within our own 
borders. The targeting of American citizens for terrorist attack has 
occurred largely in other countries. That situation, hQwever, could 
change. 
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TERRORISM INCO}'fPATIBLE WITH U.S. HUMAN WORTH CONCEPT 

Terrorism. is incompatible with our conception of human worth. 
Thus, regardless of the motivations which terrorists may advance to 
justify their actions, we cannot accept or condone the taking of lives 
or the threat to do so in the name of some political or other cause. 
Such actions are criminal and represent the ultimate violation of hu
man rights. Therefore, the U.S. Government is totally opposed to all 
forms of terrorism, regardless of the source or purpose, and we will 
take all appropriate measures to deal with this threat. 

Thank you. 
Senator J AVITS. Thank you very much, 1Ifr; Karkashian. vVe appreci

ate that. 
FILLING OF ACTING nffiECTOR POSITION 

I notice you are Acting Director. Could you give us the basis for 
that. vVhy isn't the position of Coordinator filled ~ 

Mr. KARKASHIAN. That determination, Senator, is currently in the 
process of being completed. 

Senator JAYlTS. You know of no reaSon other than just the executive 
consideration. 

Mr. KARKASHIAN. No, sir, I do not. 

l'RESIDENTIAL REVIEW ME}'IORANDUlI! ON TERRORISllf NO. 30 

Senator JAYITS. Now we also are very interested to get a copy of a 
memorandum which was supposed to have been finished in August; to 
wit, Presidential Review Memorandum on Terrorism No. 30, signed 
June 2. Is this ready, and if so, where it it and why haven't we got
ten it? 

Mr. KARKASHTAN. The review memorandum that you refer to, Sena
tor, is currently in progress under NSC-National Security Council
direction. It is being finalized as I lmderstood it in a cOlwersation I 
had with the NSC staff this morning, and I 'would guess that it would 
be in final form sometime in the very neU,r future, but I can't predict 
exactly what that date might be,' , 

Senator JAYITS. vVouId you convey to the Secretary of State the 
request of the subcommittee that is joined in by Senator Case that we 
have th~t memorandum just the minu.te it. is completed and tha~ ,,:e 
expect It to be completed promptly III VIew of the fact that It IS 
overdue now. . 

Is that agreeable with you, Senator Case ~ 
Senator CASE. I think that is an excellent idea. I have some sugges

tions w·ith respect to the memorandum which I will give you in just a 
moment. 

Mr. KAR'CASHIAN. Yes, sir, I would be most happy to do so. 
[The inIorn:ation referred to Tollows:] 

PRESIDENTIAL REVIEW M:E~ioRAND'01:.[ ON TERRORIS~[ 
p~ 

{SuppUed by Department of State] /i 

In reply to the request of Senators Javits and Case that the Foreign .As~.ttJi~uce 
Subcommittee be provided copies of the Presidential Review l\:femo-':i'!\udum 

\ \\ 

~~-----'\\~ 
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(PRM) on Terrorism and the NSC decision memorandum in response to it, the 
NSC bas taken the position that PRMg and resulting decision memoranda (in
cluding aU collateral material) are internal Executive Branch documents and 
sbould not be circulated outside the Executive Brancb. Instead, the NSC directed 
the Department of State to make appropriate arrangements to brief the Subcom
mittee on the subject. This was accomplished by Ambassador Heyward Isham, 
Director of the Office for Combatting Terrorism, on October 31, 1977. 

Senator JAVITS. Now we ",'ould also like to have either classified or 
unclassified, as the case may be, a report on acts of international terror
ism in the United States, including the shootings at the diplomatic 
residences of Soviet diplomats; the murder of the former Chilean De
fense and Foreign Minister Orlando Letelier; two bombings we just 
read about in Washington; and the hijacking of the TWA airline by 
Croatian terrotists. We would like to know where prosecution stands, 
and we would like as much of that to be unclassified as possible be
cause I think we have to show other nations that we expect them to 
perform as we are performing. 

Mr. IURKASHIAN. Yes, sir, I will be happy to uItdertake that. 
Senator JAVITS. Coordinate that for us with the necessary Govern-

ment departments. 
Mr. KARKASHIAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator JAVITS. Thank you very much. 
[The information referred to follows:] 

REPORT ON ACTS OF INTERNATIONAL TERRORISM IN U.S. 

[Supplied by Department of State] 

Tbe request from Senator Javits to the State Department witness for a report 
on acts of international terrorism in the United States and he status of prosecu
tions bas ben referred to the Department of Justice, which is now completing this 
report and will be replying in the very near future. 

INTERNATIONAL TERRORIST INCIDENTS AGAINST U.S. CITIZENS OR PROPERTY 

Senator JAYITS. The other question that I would like to ask you is 
this. Our staff has prepared a chart which I like very much which I 
would like to submit to you to confirm for accuracy and if you find it 
accurate it will be included in the record. That chart shows inter
national terrorist incidents directed against U.S. citizens or property 
from 1968 to 1976, inclusive, to number 1,152 and it comprises kid
naping, ba.rricade and hostage, bombing, assault, hijackin.g, assassina
tion, incendiary action, arson, et cetera, and other types making a total 
of 1,152. 

Have you had an opportunity to examine that chart~ 
Mr. KARKASHIAN. I believe I have seen the report from which this 

is taken, sir. 
Senator JAVITS. I don't want to require any off-the-top-of-your-head 

answer. Would you rather take it away and see if you consider it 
accurate~ . 

Mr. KARKASHIAN. Yes, sir, if that is satisfactory to you. 
Senator JAVITS. Do that and let us know and then it will be included 

in the record with such comment as you may desire to make. 
[The information referred to follows:] . 
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INTERNATIONAT., TERRORIST INCIDENTS DIRECTED AGAINST U.S. CITIZENS OR PROPERTY 

[Supplied by Department of Statel 

The table referred to is entitled "International Terrorist Incidents Directed 
Against U.S. Citizens Or property" und is taken from the CIA publication "Inter
national Terrorism in 1976" [attached] RP 77-10034U, July 1977. The statistics 
are only approximate, and we suggest that, in addition to the footnotes at the 
bottom of the table, reference be made to the following caveats noted earlier .in 
the publication: 
"The statistics presented here and in the charts and tables that follow exclude 
terrorist attacks on U.S. and allied personal and installations in Indochina. They 
also exclude most of the mutual assassination efforts and cross·border operations 
associated with the Arab-Israeli conflict. (TM only exceptions in this regard are 
incidents that either victimized noncombatant nationals or states lo(!atedoutside 
the principal arena of conflict or were of such a nature that they became the 
subject of widespread international concern I1nd controversy.) On the other hand, 
related but separately targeted actions undertaken by a single terrorist group 
were counted as individual incidents, even when they were staged on the same 
day and in close proximity to one anothe.r. Similarly, terrorist operations that 
aborted during execuf;ion (as opposed to those that were abandoned or countered 
during the planning or staging phases) were also counted. Obviously, the employ
ment of other selection criteria could yield far different results. Hence it must be 
emphasized that this data should be viewed as proximate." 

The statistics also do not count numerous bomb threats against official and 
business installationH which turn~d out to be hoaxes, nor threats against busi
nesses which have chosen not to report them to authorities. 
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Foreword' 

l'olitically motivated terrorism is a particularly complex and con
troversial phenomenon. Hence, it must be emphasized at the outset that the 
approach adopted and the judgments advanced in this brief monograph are 
those of the author and do not represent a CTA position. 

The present paper draws upon and updates an earlier and more 
comprehensive study by the same analyst, Intemational and Transnational 
Terrorism: Diagnosis and Prognosis (PR 76 10030, April 1976). Unlike the 
latter work, however, it makes no defmitional distinction between terrorist 
acts that were carried out unger governmental direction and those that were 
not. . 

Comments or questions concerning this paper will be welcomed. They 
should be addressed to the Assistant for Public Affairs to the Director, 
Central Intelligence Agency, Washington, D.C. 20505, code 143, extension 
7676. 
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. International Terrorism in 1976 

Central Intel/lgence Agency 
Directorate of Intel/lgence 

July 19n 

The objectives ot this summary overview of international terrorism 
during the past year are threefold.1 The first is to set the scope and nature of 
this activity into historical perspective. The second is to draw attention to 
those trends and developments which would seem to be of particular import 
with respect to both the likely future dimensions of the problem and its 
impact on US interests. The third is to apply these judgments and 
observations to a brief assessment of what may lie ahead during the 
remainder of 1977. 

The last-mentioned goal can, of course, be met in only very general 
terms. Political violence is a plienomenon that rarely lends itself to firm and 
detailed prediction. Nonetheless, the problem of international terrorism not 
only will be with us for years to come, but is likely to evolve in ways that 
could pose a more serious threat to US interests than in the recent past. And 

- it is also clear that for a host of reasons-countervailing interests and values 
among them-the development of more effective national and international 
countermeasures will remain an exceptionally demanding task. 

With two exceptions, the charts and tables that accompany this 
analytical survey juxtapose terrorist statistics for 1976 against those 
compiled for a number of earlier years. In general, this technique serves the 
objective of historical perspective quite well. It must be- emphasized at the 
outset, however, that these figures-and the inferences that can be drawn 
from them-should be viewed with caution. The criteria employed for 
selecti.n~ and classifying the incidents that have been included in these tallies 

1 Fo~ the purposes of this discussion, international terrorism is defined as the threat or use of violence 
for pelitic.! purposes when (1) such action is intended to influence tbe altitude and behavior of. 
target groUP wider than its immediate victims, and (~) its ramifications transcend national boundaries 
(as tbe result, for example, of tbe nationality or foreign ties of its perpetrators, its locale, tbe identity 
or its institutional or human victims, its declared objectives, or the mechanics of its resolution). 
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are unavoidably arbitrary. Then, too, the number of incidents under review 
is so small that unintended omissions (of which there are undoubtedly 
many) or errpneous classification of borderline events could have a 
statistically significant impact. Finally, there is no way of telling how much 
of the sharp rise in recorded terrorist incidents over the past decade reflects a 
real increase in such activity and how much is· attributable to more 
comprehensive and systematic reporting. 

General Observations 

Regarding international terrorism, 1976 was a year in Which: 

• More incidents were recorded than ever before. 

• The hijacking of commercial aircraft (which had been becoming 
increasingly rare) experienced a modest reviVal. 

• Risky and demanding kidnaping and barricade-and-hostage 
operations declined, while the safest and simplest types of terrorist 
action (bombing, assassination, anned assault, and incendiary 
attack) registered sharp increases. 

. . 
• The overall proportion of international terrorist incidents that 
were directed agair.st US titizens or property dropped to a record 
low (25.5 percent); but in both relative and absolute terms, the 
burden born by US commercial facilities and their employees 
abroad increased markedly over 1975. 

" Cuban exile formations emerged among the most active and 
most disruptive terrorist groups on the international stage. 

• Latin American terrorist activity was extended to European soil .. 

. • The majority of the terrorist operations mounted by Palestinian 
groups were, for the fIrst time since 1971, 4irected against Arab 
targets. 

• Renewed efforts to develop more effective international coun
tenneasures against terrorist activity were launched in the Council 
of Europe and the United Nations General Assembly. 

2 
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Last year was also notable for two things that did not happen. Despite 
threats that such action would be. forthcoming, members of the Japanese 
Red Army mounted no new operations. And with very few exceptions, there 
was no noticeable increase in the sophistication of terrorist tactics, targeting, 
or weaponry. '. 

In the latter regard, however, it must be added that the potential threat 
posed by terrorist acquisition of sophisticated man-portable weaponry was 
brought home on at least two occasions. The first was the attempt, 
apparently nipped in the bud, of a Popular Front for the Liberation of 
Palestine (PFLP) team to shoot down an EI AI aircraft with "heat seeking" 
missiles in late Januar;r. (The incident has been widely reported in the press, 
but so far the Israelis have issued no official statement with respect to its 
location or the origin of the missiles.) The second was the theft of 15 
high-explosive light antitank weapons (LAWs) from a US army maneuver 
area in southern Germany later in the year .. 

Since the January missile operation was thwarted in time to escape 
classification as a full-fledged terrorist incident, it is not reflected in the 
stati~tics presented at the end of this paper. Nonetheless, because of the 
nationally mixed character of the PFLP terrorist team and of the support 
this group reportedly received from sympathetic states, this aborted attack 
draws attention to the first 'two of the several specific problem areas that 
are treated briefly below. 

Transnational Cooperation 

The El AI missile affair, the Entebbe hijacking, and the sporadic efforts 
of European-based representatives of Latin America's Revolutionary Coordi~ 
nating Junta (JCR) to publicize the goals and activities of their transnational 
organization all document the trend toward greater cooperation among 
terrorists of different nationalities that has been observable for sev'eral 
years,2 Indeed, it seems likely that a number of factors, including the limited 
human resources now at the disposal of some active terrorist -groups in 
Europe and the increasing difficulties that have been encountered by a 
number of Latin Ame.llcan formations; made ,such cooperation appear 
increasingly advantageous as the year progressed. The initiation of more 

2 The JCR is composed o'f Argentina's Revolutionary People's Army (ERP), Bolivia's National 
Liberation Army (ELN), Chile'. Movement of the Revolutionary Left (MIR), Paraguay'. National 
Liberation Front (FREPALlNA), and the remnan'" of Uruguay's National Liberution Movement 
(MLN(I'upamaros), Established in 1974 10 facilitate. joint planning, funding, c.oordination, and 
support, the organization has sO rar been dependent on the ERP for most or its fintJOcial and material 
resources. 

3 
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vigorous local countenneasures may also account in part for the spillover or' 
Latin American terrorist activity into Western Europe.3 

Government Support to Terrorists 

As in 1975, direct governmental su,P,Port of terrorist groups was most 
evident and most extensive with respect to small Palestin"ian splinter 
fonnations associated with the rejectionist wing of the fedayeen movement. 
Libya remained at the forefront of such activity, but as perhaps most 
dramatically demonstrated by the Entebbe affair, a number of other African 
and Middle Eastern countries were involved as well. In fact, dissatisfaction 
with the consequences of Syrian intervention in the Lebanese crisis brought 
Iraq into somewhat greater prominence on the terrorist scene than in the 
past as the principal patron of the Black June Movement-a small Palestinian 
group that is believed to have been responsible for at least nine attacks on 
Syrian or Jordanian targets during the last three months of 1976. 

In general, such governmental support as was rendered to terrorist 
groups in the Western Hemisphere was relatively discreet, Nonetheless, it 
would appear that despite Castro's recent espousal of a Soviet-endorsed via 
pacifica strategy in Latin America, Cuba continued to maintain contact with 
a number of terrorism-prone revolutionary groups in that area. 

The Vulnerability of the Overseas Installations 
and Employees of US Firms 

In 1975, two out of every five terrorist incidents that were directed 
against US citizens or facilities abroad victimized US fmns or their 
employees. In 1976, this ratio was three out of five. The increase was partly 
due to the operation of such local factors as the re-emergence of Mexico's 
23rd of September Communist League as an active terrorist group. But 
because of the tighter security measures that have been introduced at US 
military and diplomatic installations, the continuing lure of potentially 
lucrative ransom or extortion payments, and the symbolic value of US fmns 
(e.g., as "capitaIistic foreign exploiters" of the local working class), there is a 
real danger that terrorist attacks on the US business community abroad will 
become even mote frequent in the future. 

Two developments during 1976 bear special note. First, the defensive 
measures. taken by US Ill1llS contributed to a shift in terrorist tactics. Thus, 
3 A g:'oup calling llselt Ihe CheGu.v~ Inlern.Uonalist Brigade claimed credit ror aSsassinating the 
Bolivian ambassador to France in May. the bombing of the Argentine embassy in Rome in July. and 
three more bombings in Rome in September (the;,US Information Service and Brazilian Airlines offices 
and the Chilean embassy to the Vatican). 

.4 
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the number of assassinations and armed assaults have increased, while 
kidnapings have declined. And as American executives have gradually been 
Withdrawn, then; foreign-born replacements have been victimized in in
creasing numbers. 

The second development stems from a single event: !he assassination by 
local terrorists of the three Rockwell International executives in Tehran on 
28 August 1976. The number of victims was small. But the terrorists were 
eminently successful in drawing attention to the inviting target posed by the 
burgeoning community. of American civilian advisers and technicians. 
Indeed, despite the fact that so far there have been no further attacks on 
non-official Americans.in Iran, the waves that the August incident created 
within US business and governmental circles have yet to subside. 

Cuban Exiles, Croatian Extremists, 
and the Jewish Defense League 

An upsurge in international terrorist attacks mounted by groups that 
are either based in the US or that have strong organizationalllnks to certain 
segments of the US population caused considerable difficulty and embarrass
ment for the US government during 1976. The furor caused by the hijacking 
of a TWA passenger plane to Paris by Croatian extremists in September-the 
most spectacular of the eight terrorist incidents attributed to Yugoslav 
expatriates last year-provides a case in point.4 For their part, militants 
believed to be' associated with the Jewish Defense League staged at least 
seven attacks against Soviet, East European, Arab, and UN-connected targets 
in the US. (They also struck at Pan American Airlines property on two 
occasions: the fIrst time to discourage that company from serving as cargo 
agent for Aeroflot, the second to protest its regularly scheduled flights to 
Syria and Iraq.) 

Cuban exile groups operating under the aegis of a new alliance called 
the Coordination of United Revolutionary Organizations were particularly 
active during the second half of the year. They were responsible for no less 
than 17 acts of international terr.orism (at least three of which took place in 
the US). Statistically, this matches the rec.ord compiled by the various 
Palestinian terrorist groups during the same period. But largely because the 
Cuban exile operations included the October bombing .of a Cubana Airlines 
passenger aircraft, their consequences were far more bloody. Moreover, the 
latter incident prompted Fidel Castro to renounce the 1973 US-Cuban 
4Since its perpetrators faced almost certain capture, the TWA ~ijacking also illustrates the overriding 
importance that terrorists often attach to gaining publicity for their cause. 

5 
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memorandum of understanding concerning hijackers of aircraft and vessels
an action which took effect on 15 April 1977 upon expiration of the 
required six-month grace period.s 

Efforts to Develop New.and 
More Effective CO\lntermeasures 

Together with the Carlos-led raid on the OPEC ministerial meeting in 
Vienna in December 1975, the Entebbe hijacking played a key role in 
inspiring both the European Convention on the Suppression of Terrorism 
that was adopted by the Council of Europe on 10 November 19766 and the 
proposal for an international convention against the taking of hostages that 
West Germany had placed before the UN General Assembly some six weeks 
earlier. But despite the attention that these initiatives have received, it 
remains to be seen Whether either of them will result in a significantly more 
effective international regime for controlling terroris-ffi. 

The European convention purports to make extradition or prosecution 
mandatorY for individuals responsible for a wide variety of terrorist acts. But 
at least as far as extradition is concerned, the room allowed for discretionarY 
exceptions makes the treaty little more thar. a declaration of good intent. 
Moreover, some Council members have made it clear from the outset that 
they view the convention with considera?lereserve. 

On 9 December the Legal Committee of the UN General Assembly 
passed a resolution directing a 35-member ad hoc committee to draft a 
convention against the taking of hostages along lines proposed by West 
Germany. The echoes of the old controversy over justifiable versus illegal 
political violence that emerged duting the debates that preceded the voting 
suggest that this will be no easy task. The Germans have sought to minimize 
the grounds for conflict by scru.pulously avoiding any mention of the word 
terrorism in the draft text that they have prepared for the committee's 
consideration. Even so, it is. not certain that the group will have an agreed 
draft in hand by the time' the next General Assembly session opens in 
September 1977 •. 

5 Seventy.three peopl" were killed when the Cubans pI aM went down. Most ·of the victims wore 
Cubans. but 11 were 'Guyanese. Because of this. and because Prime Minister Forbes Burnham publicly 
accused the US of complicIty, the incident also precipitated a period of increased tensions in 
US-Guyanese relationn. 

6Passed unanimously by .the 19·member Council the convention was opened for signature on 27 
January 1977. Two rnem.ber states. Malta and Ireland. have so far refu, .. d to sign It. In ailY event, the 
convention will not come into force unbl at least three Council members have ratified it. Thereafter, It
wDI. be binding on onl'llhose cQuntries and such others as may subsequently complete the ratification 
process. It is not open to accession by nations that are not members of the CouncD of Europe. 

6 
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The Implications for 1977 
It is evident from casting last year's experience w!th international 

terrorism into Nstorical perspective that while a few broad trends can be 
identified, these have been accompanied and conditioned by relatively wide 
fluctuations in the nature and intensity of the violence involved. Similarly, 
the roster of groups engaged in international terrorist -activity has been in 
constant flux.' 

These oscillations in the pattern and level of terrorist activity-which 
are attributable to the operation of a multitude of factors-render specific. 
predictions about the future .dimensions of this threat, even over the short 
tenn, hazardous at best. Nonetheless, it is. clear that the problem will persist. 
And while it is not possible to forecast the precise level and composition of 
international terrorist activity in 1977, the foregoing analysis does provide a 
rough guide as to its likely general contours. 

First as suggested in earlier discussion, the carryover of the trends and 
problem areas that were associated with the problem of international 
terrorism last year will probably be extensive. Specifically: 

• It seems likely that terrorist attacks on the overseas facilities an,d. 
employees of US corporations and their foreign subsidiaries will 
continue to pose a particularly troublesome problem. 

• Continuation of vigorous antiterrorist campaigns in Argentina 
and other Latin American countries may well result in a further 
"export" of Latin American terrorism to Europe. 

e The development and implementation of more effective interna
tional countenneasures will continue to be impeded by differing 
moral perspectives, a broad resistance to any such infringement of 
sovereignty as would be implied in an inflexible curtailment of the 
right to grant political asylum, and a natural reluctance on the part 
of many states to commit themselves to any course of action that ---

'/Instability and a distinct ephemeral quality have been charai:teristic of most of the 140·odd 
organizdtions that have been Jin~f'4 to international telTorist incidents over the past tenyearsa Indeed, 
some of these groups never ex~\ed at aU, having been conjured up as "fictional entities in order to 
shield the true Identity of the perpetrators of particularly shocking or politically sensitive acts. A far 
larger number have either succumbed to local counterterrorist campaigns or fragmented under the 
Impact of personal rivalries or growing disagreements over goals and· tactics. The net groWth in the 
number of active international terrorist formations bas. in fact, been as much attributable to the 
splintering of old groups as to the emergence. of entirely new ones. 

7 
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might invite retribution-either by terrorist groups or by states 
sympathetic to the terrorists' cause.s 

• Despite the sobering impact of the Entebbe affair, there would 
seem to be a good chance that the incidence of hijackings will 
match or exceed the levelrecorded in 1976.9 '-

• Governmental assistance to-and cooperation among-terrorist 
groups will continue to enhance t1:le capabilities of such ultra
militant organizations as thePFLP. 

At the same time, however, 1977 is likely to be characterized by some 
-discontinuities and new developments as well. The odds are, for example, 
that Cuban exile activity will taper off somewhat,! 0 On the other hand, 
regional conflicts outside the Middle-East or contentious issues of many sorts 
could spawn new campaigns of international terro?sm. 

B Ironically, Ibe obvious discomfiture displayed by bolb Paris and Bonn in their handling of the highly 
publicized Abu naud affair served to document the persistence and force of these inhibiting factors 
just days before Ibe new European Convention on the Suppression of Terrorism was opened for 
signature. 

910 this regard, it should be noted that PFLP leader George Habbash told a correspondent from West 
Germany's Der Stern magazine in early FebruatY 1977 that while hi!; organization planned no such 
action, he personally expected other embittered Palestinian formations to launch a new wave of 
hliackings. 

10The record suggesls that no group Can long sust.1n a high int.nsity campaign of terror without 
running up against some very serious practical problems in terms of (I) depletion of resources, (2) 
factional divisions, (3) erosion of International sympathy or support, Or (4) more vigorous 
countermeasures Cat least at Ibe nationailev.I). In short, whUe the internal dynamics of 8 campaign of 
terrorist violence tend to create pressures for escalation, the process wollld appear to be to some 
degree self-limiting. 

8 
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Figure 1 

Inte.rnational Terrorist Incidents. 1965-76: 

Geographic Dlstrlbullon 
Totat; 1.190 

Transfeglonal 1 

"acUle llnd Austra:.la 6 

USSR/Eastern Europe 22 

S ... b-Seharan Africa ~ 142 
AilI= • 1 54 

Middle East and "_0']135 
North Artie. 

North America ..... -'" r 146 

Latin America 

Weslern and 
NATO EUrope 

r .~ 1965-75 

1976 

-The e;t.tfuici presented he,. and In the charts and tables that 
follow •• clude tortorlst .n.c~. on US and aillad panonnal and 
InnllUatlon. In Indochina. Thev also axclude ment of the 
mutUa' '''A"lnaUen efforts and cross-border opat.tlon. aSSD
cfatad with the Arab-Isra.n conflict. (The only exc.ptlonl In 
thI. regard IIf. Incidents that either vlctlml:r:ad non.:ombatant 
nail anal, of stata loc.ted outside the prlnclpl' .rena of conflict 
Of Vitlf' of such • natura that tMV became the lubJltCt of 
wldesli,ead International concern and controv.rsy.) On the 

other hand, rel.tud but separately targoted acnons undertaken 
by • ,Ingle terrorist group ,wet. counted .I, IndivIdual Incld.nts, 
..... n Wh.n they wore staged on the same day and In CIOH 
proximIty to one another, SImilarly. terrorist operations that 
aboN'd during execution (as opposed to thOle that went aban· 
dOfied "r counterad during thO plannIng or 'teglng J:lhasas) were 
.'w counted,. Obviously. the emJ'loymant of other selectTon 
crlt.,t. could yield far differant results. lience It must ba 
amphllizad that thl, data s:hauld ba viewed., proxlmat .. 

IUllIJ.71 
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100 100 Figure 2 
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Geographic Distr.ibution 
of International Terrorist Incidents by Category, 1968-76 

Figure 3 
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INTEl:NATIONAI, TERRORIST INCIDENTS DIRECTED 
AGAINST US CITIZENS OR PROPERTY' 

KIDNAP B&H BOMB ASS'LT HIJACK' ASSASS !NCEND OTHER TOTAL 

1968·1976 
Total incidents 137 35 501 119 146 63 103 48 1,152 
US citizens or 

property vietlmized 64 166 4() 30 22 45 19 391 

1968 
Total incidents 0 24 2 0 0 37 
us cltilens or 
property victimiz.ed 0 0 0 0 0 

1969 
Total incidents 0 17 25 2 2 5S 
USci1i1.ensoT 
property vldimiz~d 0 16 

1970 
Total incidents 26 17 6 47 2 9 114 
US cit izens or 

property victimized 15 0 12 4 16 56 

1971 
TOliJl incidents 10 IS 8 14 6 63 
US .chilens or 

pr()pcny victimized 0 lZ 4 0 S 6 38 

1972 
TOIOlI Incidents II J 38 6 16 4 3 5 86 
US cit izens or 
pf\lpc:ny vklimb.ed 0 18 2 3 0 26 

197J 
Tolal incidents 34 81 29 IS 12 20 12 211 
US -=it izens or 
property victimi:l:ed 18 2 34 14 0 12 85 

1974 
Tntal incidents 12 95 24 8 JI II 179 
US \!lUZens. or 

pruperty victimized 32 2 57 

1975 
Total incidents 26 88 IS IS 168 
UScitiunsor 

pruperty victimized 13 18 0 0 47 

197(. 
Tottt inddents. 14 4 126 24 9 IS 44 3 239 
l;:3:dtizensn( 
plDpeny viclimized 30 3 7 12 2 61 

I. f·nt 1he mOJ\ P;lft. incidcnU in which A,mcrlc;1n cltizcns or properly WCll~ victimlled by chance hOlV~ been excludcd from Ihese: II:uhtics. 
I-rx:anl(llci frOnl 1976 include Ihe 27 June h60lckln~ or art Air ':r:mcc plane (lhc fnlebbe llrr.ir), Iht II AUj:usI ISSllult on [J A'J "as!e~tU at 
the t"anbut :lis~rt. ~nd 1he 11 Sep1anbcr bomblni\: of tht" fornler ChnCal1llm\nss:ldor)o the.l)nhcd Slale~" penonlll 011.110. 
1. ~~dudes numerOus non-letr~rhl skyjackings, many ofwhlc:h Ylctimlzcd us aircran. 
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BREAKDOWN OF INTERNATIONAL TERRORIST ATTACKS ON US CITIZENS 
OR PROPERTY IN 1976, BY CATEGORY OF TARGET 

TARGET NUMBER OF INCIDENTS 

US officials (civilian or military) or 
their property 

US instaUations or property 

US posinessm.n 

US business {acUities or commercia! 
aircraft 

Foreinn .,"ployees of US firms 

US private c:itizer.s 

Total 

.. 

INTERNATIONAL TERRORIST INCIDENTS ATTRIBUTED 
TO CUBAN EXILE GROUPS 

7 

IS 

2/ 

12 

61 

KIDNAP B & H BOMB ASS'LT HIJACK ASSASS INCEND OTHER TOTAL 

1968·1975 o o 34 4 o o o 39 

/976' o o 12 3 o o 17 

J. AU but ..... 0 of these i'ncidents were staged during the second hal( of the year. The statistics presented exclude a few 
cloudy at.cs,. c.&-. the i.clelier affair in September. in which Cuban exile complicity i$ strongly suspected. 

17 
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FEDAYEEN OR FEDAYEEN·RELATED INTERNATIONAL TERRORIST 
INCIDENTS, BY CATEGORY 

KIDNAP B&H BOMB ASS'LT HIJACK ASSASS INCEND .. OTHER TO'TAL 

/968-1975 
123 31 375 95 Total incidents 137 48 59 45 913 

Fed.yetn or 
Fed.yeen·rel.ted 8 18 48 JS 19 13 3 15 159 

1976 
Tot.1 incidents 14 4' 126 24 9 15 44 3 239 
Fed.yeeno, 

Fedayeen.,el.ted 0 3 3 4 2 4 0 11 

FEDA YEEN OR FEDA YEEN·REi.A TED INTERNATIONAL TERRORIST 
INCIDENTS, BY YMR 

1968 1969 1910 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 TOTAL 

TUI.I incident. 37 55 114 63 86 211 179 168 239 1,152 

Fed.yeen", 3 !O 21 10 19 46 33 17 17 176 
Fedoyeen·related 

TARGETS OF .FEDAYEEN OR fEDAYEEN·RELATED INTERNATIONAL TERRORIST 
INCIOENTS IN 1976. BY NATIONALITY 

ARAB; 12 ISRAELI: 2 US: I OTHER: 2 

19 
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Senator JAVITS. Now there are two questions raised also by our staff 
which I think are well worthy of your consideration. If you can answer 
them now, that would be helpful. If not, please think it through and 
check with the Department and give us your answer. 

TRAVEL ADVISORIES DEALING WITH IN ADEQUATE INTERNATIONAL 
SECURITY 

One is, why shouldn't we circulate or otherwise bring to the atten
tion of travelers the situation in other airports having inadequate 
security? I am myself a traveler, a great deal mostly on official business 
for the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, and I have noticed my
self that the degree of security precautions are very spotty indeed, 
and in one or two cases I have seen none, notwithstanding that that is 
almost inconceivable in an international airport under modern condi
tions. So what would you think of that, or do you want to think that 
through and give us your advice? 

Mr. KARKASHIAN. I think the proposal has great merit. I am not 
sure how it would be implemented but I will look into it. 

Senator JAVITS. "Would you then work with our staff toward that 
end? 

Mr. lCARKASHIAN. Certainly. 
Senator CASE. May I point out that that might be implemented" by 

restrictions on landing in this country of planes coming from foreign 
countries and airports which are not subject to adequate security. 

Senator JAVITS. Exactly. 
Senator CASE. It seems to me that is something that is entirely within 

our control. 
Mr. KARKASIUAN. That is an area that is beyound my competence. 

There is a representative here-Richard Lally, of the FAA [Federal 
Aviation Administration] who might want to address that question. 

Senator CASE. The forei~n relations and foreign policy connotation. 
Mr. lCARKASIIIAN. Certamly. 
Senator CASE. Anything you can say usefully about it. 
Mr. KARKASHIAN. Certainly. I would add, as you know, Senator, 

we do issue travel advisories with rMpect to natural disasters around 
the world and so it is not unreasonable to consider travel advisories 
in this regard. 

Senator JAVITS. I think it would be very helpful also if you will 
collaborate with our staff to the extent of your authority. 

Mr. lCARKASHIAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator CASE. I would1ike to emphasize my agreement with your 

suggestion here in the hope that you will really prod the Department 
to get at this advisory recommendation business and appraisal of 
security at various airports in the world. 

Mr. lCARKAsHlAN. I assure you we will look into it very closely. 

lOAO AIRPORT INSPECTION SERVICE ],OR SEOURITY PURPOSES 

Senator JAVITS. Would you also seek the views of the Department 
and transmit them to us, and they will be inclnded in the record as to 
whether and how we can go about requiring the International Civil 
A viatioll Organization to have an inspection service at airports for 

~:-. -----:......----------.;....------------
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security purposes which could then be the basis for authoritative in
ternational information as to where our veople are running risks if 
they embark on aircraft at international aIrports in other countries. 

Mr. KARKASHIAN. I will be happv to look into that as well, sir. 
[The information I'ererred to follows:] 

ICAO AIRPORT INSPECTION SERVICE FOR SECURITY PURPOSES 

[Supplied by Department of State] 

We intend to press the International Civil Aviation Organization (!CAO) to 
·take a mnCh more vigorous role with respect to the safety 'Of international civil 
aviation. We are now proposing a number of measures upgrading standards for 
~lirport security. These are described in the ftnswer to question No. 8 from 
Senator Case regarding actions we are taking in ICAO. In addition, we will evalu
ate other initiatives which we might take in ICAO. However, the suggestion that 
lCAO create an airport inspection service would pose considerable problems. 
Under the proviSions of the Chicago Convention, lCAO has no ins~ction rights 
in Member states and sovereign States would have to request assistance in in
spection of their airports for security purposes. 

TRAVEL ADVISORIES DEALlNG WITH INADEQUATE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT SECURITY 

(Supplied by Department of state] 

Along with our recent initiatives in the International Civil Aviation Organiza
tion (lCAO) on worldwide airport security, which are described in the answer 
to question from Senator Case, we are evaluating what additional unilateral 
steps this Government might take, including your suggestion fOJ; a system to 
warn Americans travelling abroad of airports where security falls significantly 
short of U.S. standards. 

The U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) does make observations 
regarding foreign airports in connection with its security inspections of U.S. air 
carriers abroad and foreign air carriers landing in the United States, although 
the FAA does not have the capability of fully eYaluating all foreign airports. 
An important consideration in connection with ilie issuance of advisory lists 
would be whether or not they would aid and abet hijackers and other perpetra
tors of crimes against ciyn aviation, 

Senator JAVITS. We will transmit any questions that we have of the 
FAA to them in writing and their replies will be made a part of the 
record. 

[Additional questions and answers follow:] 

FAA RESPONSE TO CO:I.OUTT}!:E QUESTIONS 

Question 1. What are the results of the visit by the International Air Transport 
Association (rATA) team to Athens Airport last year? 

Answer. The lATA team visit to Athens Airport was conducted at the request 
of the Greek authorities. Surveys such as this are an "industry-wide" service, 
performed in agreement betweel1 lATA and the country requesting tb.e service. 
Since the results of the surveys are considered "proprietary," the .findings are 
made available by lATA only to appropriate authorities of.the country involved. 

We do understand, however, that a number of recommendations were made by 
lAT.A. and accepted by Greek authorities. In iv,ct, an FAA inspector, who visited 
AtheM in April 1977, reported that Greek authorities had instituted several addi
tional security measures since the rATA survey was conducted and were consider
ingothers. While it is our opinion that the security vosture of the airport bas 
improved, we cannot state that it is tottilly adequate. 

QltCstion 2. Is anything specifically hemgdone to improve security at ~\.thens 
and Rome .Airports? Are the measures adequate? , 

Answer. ,Vhile there has been sub;~tantial progress throughout the ,world 
toward increased protection of civil aviation from criminal actfl, the U.S~ con
tinues its efforts to seek implementatiqn by all nations of even more efi;\~ctive 
civil aviation security programs. To assist foreign gOVernments, the U.M\ has 
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provided and will continue to provide FAA teams to visit and advise interested 
countries on ways of improving their airport security. In addition, the FAA pro
vides training through its Aviation Security Course, taught at Oklahoma City, to 

. interested foreign nationals. In some instances, the Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration has provided funding for t.he costs of instructing foreign 
nationals. - --

With regard to Rome and Athens Airports, the following actions have been 
taken: 

1. At the request of the Italian government, an FAA technical assistance team 
conducted an airport security survey at Rome Airport in March 1974. A report 
containing recommendations to improve security measures was prepared and 
given to the Italian authorities. Additionally, training for airport and airline 
personnel was conducted. We have offered through the State Department to send 
a similar technical assistance team to Athens to exchange information and tech
nical expertise on matters of civil aviation security but the offer has not been 
accepted. 

2. Italian aviation and law enforcement officials have visited the U.S. and were 
provided in<depth briefings by FAA security specialists covering techniques of 
passenger screening and aircraft and airport security. Greel, officials have not 
visited th,e U.S. to receive such briefings. Audiovisual aviation security training 
aids have been provided both the Italians and the Greeks. 

3. Air carrier security officials from Italian and Greek National Airlines 
attended FAA's foreign air carrier security meeting in February 1977 at which 
air carrier security matters were discussed and secmity presentations were made. 
The Rome Airport Director was a primary speaker at the meeting and visited 
FAA for additional discussions. 

4. FAA inspectors make periodic inspections of U.S. air carrier operations at 
Rome and Athens. The most recent inspections were made in April 1977. These 
inspections have included security discussions with local airport and both foreign 
and U.S. airline authorities. 

5. Invitations have been extended to Italian and Greek authorities to send 
security representatives to the FAA Aviation Security Course. The offers haye 
not been accepted. 

6. Although Greek and Italian governments conduct passenger screening oper
ations at their airports, Trans World Airlines has, on its own initiative, estab
lished and implemented a supplemental screening system for its passengers board
ing at Athens. 

Over the past several years, we have observed that security authorities at Rome 
and Athens have tal,en severa! steps to improve the airport and airline security 
at their respective airports. The procedures they haye incorporated in their pro
grams, and the equipment they have available, are generally quite adequate. Un
fortunately, FAA observations have revealed that application of these procedures 
is frequently lax and inconsistent. We believe that additional training and guid
ance wculd be helpful. ]\fore importantly, however, it is OUr Yiew that, to achieye 
an adequate leyel of security, the Rome and Athens authorities must demonstrate 
strong leadership to assure the programs are carried out at all times in an effec
tive manner. 

Qtte8tion 8. There are reports that the FAA intends to reduce security require
ments at airports by removing armed guards at checkpoints. Are these reports 
accurate? If so, to what extent will security requirements be reduc(!<1? 

Answer. Currently, Part 107 of the Federal Aviation Regulations, dealing with 
airport securIty, requires the presence of at least one law enforcElment officer 
(not merely an armed guard) at eacll passenger checkpoint. In a Notice of Pro
posed Rule Malting iSSued on June 10 (Notice 77-8), we proposed to reYise Part 
107 to substitute for this requirement a provision requiring law enforcement 
officers at the airport in the number and in a maDner adequate to support each 
passenger screening point. 

The proposed amendment 'ivould mean that a law enforcement officer ~7ould 
not necessaril:y' be required to remain at each screening point. Rather, the Ol'Iicer 
could be stationed, or placed on patrol, in the manner most apt to assure' an 
effective level of security. 011r experience over the last several years has denton
strated that security requh:ements and procedures should be tailored to the 
unique needs of. Poach airport. No two airports are identical, mid a procedure that 
is highly su!tableat one may be quite counter-productiye at another. " 

The proposed change would provide flexibility and allow for the design of ail 
airport secllrlt:y' program that achieves optimum effectiveness at a particular 
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airport and, at the Same time, the most efficient llile of resources. In some in
stances, this may result in law enforcement officers no longer remaining at a 
fixed station at each checl;:point. If effective security can be achieved more effi
ciently, the officer may be assigned to patrol other sensitive areas of an airport 
terminal, bnt; lnu:;;t remaill ready_ to respond .promptly to the .screening point . 
should any need arise. 

It is important. to note that, if the amendment to Part 107 is adopted, an air
port operator would have to submit his proposed method of deploying law en
forcement officers to the FAA for approval. Approval would only be granted if 
we were satisfied that an adequate level of security would be provided by the 
proposal. Our proposed .. amendment will not reduce security requirements but 
rather will provide the means fOr achieving the most effective security in the 
most efficient manner. 

Senator JAVITS. Senator Case. 
Senator CASE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I strongly support Senator J avits and, as I said, I support your 

suggestion in regard to information by our Government as to condi
tions around the world. I think it is a most important thing, and it 
would be very effective indeed. I cannot imagine anybody in my family 
being allowed to get on a plane at an airport which the State Depart
ment said was lax in security, and so it should be it seems to me. 

I hope that this PRM is a little bit more than just generalities. I 
urge you to recommend that it not be delivered until-l don't mean 
to delay it, but it just not be set asit;le because that is not g:oing to ad
vance things at all. It has to be quite specific, and specifiCIty is a diffi
cult matter. That is what we al'e trying to get at, difficult answers to 
difficult problems. In that connection I hope the administration will 
set deadlines after it gets its PRM: for recommendations from the vari
ous agencies on specific proposals for followup measures. A number 
of agencies are involved, and you are in the best spot to coordinate. 

:Mr. KARKASHI.AN. Yes. [See p. 55.J 

REVIEW OF RELATIONS WITH COUNTRIES NOT AID RECIPIENTS 

Senator CASE. Is there a review contemplated of the kind that you 
mentioned in your statement, concerning our overall relations with 
countries that grant sanctunry to terrorists and don't get foreign aid so 
that we can find ways of reducing safe havens that are now available 
to terrorists there ~ You can answer that later for the record if you 
want. If no re'View is contemplated, I cannot urge too strongly that it 
be made as you suggest. If it is being made, can you give us some idea 
as to when it will be completed ~ 

~fr. Iv..RKASI-IIA:N. \Vell, I can assure you at this time, Senator, 
that that review is in progress and does relate to several countries. 
I camlot tell you at this moment when the review would be complete 
but it is a matter of constant 1;eview. It is something that we genu
inely agonize over. 

Senator CASE. I want to let you know Case is behind Karkashian in 
this and that makes you have the strength of 10 men. 

:Mr. KARKASHIAN. Yes, sir, thank you. 

SPARE PARTS CUTOF.E' 

Senator CASE. 0ne tl1ing that has occurred to us and to my staff is the 
suggestion of cutting off spare pflrts to countries. That is just one 
of many, many possibilities.· . 
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SPREAD OF SOVIET WEAPONS INTO TERRORIST HANDS 

The thing that bothers us very much is the matter of the Soviet 
Union portraying itself as a responsible nation state and yet scatter
ing weapons all around the world which fall into the hands of terror
ists. Have we made representations on specific instances of this to the 
Soviet Union in clear terms ~ 

Mr. KARKASHIAN. Well, the Soviet Union has made a number of 
vel'Y public statements concerning its own opposition to--

Senator CASE. Oh, yes, I know that, but I am asking you the ques
tion. When Soviet weapons turn up all over the Middle East in ter
rorilst hands and other places, too, are we rather specifically calling 
this to their attention ~ 

Mr. KARKASHIAN. I would have to take that question, Senator. I 
am not that knowledgeable about our direct relations with the Soviet 
Union on this particular subject. 

Selnator CASE. I do think we ought to very definitely. 
[The information referred to follows:] 

TERRORIST .ACQUISTION, USE OF SOPHISTICATED SOVIET WEAPONRY 

[Supplied by Department of State] 

In past years the USG has on occasion raised with the Soviet Government in
stllnc(~s in which certain types of Soviet weapons found their way to the hands of 
organ:lzations engaging in terrorist acts and capable of using the weapons against 
innoc(!llt civilians. We will continue to emphasize our concern to all arms
produdng nations about possible terrorist acquisition and use of sophisticated 
weaponry. 

DIlE'LO:MATIO EFFORTS TOWARD COUNTRIES NOT SUPPORTING ANTITERRORIST 
U.N. AOTIONS 

Sen.ator JAVITS. Also, Mr. Karkashian, could you consult with the 
DE\pal~tment about the extent to which we are prepared to launch a 
diploInatic effort in those developing countries which do not support 
thE~se,i;\,lltiterrorist actions in the United Nations. They justify opposing 
our iI)~tiatives there bn the ground thn.t they had to liberate themselves 
~,;, force from colonialist suppression. It seems to me that that hardly 
jU8ti:6h~g the inhumanity which is perpetrated by terrorists. So we need 
an an~rwer from the Department as to what it considers to be the right 
thing 'there. 

Mr.KARKASHIAN. Certainly. 
[The infor~ation referred to follows:] 

DIP1~0:Mr:~Tlc EFFORTS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES NOT SUPPORTING ANTI-TERRORIST 
. . ACTIONS IN U.N. 

tSuppliedby Department of State] 

The l~:.N. General Assembly unanimously approved an Anti-Hijacking Resolu
tion on J,~ovember 3 calling on all nations to unite to .end the threat of air hijack
ings. Tl~e United States played a leading role in pus'hing for this recent U.N. 
action. We believe the Resolution represents a usefu:l step forward. It clearly 
express(~~ the condemnation of such acts of terrorism by all the nations of the 
worl(l ~fld focuses attention on the need to secure universal adherence to and 
enfOr'ceIq.ent of the exi$ting international conventions on the hijackings and 
sabOtagt~'of commercial aircraft. The Resolution calls on the International Civil 

" I' 
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Aviation Organization (ICAO) to undertake practical efforts to upgrade airport 
,security measures. 

During the past year, attention in the UnIted Nations with respect to the 
terrorism issue has also been focused on an initiative taken by the Government 
of the Federal Republic of Germany to draft an International Convention Against 
the Taking of Hostages. This initiative was luunched at the 31st General Assembly 
in 1976. 1.'he United States Government sf;rongly supported this initiative and 
consulted regularly with the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany 
on diplomatic preparations. The latter government engaged in extensive diplo
matic efforts with countries from all regions, including developing countries, 
preparatory to the discussion which took place at the last General Assembly 
session. Where appropriate, the United States Government made supporting 
diplomatic approaches. Also at the 31st General Assembly, United- States repre
sentatives consulted widely with representatives of developing countries with 
a view to securing their support for the hostages initiatives. 

The outcome of the Assembly's debate was to establish an Ad Hoc Committee 
on the Drafting of an International Convention Against the Taking of Hostages. 
This Committee met in August but, unfortunat~ly, was not able to report signifi
cant progress. At this meeting United States representatives again consulted 
extenSively with representatives of developing countries represented on the 
Committee with a view to achieving a successful outcome to the Ad Hoc Commit
tee's session. Our representatives have sought to persuade other governments to 
concentrate on the hostage issue and to leave aside other questions for discussion 
in other forums. Unfortunately, in spite of our efforts, progress has been impeded 
because of the introduction of issues which, in our view, are extraneous to the 
central problem. 

It is the intention of the United States Government to continue to pursue all 
appropriate diplomatic efforts with other countries, including the developing 
countries, in the interest of securing eventual agreement on an effecth'e Com'en
lion Against the Taking of Hostages and in building a. climate of support for 
possible further anti-terrorism initiatives in the future. 

[The information referred to follows:] 

GUERRILLA TRAINING CAMPS IN THE SOVIET UNION 

[Supplied by Department of State] 

There are guerilla training Camps in the Soviet Union where personnel of so
called "na.tionalliberation movements" are given military training. However, we 
are not aware of any evidence that mllitary or weapons training is given at 
Patrice Lumumba University, which is located in the city of Moscow and a.ttended 
by non-communist as well as communist students. 

Senator JAYITS. Also I notice. in our staff analysis we point out that 
the.re are various guerrilla training institutes like the Patrice LumUlnba 
Training Institute, and again Senator Case's point about that is very 
strong. Patrice Lamumba University is in Moscow and reportedly 
Carlos was trained there. Now what kind of two-faced business is this ~ 
The Soviet Union as you say is making these rhetorical protestations 
and yet that is where Carlos was trained. I hope ve).'y much that you 
will get us an answer from the Department so we can deal in a rather 
precise way to this question. 

Mr. KARKASIIIAN. Yes, sir. 
Senator CASE. Just one point here, too. I would be most grateful for 

your comment 011 this and any development later you may want to put 
in the record on further reflection. 'What about this :report in the paper 
the other dayabo1.1t $1,000 a month pensions being pa'd by Libya to 
three of these Palestinian terrorists who are now living in Lebanon? 

. Mr. KARru\.SIUAN. Yes, we; saw t.hat report and we are looking into 
that. I am not able at this time to confirm that informtttion. 
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Senator CASE. I would be most grateful if when that inqu'ry has 
been completed-and I hope it will be fairly soon-we get a report 
which we can make public, too. 

Mr. KARKASHIAN. We will spedfically look into that. [See question 
5 at end of hearing for response.] 

Senator JAVITS. In checking that table we gave you wh'ch we won't 
put in the record until you have checked it, it is based, as I uurler
stand it, on a study which you know about. Would you also check the 
assertio!1 of our staff that there are an e3t~mated 180 groups around 
the world which claim responsibility for acts of terrorlsm and 33 of 
the 180 are Palestinian. 

[The information referred to follows:] 

GROUPS CLAIMING RESPONSIBILITY FOR Aurs OF TERRORISM 

[Supplied by State Department] 

We understand that the subcommittee staff referenced a commercial publica
tion, which did not identify its source, in arriving at the figure of 180 terrorist 
groups worldwide. It has been our experience th!lJt such tallies must be viewed 
with caution due to the possible inclusion of names fabricated by groups seeking 
to dive!;t suspicion away from the identity of the real perpetrators, or by factions 
of the same group. Also, the same group may use several names during an 
incident. In the CIA publication, "International and Transnational Terrorism: 
Diagnosis and Prognosis" PR 76 10030, Aprll 1976, [copy in committee files] a 
flgure of 140 groups is used but this number is also subject to the same difficul
ties. We suggest referring to the fold-out chart which accompanies that publica
tion for a selective listing of particularly active or notorious groups. A copy is 
being made available to the Subcommittee. 

For the same reasons, the flgure of 33 Palestinian terrorist groups cited b~T 
the subcommittee staff is probably inflated. FUl.'lthermore, a number Of those 
Palestinian organizations which engaged in international terrorism in the late 
1960's and early 1970's no longer conduct such operations. Some distinction 
should be made between those groups currently engaging in attacks and those 
which have ceased to exist or which no longer carry out international terrorist 
attacks. 

The record indicates that the PFLP (Popular Front for the J.liberation of 
Palestine) continues to engage in international terrorist operations. The Black 
September Organization, which was responsible for a number of attacks in the 
early 1970's, has not surfaced since 1973. Similarly, the Communist Action 
Organization has not engaged in attacks since 1975. Individuals claiming mem
bership in Fatah, the PFLP-General Command, and Salqa claimed responsibility 
for terrorist attacks against third country nationals in the early 1970's, but 
those groups now confine their operations to cross-border attacks against Israel. 
The PDFLP (Popular Democratic Front for ithe Liberation of Palestine) directs 
its attacks against internal Israeli targets only, while Black June directs its 
attacks solely against Syrian and Jordanian targets. The Front for the Lihera
tion of Palestine, recently formed by a dissident faction of the PFLP-General 
Command, has yet to engage in terrorist operations. No attacks were ever 
recorded by the Popular Revolutionary Front for the Liberation of Palestine, 
which is believed dormant. 

Senator JAnTS. Thank you very much. We deeply appreciate your 
statement. 

Mr. KARKASIIIAN. Thank you, Mr. Ohairman. . 
Senator JAVITS. Our next witness is Mr. Brian Jenkins of the Rand 

Corp. 
Mr •• Jenkins, your whole statement will be jncluded in the record 

and if you would then proceed to give us the essence of it. 
[Mr. Jenkins' biography follows:] 
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BIOGRAPHY OF BRIAN M. JENKINS 

Brian Jenkins is the Associate Head Of the Social Science Department and the 
director of research on guerrilla warfare and international terrorism. This 
research encompasses a number of projects dealing with various aspects of 
modern political violence including the problems of dealing with hostage situa
tions, the experiences of those held hostage, the exploitation by political ex
tremists or criminals of a modern industrialized society's tnherent vulMrabilities, 
and the security of nuclear facilities. 1\1r. Jenkins is also a consultant to the 
Office of the Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for Atomic Energy and to the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. 

:Mr. Jenkins possesses a unique background as an artist, a soldier, anel an 
historian. He began his career as a painter studying at the Chicago Art II1stitute 
and Academy of Arts. He received a B.A. in fine arts from the University of 
California, Los Angeles, in 1962 at the age of 19. Later, he studied at the 
University of Guanajuato in Mexico and returned to U.C.TJ.A. for an M.A. in 
history. A Fulbright Scholarship enabled Mr. Jenkins to attend the University 
of San Carlos in Guatemala where he studied in the Faculty of Humanities. He 
remained in Guatemala a second year on a fellowship from the Organization of 
American States. While in Guatemala, he began research on a history of political 
conspiracies. 

Commissioned in jthe Army Reserves upon graduation from U.L.C.A., Lieu
tenant Jenkins went on active duty as a paratrooper shortly after his retnrn 
from Guatemala. He volunteered for the Green Berets in early 1966 and served 
with the Seventh Special Forces Grou? in the Dominican Republic. In late 1966, 
he went to the Defense Language Institute, Monterey, to learn Vietnamese, tllen 
was assigned to the Fifth Special Forces Group in Vietnam. Captaill Jenkins 
won two Bronze Stars and a Vietnamese Cross of Gallantry. . 

:Mr. Jenkins returned to UCTJA in 1968 to work on a Ph.D. in history, specializ' 
ing in the study of conspiracy and revolution. He became a Rand consultant that 
year. He went bncl{ to Vietnam in 1968 as a civilian member of the Long RaI1ge 
Planning '1'ask Group in Saigon, staying in Southeast Asia until mid-1969 and 
returning later that year and again in 1971. He was the first person in Vietnam 
to receive the Department of the Army's highest award for Outstanding Civilian 
ServiC{', awarded for his service on the Planning Group. 

IIi 1972, 1\Ir. Jenkins became an employee at Rand. and ill 1976 became the 
Associate Department Head. His reports and articles have been published in 
numerous pUblications, including the Encyclopedia Britannica, Newsweek, the 
'Washington Post, the New York ~l'imes, among others. He is the author of Inter
national Terrorism: A New Mode of Conflict, 1975. 

STATEMENT OF :BRIAN M. JENKINS, SOOIAL SCIENOE DEPARTMENT, 
RAND CORP. 

Mr. JENKINS. I thank the members of the subcommittee for inviting 
me ot testify. As you mentioned e1trlier, Senator Javits, the U.S. policy 
and the apparatus for combatting terrorism have just undergone a 
thorough n'Tiew in PRM-30. I have not seen the results of this review 
and my comments, therefore, reflect the present situation which PRM-
30 may change. 

I do not believe that the Government is adequately .prepared at pres
ent to deal with major international incidnnts in which Americans are 
di:--ectly and .immille~ltly in periJ, or major domestic incidents that 
11l1ght have mternahonal consequences. The handling of the most 
serious incidents that have occurred thus £a.r-for example, the Khar
toum incident in 1973 or the hijacking of a TWA airliner by Croatian 
extremists in 1976-1:evealed serious deficiencies in the area of coordi
nation and response. 
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The hearing thus far this afternoon has concentrated on various 
international steps that we might take in combatting terrorism. :My 
remarks will focus on those steps that we might take to improve our 
own Government's capacity for responding completely to events of 
terrorism that may occur. 

FOREIGN TERRORISTS EFFECT ON U.S. 

Foreign terrorists generally have not operated in the United States. 
Americans abroad have often been targets of terrorist attack, but the 
kidnaping or assassination of a diplomat or businessman somewhere 
in the world, although shocking and tragic, does not directly touch 
the American public. Many officials in the Government who are faced 
with other pressing international problems regard terrorism as only a 
nuisance. 

In a single incident, however, terrorism may suddenly become an 
issue of seeming national importance. We saw this happen in the 
:Munich incident and the recent Schleyer l..-J.dnaping in V'iTest Ger
many, the South Moluccan hostage incidents in the Netherlands, and 
the OPEC incident in Austria. Such episodes command the attention 
of the highest level of Government. At stake are lives as well as the 
image of Government competence. The risk of a tragicoutcome is great. 
But between spectacular episodes, the problem of terrorism remains 
a remote and minor issue. 

The fact that terrorism receives only spasmodic attention has ham
pered attempts aimed at more formaily organizing efforts to combat 
it. There is no single department, agency or office in the Government 
charged with overall responsibility for combating terrorism that also 
has the authority and means for doing so. 

CABINE'l' CO:U1fIITTEE TO COl\IBAT TERRORISl! 

The Worldng Group of the Cabinet Committee to Combat Terror
ism provides a useful vehicle for exchanging information and coordi
nating efforts within the Government. However, neither the Working 
Group nor its chairman in the Department of State exercises any 
authority over its members. 

OFFICE FOR COl\ffiATING TERRORISl\I 

, The focal point in the U.S. Government for dealing with interna
tional terrorism is the Office for Combating Terrorism, in the Depart
ment of State. The Director of this Office chairs the 1iV orking Group. 
Since the Office was created 5 years ago. tlle post has been held by five 
people. 'While the individuals were dedicated and capable, they were 
given no formal authority andlackecl sufficient rank to impose their 
will on officials in other departments. They were compelled to learn 
about this complicated subject on the job, and they seldom remained 
long enough to apply the expertise they gained. The Director's position 
has been vacant since June of this year, Ii. fact some see as further evi
dence that terrorism is a low-order issue. 
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AUTHORITY FOR DEALING WlTH SERIOUS INCIDENTS 

A clear line of authority for dealing with serious incidents must be 
identified in advance. We cannot allow a sbrious incident to be 
handled by whoover happens to pick up the telephone in the White 
House. The responsible official may vary according to the specific cir
cumstances of the case, perhaps someone in the Department of Justice 
for domestic incidents and someone in the Department of State for 
incidents abroad. WllOever is responsible should have sufficient rank 
and authority to transcend bureaucratic boundaries in dealing with an 
actual situation. 

In addition to the vVorking Group, we should consider the creation 
of a small but permanent grnup that could monitor the terrorist 
threat, direct and coordinate all government efforts at combating 
terrorism, and prepare for the identifiable types of contingencies. Mr. 
Karlmshian's office is the embryo of such an entity but it needs to b3 
augmented and expanded. It might be placed in the Executive Office of 
the President and could report to the chairman of the interagency 
group. In an actual crisis, this group would act as a "battle staffll for 
the individual who had responsibility fol.· dealing with the episode. 

The creation of an operational mecl1anism such as I have described 
would not solve the problem of terrorism, but it would enable the 
government to respond more effectively to those incidents that may 
occur. 

INTELLIGENCE ON' 'l'ERRORISl\f 

Another area that merits further examination is intelligence on ter
rorism-specifically, the effect of various statutes and directives limit
ing the collection and dissemination of such intelligence. Intelligence 
officials complain that the restictions in the new laws and directives 
governing the collection and dissemination of intelligence are a seri
ous hindrance. For example, although Executive Order 11905 on fo1'
eign intelligence activities makes exceptions to some restrictions on in
telligence gatheri11g in cases of persons believecl to be engaging in in
ternational terrorist activites, the term terrorism is not defined. Nor 
is it clear what degree of foreign influence or participation is neces
sary before U.S. citizens may be considered engaged in international 
terrorism as opposed to pmely domestic political violence. It is eX
tremely difficult to demonstrate the probable cause 1'ecessary for the 
legal use of certain intelligence gathering, techniques. Further problems 
arise from the limitations on dissemination imposed by the Privacy 
Act. Finally, members of the intelligence community complain that 
higher officials tend to interpret the new guidelines too conservatively, 
perhaps an understandable reaction to relations of past abuses. 

On the other hand, it can be argued that the chances of successfully 
penetrating aterrorist group or the prospects ror apwehension before 
they can strike are so meager that the costs and risks of the effort, in
cludi11g the 'possible invasion of privacy of domestic groups, al'e not 
warranted. I do not know enough about the pertinent law or intelli
gence-gathering techniques to judge these arguments, but it is clear 
that this issue is one which the Congress might usefully review. 
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Finally, it is nCt,essary to explore alternative strategies and innova
tive approaches. lYe also need to eliminate our preparedness and capa
bilities for dealing with more serious ~e;r;rorist threats or inci~el!-t~ that 
have not occurred yet bnt are well wlthm the realm of plausIbIhty. 

ExrHEsSIONS OF OU,'l'RAGE 

Finally, I would not underestimate the value of expressions of out
rage at the deliberate disregard HH} terrorists show for the lives of in
nocent bystanders. The desire to understand the conditions that may 
lead. to tllfTorism, to be objective about the causes that terrorists pro
fess, and to be dispassionate in our reporting of such acts should not 
erode the position that terrorism itself represent.s a fundamental crime 
violation of human rights, unmitigated hy any circumstances, 3, form 
of savagry that cannot be tolerated in civilized society. I don~t think 
terrorists are necessarily going to be dissuaded by such pronlHlllce
ments but it· is good for us to 'keep basic principles right-side up for 
the intended audience of their actions. 

COllIBA-TING TERRORISllr 

Terrorism probably cannot be eliminated in the way certain epi
demic diseases have been eliminated-a medical analogy that is often 
used when speaking of combating terrorism. New crimes-for ex
ample, seizing hostages-may be defined in the ,Criminal Code;' con
trols on the sale or possession of explosives or certain types of weapons 
can be tightened; and tougher penalties can be prescribed. But basi
c!111y, the problem of terrorism probably calln~t be solved 'by legisla
tIOn. Nevertheless, -Congress can, through hearmgs such as 1:hese, en
courage and facilitate the development of government capabilities to 
combat terrorism. Facilitating intelligence-gathering, filling the bu
reaucratic vacuum that currently exists in this area in government, 
exploring alternative strategies for combating terrorism, and encoul'
aging preparations for dealing with more serious acts of terrorism 
are a few of the steps that might be considered. 

[Mr. Jenkins' prepared statement follows:] 

PREPARED STATE1>{ENT OF BRIANM. JENKINS 

I thank the members of this subcommittee for inviting me to testify. I have 
been asked specifically to comment upon the U.S. government's policy toward 
terrorism. -

I would like to preface my comments by emphasizing that although the re
search carried out by The Rand Corporation in this area has been funded by 
various agencies of the Federal Government, the views expressed here are en
tirely my own and are not necessarily shared by Rand or any of its research 
sponsors. 

Also, r do not perceive of myself as an adversary of the'O;;.;'._,sovernment or 
of l1ny of the responsible officials with whom r have come in contact in carrying 
out this research. The term "terrorism" encompasses many different groups and 
ta(!tics; each raises distinct problems 'and there are honest differences of opinion 
on how best to deal with them. 

And finally, U:S. policy and the apparatus for combating terrorism have just 
undergone a thorough review ordered by the President in a Presidential Reyiew 
:Memorandum (PRM-30). Although I have had the opportunity to offer a few 
suggestions in the reyiew process, I have not seen the results of the review. There~ 
fore, I 11m unable to comment upon PRM-30. My comments reflect the present 
situation which PRM-30 may change. 
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Let me begi!n by briefly summarizing U.S. efforts to combat terrorism. The 
U.S. government has focused its efforts on intelligence and improved physical 
security measures, particularly at airports and embassies-the most common 
targets of terrorist attacks-to provide possible warning and better protection. 

The government also has placed a great deal of emphasis on international con
Yentions to combat terrorism, particularly in the area of antihijacking measures 
and the protection of diplomats. By enlisting sUIWort for these conventions, the 
United States hopes to build an international consensus on the definition of 
terrorism and the prosecution and appropirate punishment of terrorists. The 
government also has, on occasion, exerted lOW-level pressure on spel"ific govern
ments to apprehend, extradite, prosecute, or punil'h terrorists, not to the point, 
however, of interfering with other foreign policy objectives deemed more 
important. 

With regard to hostage situations, the U.S. government publicly maintaIns a 
policy that it will not yield to demands made by terrorists or negotiate for the 
reelase of hostages. It urges other governments, private corporations, and individ
uals to follow this policy as well, although in hostage incidents abroad it holds 
the host government responsible for providing protection to foreign nationals 
within its territory, including securing their safe release from captors. 

The U.S. government has also funded research aimed at increasing understand
ing of the terrorist threat and formulating measures to combat it. 

These efforts have paid off in some area:;. Security at U.S. PtJsts abroad has 
been increased, and bince the abduction and murder of Ambassador Francis 
Meloy and Economic Counselor Robert Waring in June 1976, no American ocial 
overseas has been kidnapped. On the other hand, more executives of American 
corporations overseas are being abuducted. Increasing security at air,ports and 
the increased reluctance of nations to grant all,Y'lum to hijackers has reduced the 
number of hijackings although after reaching a low point in 19-75, hijacking by 
political extremists again rose in 1976 and 1977. Almost aU of these incidentll 
took place abroad. 

Several important issues merit further examination including that of intel
ligence on terrorism-specifically, the effect of various statutes and directives 
limiting the collection and dissemination of such intelligence. Intelligence officials 
complain that the restrictions in the new laws and directives govel'ning the 
collection and dissemination of intelligence are a serious hindrance. For example, 
although Executive Order 11905 on foreign intelligence actiyities makesexce!)
tions to some restrictions on intelligence gathering, in cases of persons believed 
to be engaging in international terrorist activWes, the term terrorism is not 
defined. Nor is It clear what degree of foreign influence or participation is neces
sary before U.S. citizens may be considered engaged in international terrorism 
as opposed to purely domestic palitlcal violence. Also, it is extremely difficult to 
demonstrate the probable cause necessary for the legal nse of certain intelli
gence-gathering techniques. Further problems arise from the limitations on dis
semination imposed by the Privacy Act and the concern that foreign exchanges 
of intelligence may be compromised as a result of action tal,en under the Freedom 
of Information Act. lfinally, members of the intelligence commnnity complaiil 
that higher officials tend to interpret the new laws and directives too conserva
tively. '£llis conservation is perhaps an underlltandable reaction to relevation!:l of 
past abuses. . . 

On the othel' lland, it can be argued that the chances of successfully penetrat
ing a terrorist group or the prospects for apprehension before they can strike 
are so meager ~hat the CGsts and risks of tIle effort, including the possible in
vasion of privacy of domestic groups, are not warranted. I do not Imow enough 
about the pertinent law or of the intelligence-gathering techniques to judge 
these arguments, but it is clear that fhis iSSue if! one whicn the Congress might 
usefully review. 

The United States has had mixed success in the domain of internilti'onallaw. 
:Most nations have been willing to cooperate against hijac1dng and f!abotage of 
airliners. Not surprisingly, the world's diplomats have agreed on the need to 
protect diplomats. On the other hand, a broader U.S.-proposed convention against 
terrorism Was rejected by the United Nations in 1972, and the recent West Ger
man convention outlawing the taldng of hostages appears unlikely to win uni
versal su,pport. 

The use of interrtationallaw as the primal'Y wenpon in combating terrorism 
has definite limitations. Terrorism is often defined not by law but by political 
point of view. Many foreign laWyeM disagree with the American use .of law to 
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achieve political changes in the international community. The desire to combat 
terrorism seldom overrides the pursuit of other national interests. ~'his is just 
as true of the United States as it is of other nations. The most that can lJe 
obtained is limited cooperation among a few like-minded governments, and then 
only in certain circumstances. 

l\fore attention might be paid to bilateral and regional agreements for coopera
tion in. specified areas. The agreement between the United States and CulJa on 
airline hijacking, the various arrungements lJetween the United Kingdom and 
the Republic of Ireland to deal with IRA terrorists, and the recent collvention 

. against terrorism agreed to by the Council of Europe provide appropriate models. 
The U.S. government's ~Jolicy with regarcl to payment of ransom, yIelding to 

other demands, 'Or entering into any sort of negotiations with terrorists holding 
hostages has lJeen debated within the government, but the issue can be di\'cussed 
only in the broadest terms at a public hearing. These are decisions .that mnst be 
made when human lives are at stal{e. I see no value in openly discussing how or 
on wllat assumptions they can be made. I think that detailed discussions of the 
policy should be conducted in executh'e session or at least informally and off 
tht: record. 

I want to call your attention, however, to one persistent area of confusion. The 
policy towurd hostage situations is distinct from the broader issue of U.S. poliCy 
toward terrorism as a whole. The two are related, of counse, but a tough general 
policy toward international terrorism is not inconsistent with flexibility ~-i deal
ing WitIl indiYiduulllOstage incidents. The oiJjectives are quite diffrent. The first 
dea1s with terrorism as a mode of political e:l..-pression. The second is cOllcerned 
with the narrower problem of copying with particular incidents in which in
nocent lives may be at stake. 

Terrorism is gellerarJIy not regarded as an issue of major importance within 
the U.S. government. The amount of terrorist violence in tIle world compared 
to the world volume of violence is trivial. Fewer li,oes are lost in terrorist in
cidents than are mnrdered every year in the United States; the losses from shop
lifting exceed the total amount of a)ropert~· damage caused by terrorists. Nor is 
terrorism a major polit calii Icmbeoaw . 
terrorism a major po!iUcal issue in this country. The United States has not 
suffered tbe kind of terrorism that lIas recently erupted in West Germany 01' 
Italy. Foreign terrorists, with, a few exceptions, generally have not operated in 
the United States. American government officiulLs and executives of American 
firms abroad have 'Often been targets of terrorist attack, but the kidnapping 01' 
assassination of a diplomat or businessman in South America or North Africa, 
although sh<w.king and tragic, does not directly touch the American public. l\fany 
officials in tile government who are faced with other I)ressing international prob
lems-relations with the Soviet Union. the situation in the 1\Iiddle JiJast, nuclear 
proliferation-regard terrorism as only a nuisance, although occasionally a 
noisy one, as when Puerto Rican separatists force the evacuation of office build
ings in New Yorl~ or Cuban extremists set off bombs in 1Yashington. 

In a single incident, however, tetrorism may suddenly become an issue of seem
ing national importance. We SIiW this happen in the Munich incident, the Lorenz 
kidnapping, the seizure of the "Nest German embassy in Stockholm, the recent 
Schleyer kidnapping in West Germany, the South Moluccan hostage incidents in 
The Netherlands, and the OPEC iIlcident ii~ Austria. Such episodes command the 
attention of the highest level of govern'jlent. Political leaders lllay see their 
political survival or at least their pOlitiC',;l stature determined by deCisions they 
are cOJllpelled to lllake on very short notIce. There is little time to sound out the 
views of others, little time to build a consensus within the government 01' among 
the public. How the decisions will be preceiyed canllot be predicted. The risk of 
a tragic outcome is great, as is the danger of overreaction. 

Characteristically, every serious incident is followed by denunciations, debate, 
and verbal retributions which usually walle rapidly. Between spectacular epi
sodes, the problem of terrorism reverts to a remote and minor issue. It seems to 
be an unfortunate rule of thumb that trt least one, 01' perhaps several tragedies 
illUst occnr before a government will take serious steps to effectively deal with the 
problem. . 

The1'act that terrorism receives onlf spasmOdic attention has hampered at
tempts aimed at more forlllally organi~:ng efforts to combat it. There is no single 
uepartment, agency, or office in the government charged with overall respon
sibilityfQr combating terrorism that also has tlle authority and means for doing 
so. At the same tin:l'il, everybody seems to share some part o.f the responsibility: 
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the Ji'BI for domestic incidents (although it cannot merely assume jurisdiction in 
all local cases) ; the Department of State and possibly the Department of Defense 
for incidents abroad, except for airline hijacking!> which are in the exclusive 
jurisdiction of the lJ'ederal Aviation Administration; the FBI, the Energy Re
search and, Development Administration,!Uld possibly the Nuclear ltegulatory 
Commission for threats to nuclear facilities or threats involving nuclear mate
~ial; the Secret Service and ExecutiYe ProtectiY.e Service for protecting U.S. 
officials and foreign dignitaries; and so on. A problem that cuts across so many 
bureaucratic jurisdictions makes governmental coordination difficult. 

The Cabinet Committee to Combat Terrorism, created shortly after the Munich 
incident in 1972, has met only once. The Working Group of the Cabinet Commit
tee provides a useful vehicle for exchanging information and coordinating efforts 
within the government. However, neither the Working Group nor its chairma'l in 
the Department of State exercises any authority over its members. Individual 
satrapies are jealously guarded. 

The focal point in the U.S. government for dealing with international terrorism 
is the Office for Combating Terrorism, in the Department of State. The director 
of this office, previously the Special Assistant to the Secretary of State for Com
bating TerrOrism, chairs the Working Group. Since the office was created 5 years 
ago, the 110st has been held by three ambassadors and one senior Foreign Service 
othersoflicer. While the individuals were dedicated and capable, they were given 
no formal authority and lackell sufficient rank to impose. their will on officials in 
other departments. They were compelled to learn about tbis complicated subject 
on the job, and they seldom remaine.d long enougb. to apply the expertis(\ they 
gained. ,As long as the Office for Combating Terxorism .is perceived in gQvernment 
as a pa:rki.llg lot for supernumerary ambassadors, its holders cannot persuade 
others in government iliat ilie problem of terrorism is to be taken seriously, The 
director's position has been ·mcant since JUJ).e of this year, a fact that some see 
as further evidence that terrorism is a low-order issue. 
_ The director theoretically lIas a small staff, two or three assistants, and. a 
couple of secretaries to assist him. This is simply not enough to do the job, and 
here again the turnover of personnel allows little institutional memory. Since 
June, the assistant's position also bas been "acant. 

Inddents of terrorism that occur within tbe United States are the respon, 
sibility of IOc..'t1 poliee and the I~In. '1'here are some jurisaictional questions, 
depending 011 the kind of illcidentl~, but generally these have been worked out b;y 
statnte or by memorada of undeJ·standing. At the international level, a tas!;: 
force is assembled in the State Department to deal with incidents illvolving U.S. 
citizells abroad, TIlis works reasonably well for most incidents, however, I do not 
believe that ilie government is adequately prepared at present to deal with major 
international incidents in whi.ch Americans are directly and imminently in peril, 
or major domestic incidents tllat might have international consequences. The 
handling of iliemost serious incidents that have occurred thus far-for example, 
the Khartoum incident in 1973 or the hijacking of 11 TWA airliner by Croatian 
extremists ill 197G-revealed seriDus deficiencies in the areu .of cDDrdination and 
response. An incident that crosses llational borders and domestic jurisdiction 
would probably pose the biggest l}roblem. . 

A clear line of authority for dealing with serious incidents must be identified 
in aClYallre. We cannot allow a serions incident to be 111lndled by whoeyer happens 
to pick up the telephone in the White House. The respollsible official lUay yary 
according to the specific ciri:ulllstances of the case, perhaps someone in the De
partment of Justice for domestic incidents .und someone in the Department of 
State for incidents abroad. Whoever is responsible should haye sufficient ~'anl;: and 
anfhority to transcend bureaucratic boundaries in dealing with un actual situa
tion. I feel that the official should be SOmeone at least at the Uncler Secretary 
leyel ill th(\ Department of State or at the Deputy Attorney GeneraIleV'el in the 
Department of Justice. They WQuld, of course, stiU l1erform ilieir other routine 
duties. 

TIle Worr;:ing Group of the Cabinet Committee to Combat Terrorism or iJ.. 
similar intet'agency graup should be maintained as n forum for exchanging iu
formation aitd coordinating government efforts to combat terrorism. Howeyer, 
its clmirmUll again should havesufficieut rank and nuthority to induce the co
operation of lUI government agencies. The chairman, preferably, should be one 
of the imli\'iduals who ·would have COnimand authority iu an actuuI crisis. Ap
propriate members of the Worldng Gronp could still M assembleu into It high
level task force if needed ill a serious ihcident. 
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In addition to the Working Group, we should consider the creation of a small 
but permanent group somewhere within the executive branch that could monitor 
the terrorist threat, direct and coordinate all government efforts at combating 
terrorism, and prepare for the identifiable types of contingencies. It :;:hould in
dude individuals with expertise in intelligence, law, human behavior, and specific 
geographic regions of the globe. It might be placed in the Executive Office of the 
President and could report to the chairman of the interagency group. This group 
would have to have an avenue for transcending the burea't'cratic boundaries be
tween the departments and agencies within the executive branch. In an actual 
crisis, this group would act as a "battle staff" for the :individual who had 
responsibility for dealing with the epir~ode. 

The creation of an operational me(!hanism such as I have':described would not 
solve the problem of terrorism, but it would enable the gO'i'ernment to respond 
more effectively to those incidents that may Occur. They would also insure that 
the President did not visibly become involved in crises that do not warrant 
Presidential attention. 

The government's approach to -policy and the measures to combat terrorism 
have been largely ad hoc reactions to incidents of threats. It is necessary to 
explore alternative strategies and innovative approaches in the areas of intelli
gence collection, analysis, and assembly. "relations" with some of the larger 
subnational groups that have used terrorist tacticS, means of exerting pressure 
on nations that aid terrorist groups, and specific responses to various !rinds of 
situations. We also need to examine our I1reparedness and capabilities for 
dealing with more serious terrorist tIn'eats or incidents that have not occurred 
yet but:are well within the realm of plausibility. 

Terrorism probably cannot be eUminated in the way certain epidemic diseases 
have been eliminated (or at least greatly reduced)-a medical analogy that is 
often used when speaking of combating te!:rorism. New crimes-for example, 
seizing !iostages-may be defined in the U.S. Criminal Code; controls on the sale 
or possession of explosives or certain types of weapons can be tightened; and 
tougher penalties can be prescribed. But basically, the problem of terrorism 
probably cannot be solved by legislation. Nevertheless, Congress can, through 
hearings such as these, encourage and facilitate tIle develol,ment of government 
capabilities to combat terrorism. Facilitating intelligence gaLlJ.ering, filling the 
bureaucratic vacUum that currently exists in this area in govemment, exploring 
and formulating some alternative strategies for combating tl:l'Torism, and 
preparing for dealing with more serious acts of terrorism are a few of the 
stellS that might be considered. 

Senator J A VlTS. Thank you very much. 
Would you feel that it would enlighten us further as to your position 

if we included your piece from The 'Vashin~on Post entitled "Up
grading the Fight Against Terrorism," or IS that essentially your 
testimony? 

Mr. J J!<NKWS. I have no objection to its bei ng included. 
Senator J AVrTS. Without objection, we will include that. 
[The information referred to follows:] 

[From the Washington Post, March 27, 1977J 

UPGRADING THE FIGHT AGAINST TE1lRORIS~[ 

(.By Brian l\I. Jenkins) 

It climbs ill a jagged line, tracing peaks and valleys, varying from year to 
year, impossible to read from month to month as if it were some killd u:::"l'ltock 
exchange of violence, but the overall trend is unmistakably upward. iriter
national terrorism is increasing. 

It has increased fitfully during the 1ast decade. It is likely to persist into the 
next. It may compel us to alter some of Our fundamental concepts of national 
security. 

At present we are inadequately prepared. l'utting aside the short-lived veroal 
outbursts that follow every major terrorist incident, we have not yet made a 
national commitment to m.obilize and organize our resources to deal effectively 
with terrorism, 
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We have not created a permanent organilmtion charged to surmount bureau
cratic boundaries and provide(1 it with the budget, staff and necessary instru
ments to operate effectively. 

We have not assembled the military capabilities to rescue Americans held 
hostage abrQad, or to recover facilities that terrorists may have taken over, or 
carry out other foreseeable missions in this new area of conflict. 

We have not brought the weight of our considerable intelligetlce-gathering 
machinery to bear on the terrorist threat. 

A nUBEAUCRN,IC v ACUUl[ 

Tllere is no sin!~le department, agency or o.ffice in the government charged 
with overall responsibility for combating terrorism that also has the authority 
and means for doing so. 

What do we have? At the Cabinet level of government, we have a committee. 
In September, 1972, after the Munich Olympic massacre, President Nixon created 
the Cabinet Committee to Combat Terrorism. It was chaired by the Secretary of 
State and its members ineluded the Secretaries of Defense, Transportation 
(which lIas jurisdiction over hijacked American airliners), Treasury (which 
has the Secret Senrice and the Executive Protectiv(> Service), the Attorney 
General, the 11eads o:f the :FBI, CIA, National Security Council and U.S. Mission 
to the United Nations, and the President's domestic counselor (an odd inclusion 
except that the position at that time was held by John Ehrlichman). Since its 
creation, the Cabinet committee has met once. 

At the Slime time, the President established the working group of the Cabinet 
committee, which now represents 26 departments, agencies and bureaus. It meets 
every other week. The worl;:ing group is primarily a bureaucratic coordinating 
body. not a command organization. The State Department's Office for Combating 
Terrorism, whicl1 has a mandate for dealing with the problem, consists of five 
offiCials and three secretaries. This simply is not enough. 

The :FBI has the mission of combating domestic political violence, although 
it cannot merely asSume jurisdiction in all local cases. At the international 
level, a task force is assembled In the Sttae Department to deal with incidents 
imTolving U.S. citizens abroad. But a serious incident, one in which Americans 
are directlY' and immediately in peril, or a domestic incident with pOtential 
international 'Consequences, may quickly become the responsibility of the 'White 
House. A complicated incident thnt crosses national borders and domestic juris
dictions, such as the hijacking of the TWA airliner by Croatian extremists last 
September, may bounce around the government like a floating crap game. 

If the plane is on the ground, it is within the :FBI's jurisdiction. If its doors 
are shut, if it has the power to take off, it is the charge of the Federal Aviation 
Administration. If it lands in another country, the State Department is involved, 
althOUgh not necessarily in charge. If it should happen to land at a U.S. military 
base abroad, the cast of c-haracters becomes crowded: The goyernment of that 
country has jurisdiction and the State Department will be in close touch; the 
FAA, however, may still dictate U.S. actions regarding the hijacked aircraft; 
meanwhile, the U.S. base commander has tlle instruments at hand for taking 
action, but someone must give him authority to do so. 

A ru:SING TREND 

Some observers have found encouragement in a seeming decline of inter
national terrorism over the last year. 

"Seen on a global scale" wrote Walter Laquenr in Harper's last November, 
"the downward trend is quite unmistakable." In fact, however, 1976 set a new 
record for the numberof incidents of international terrorism, and 1976 \Vas no 
less bloody than 1975. There were more bombings. Terrorist hijackings, after 
declining in 1975, went up again. There were more. assassinations. There were 
fewer hostage incidents, however, which may account for the illusion of a 
decline. 

Terrorists appear to be getting more sophisticated in their tactics, their 
weapons and tbeir exploitation of the medin. Some of the new weaports·being 
developed for military arsen'als, such as shoulder-fired, surface-to-air miSSiles, 
DULY find their way i.nto their handS. 

Terrorist groups appear to be strengthening their links with each other. One 
result is the emergence of multinational free-lance terrorist groups that .are will-
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ing to carry out attacks on behalf of causes they are ~ympathetic with, or to 
undertake specific operations or campaigns or terrorism on commission from 
client groups or governments. The seizure of the OPEC headquarters in Vienna 
is a splendid ex'ample. In December, 1975, :a. IJand 'of pro-Palestinian terral'jsts 
took 60 hostages, including the oil ministers of S'audi Arabia and Iran. The gang 
included two 'Vest German terrorists 'illld three Palestinians 'Und was led by 
Carlos, a notorious Venezuelan reportedly in the pay of Libya's l\Iuammar 
Qadd:afi. 

Nations or groups uDftble or unwilling to mount !3. serious challenge on the 
battlefield may employ such groups or adopt tel'l'orist tactics 'as a means of 
surrogate wu:rfaTe ag.ainst their opponents. We !lire entering a llew domain of 
conflict. 

BILLIONS FOR SECURITY 

Combating terrorism poses unique problems for governments. Terrorists do 
not play by the rules. Terrorism is violence against the "system" waged from 
outside the system. The accepted Tules and prOCed\lreS of international diplon11l.cy 
and war do notJapply. Nor do terrorists operate according to the norms of regular 
criminals. They define success differently. The. may not consider their capture 
to be a defeat. The Croatian hijackers successfully diverted 'an airliner, gained 
worldwide attention, llad their manifesto published, surrendered and will be 
tried. Did they win or lose? 

Other forms 'of conflict, 'at least in theory, recognize categories of civilians 
who are not dLrectly engaged and are not toaTgets ill the struggle-women 'Ilnd 
children, for example. Terrorists have far fewer compunctions. They may regard 
any perSOll as all enemy, 'and therefore 'a target, solely on the basis of nationality, 
ethniclty or religion. Or people can become targets by merely hapryening to be on 
board an airliner when it is hijacked. In terrorism, there are no innocent 
bystanders. 

Terrorists have worldwide mobility. They may strike tll1Y target at any time, 
making defense extremely difficult. If ai'rlines are protected, they may attack 
airports or :hijack trains. If diplomats haye bodyguards, they lllay kidnap busi
nessmen or their children. Arab terrorists took over a schoolhouse at l\Iaalot 
Israel, ill 1974. In 1976, terrorists in the Frencll colony 'Of the .\:fars ~nd 11<"as 
seized a school bus filled with 30 children to demand independence for the cole·. J'Y, 

Thus, unlike the situation with other modes -of conflict, the defense agail'st 
terrorist attacks will be determined not by the size I{)r strength of the terrOL"t 
adversaries but by the size and numbers of toargets to be protected. But it is 
impossillie to protect everything. As 011e Ismeli official says, "It is not a question 
of what to protect; itis a cruel decision of what not to protect." ]j'01' that is 
what will be attacl;:ed: 

Security can becOllle e: lormously costly. 1\Iultiply, for example, the cost of the 
luggage X-ray machine a...ld metal detector portals at ail'1JOrts-plus the handlers, 
plus the. armed guards-by the number of terminals and'llgain by the number of 
airports .. The entire downtown area of Belfast has IJeell secured like a huge 
airport: Shoppers must pass through portals 011 the way in and out; their pack
ages are examined and theY may be frisked. 

'We have a defense budget that reflects the costs of national security in a single 
figure. We have not attempted ill this country to determine the total national costs 
of security against terrorist attacks: the protection of airliners, government 
buildings, foreign diplomats, nuclear facilities, additional private police, the 
money that American corporations wieh investments abroad spend on security 
and pass on to the consumer. Tue figm'e would be suIJstautial, easily in the hun
dreds of millions, possibly in the billioll;~, and it is rising fast. 

Since international terrorism is an: international· problem, some believe the 
proper answer lies in formulating international cDnventions sldllfully framed to 
win widesprea'd support and ratification. But to gain widespread approval, COll
ventions again:;t tertorism must be so broadly worded. as to be meaningless. 

At most, there will be limited cooperation betwel:ill like-minded governments. 
Few governments are willing to take vigorous action against foreign terrorists or 
hold them prisoner if this will subject its own citizens to th threat of terrorists 
retaliation or obstruct the government's IOl'eign policy goals. Despite being 
warned. bY U.S. and West German officials that Carlos was in Yugoslavia last 
September, Yugoslavia made no attempt to arrest him. And fearing that holdhlg 
Abu Daoll 1, the mastermind. of the Munich massacre, would strain its relations 
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witb oil-producing Arab nations and its arms deal with Egypt, France released 
him four days after his arrest despite Israeli ancl West German demands for his 
extradition. West German officials admitted privately tbey were relieved that 
Daond bad not been handed over to them. 

A NEW AGENCY 

IVhat call be done about it':' We should start by discarding talk of "eradicating" 
or "curing the malady" of terrorism; the medical analogy is badly misleading. 
Tbe U.S. Government can, however, improve its understanding of terrorism, at· 
tempt to contain it within tolerable limits, try to deter or prevent tbe mOre hei
nous terrorist actions and equip itself to respond effectively to a new range of 
future tbreats and incidents. 

Much has been accomplished already. Tbe cooillandlillg of the recent episode 
ill Washington, except by some of the media, shows bow far we have come in 
learning how to defuse dangerous llOstage situations. 

nfore sucb incidents will occur. and we may not always be so fort1.IDate in sav
ing every hostage's life without making serious concessions. Any terrorist incident 
is tragic, l.mt we must put it into perspective. The United States, a large and, 
powerful nation with a deep commitment to democracy, can tolerate a fairly 
high level of terrorist violence; we already sustain a high level of criminal vio
lence. Currently, no terrorist group in the world pose a serIous threat to the sta
bility'Of the U.S. government, national security or Imblic safety on a large scale. 

IVe should prepare to deal with the more serious potentialities of terrorism, 
the kinds of things that have not happened yet but could. 

'We need to consider creating a government entity to deal with the more se
rious incidents of terrorism. Wlmtever form it takes, this entity should be situ
ated high enough to override department and agency boundaries in the execu
tive branch-possibly as a special component of the National SeCUrity Council 
staff. The State Department's office for combating terrorism, currently headed 
by Ambassador Douglas Heck, could be the embryo of such an entity, but it would 
bave to be upgraded and augmented. 

Recognizing that decisiol)s in this area are ultimately political, but tImt viSible 
inter\'enion by tbe President could banoon the perceived importance of the mat
ter and gh'e tei'rorists precisely the 11igh-level cOl!frontation they want, it should 
offer the President ready but invisible tlccess. It should have a permanent staff 
that includes ciYilian officials and memoers of all thp. services-the latter not 
being mere representatives. It would not supplant the working group of the Cab
inet Committee to Combat TelTorism. It would, however, take over the miSSion 
of the task forces that are set up at State to deal with international terrorist 
incidents. 

It would become operational ill domestic illcidents only whe11 the requirements 
of the situation clearly exceedecllocallaw-enforcement capabilities and the con
J:!equences could be llational or international in scope (a threat of mass destruc
tion, fOJ;. example). Abroad, it would intervene in terrorist incidents when Ameri
cans \Y~re in peril, when military force could become necessary, when there was a 
clear danger to the national security (for example, the theft of a nuclear weapon), 
or when a foreign 'group operating internationally was carrying ou a concerted 
terrorist campaign against the United States. 

The staff would examine these and other contingencies that could require a 
national response, identify the possible meaus to deal with them and marshal the 
necessary resources. It would inventory U.S. intelligence, civilian law enforce
ment and military assets, identfy any shortcomings, and f'Ormulate contingency 
planS. In an actual incident, the group would become the staff for the President or 
any special action group established by the President to deal with a seri'Ous 
terrorist threat. 

TUE lItIUTARY 'OPTION 

We must not peremptorily dismisS military action as a possible opti''On in deal
ing with terrorism. At any time, an incident mas occur in which IT band of political 
extremists will seize a large numbetof AUlel'ican hostages on foreign territory, 
negotiations have failed, the captors -appear on the pOint of killing the hostages 
and the I'Ocal government is 'Unwiliing Or '(mabIe to protect persons within its 

borders. 
Public "preSSure would 110t permit any political leaders to stand by while Ameri

cans are being shot. The government would either have to yield to the terrorists' 
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demands or risl, the use of military force. At stake will be the lives of the hostages 
as well 'as the image of the U.S. government. 

Right now, the option of a rescue .operation with SDme reasonable expectation 
'Of success hardly (\xists. There is great dallger--massacre of llOstages, starting 
a minDr war-in deplDying the wrong military instruments .out of desperation. 
The rescue of llOstages is one of several foreseeable missions that might arise in 
this new -area .of conflict. Such missiDns, if they are ever undertaken, shoulc1 not 
be Hblack bag" opemtions, even if.' they must necessarily remain covert during 
the execution phase. They may be considered legitimate applications of force 
in extreme circumstances, and an appropriate function of the legitimate armed 
forces of the nation., 

'We already possess some components for a counter-terrorist force: the Army 
Special Forces, Ranger battalions and airborne units, the Navy's Seals, the Fleet 
Marine forces, and the .t\ir Force's Special Operationl3 squadrons. But they could 
not be assembled rapidly to deal with a fast-breaking criSis. Again, the In.-chIem 
is tIle lack of an 'Organiz'ation fDr bringing selected C"ltpabiliti(!s together. We are 
not likely ever to use sudl a force merely because we have it. Although a regular 
target .of terrDrism, Israel has attempted only one such rescue attempt beyond 
its borders. 

If a foreign government did not agree at least tacitly tD such a mission being 
car.ried out on'its soil, it would constitute a violation of. sovereignty, though not 
necessarily an act of war. Clearly, military force is a last resort, ,either abroad 
or at home. But ill an age of terrorism, it is an unpardonable vulnerability not to 
have a military option at aU, however reluctant we may be to useH. 

THE NEED FOR INTELLIGENCE 

Far more -attention needs to be focused .on intelligence activities direeted against 
terrorist groups that could thr(~aten the security of the United Staes o:r the safety 
of U.S. citizens. 

Intelligence information about terrorist groups is hard to obtain. They are 
seldom sophisticated enough to be vulnerable to sophisticated inte,Uigence-g:lther
ing techniques, such as electronic surveillance. We have no radar to warn us of 
incoming terrorists. Watching where the money goes, a common intelligence tech
nique Used in gathering information about organized crime or smuggling, does not 
work well in the domain of terrorism. Terrorist operations are low-budget affairs; 
.there is no cash flow. 

Knowing what is going on inside a terrorist group is mainly a matter of human 
intelligence wOrl;:-plants and paid informants-but most terrorist groups are 
small and difficult to penetrate. Such efforts require years of patl,mt work. In 
some cases the chances for preventive action lllay be so low that the costs and 
ri,sks are ll'ot worth the effort; Dr, if we are tall,ing about the domestic scene 
in'l'asions of privacy may result. 

Intelligence and local law enforcement officials complain, with some justifica
tion, tbat directives are often poorly written and that overcautious higher ·officials 
tell Ii to interpret the directives too conservatively, for fear 'of getting into trouble. 
Thi's conservation is perhaps au understandable reaction to revelati()Us of prior 
nbmies lllld the widespread distrust of government in the post-Vietnam, post
lVn.t\~rgitte era; but the result is an atmDsphere in which it is extremely difficult 
to cc\llect and maintain infDrmation about terrorist groups. The peI'ceived con
flict l)etween civil liberties in a democratic society, on the hand, and the intel
ligenCe 'activities necessarlT for the legitimate suppression or at least contain
lllent b;f terrorist violence, on the other hand, is somewhat artifical. 

Thete remain, however, some tough questions which, like it or not, we must 
confron,t in this environment of new dangers: 

li'edel'al regulations whic hare intended to preserve the integrity and con
fidentiality of information files maintained by various government at~encies may 
in some cases also limit the sharing of intelligence data; one conse.uuence is a 
wasteful'\duplication of effort and, more important, the possible lack of vitally 
lmportanl~ information in a crisis. Should exemptions be created? 

We diYi~e threats, and responsibilities for dealing with them, into fl)reign and 
domestic G:ategories. But what happens if an Ame.rican citizen is smwected of 
having joil\ed a terrorist group abroad or of being a confederate of n. foreign 
terrorist.gr\~up in this country? 
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·We may all agree that nuclear proliferation is a problem, especially the alarm
ing potentiality that terrorists might acquire a nuclear capability, and that we 
would want our intelligence services to be able to identify in advance any poten
tial threlJ.ts of mass destruction. :Many foreign students are today studying ad
vanced nuclear physicS in American universities. Some of the technical training 
they receive here will theoretically enable them to design nuclear bombs. Should 
we attempt to I,eep trac};: of such graduates once they depart the country? Should 
universities make available to the FBI information on these students? On what 
grounds? 

'Ye have greater freedom of action abroad, but we have no assurance of finding 
out what goes on inside the heads of perhaps 50 or 60 groups around the world, 
some of whose members number in the llUndreds, while others consist of perhaps 
a dozen "bombers and shooters." But the task is not impossible. We might con
sider a simple surveillance approach. As a guess-and it is no more than that
there are probably fewer than a thousand hard-core terrorists in groups that 
have operated internationally and would be of concern to the United States. We 
may know the names and locations of seyeral hundred of them, and would want to 
watch closely a smaller number. If the movements of our prime suspects begin 
to intersect, we would increase the surveillance and alert potential targets in the 
area. In those terms, the problem at least l'\eems more manageable. 

More can also be done with tlle intelligence we already have, both in terms of 
analysis anel in terms of devising better systems for its prompt assembly and 
dissemination. When It terrorist incident occurs, there is little time to comb 
through files or read several hundred pages or reports. 

The greatest threat posed by terrorists now lies in the atmosphere of alarm 
they create, which corrodes democracy mId . breeds repression. There is also the 
dimger that the United States will be made to look like a blundering giant in 
dealing with some future terrorist incident; if it does, the world will perceive a 
degradation in 0111' ability to handle aU crises. If the government appears incom
petent, public alarm will increase and so will the clamor for draconian measures. 

').'0 forestall the temptation to overreact, and to preserve the image of Amer
ican strength abroad, we must be able to deal effectively with terrorism. The 
measures described here would prepare us to do so. 

INTELLIGENCE ON TERRORISllI COORDINATOR 

Senator JAVITS. The other question I would like to ask you is this. 
Do I understand you to say that you have given us the point on in
telligence-do you think that the same coordinator who deals with this 
subject in the Department ought to deal with coordinating the intel-
ligence on terrorism ~ . 

Mr. JENKINS. Yes, sir, I would think so. Certainly he should have 
to have the ability to formulate requests for specific intelligence in
formation and he shoulcl be able to participate in the evaluation of 
that information. 

He might also examine various means by whic11 this intelligence 
information can be rapidly assembled in an actual crisis situation. I 
have mentioned Some of the problems of collections but I think we 
might also examine some of the problems with rapid assembly of data 
in a terrorist-covered crisis. There is little time in some· of these 
episodes for reading hundreds of pages of files or detailed dossiers 
,on vari~us groups. ",Ve must deve19P ways <?£ rapidly assembling and 
portraYlllg both for the groups 11l Washlllgton and perhaps task 
forces in U.S. Embassies overseas the vital information they need to 
respond effectively. 

Senator J A VITS. We will ask Mr. Karkashian, when you are through, 
t9 give us what his office is doing, what perhaps he thinks it might be 
d()ing. 
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CAPABILITY TO HANDLE SPECIFIC INCIDENTS 

The other question is this. Did I understand you to say that you 
would like to see a capability in that office to how to handle specific in
cidents of terrorism ~ For example, we are aU acquainted with the 
Dutch and the problems they had with the Moluccans in that seige at 
the train and how that was handled. There is the question of what to 
do with the police, the military, etcetera, expertise in this regard has 
been so valuable in dealing with the domestic criminals holding host-
ages and domestic kidnappers. . 

Do you feel that we ought to not necessarily have a police depart
ment but to have a repository of expertise in the Coordinator'i, office ~ 

Mr. JENKINS. Yes, I think we should. The Coordinator's office can 
now draw upon considerable expertise from within the variOl1s depart
ments and offices of the Federal Government but I would see some 
utility in having a small permanent entity. I use the word "entity" here 
to avoid words that might imply the establishment of sepftrate agen
cies of burea,ucratic empires. A small permanent staff of perhaps 
10 or 15 people composed of persons who may have some human be
havioral expertise, mtelligence expertise, lllternationallaw expertise, 
expertise in specific geogl.·aphic regions of the globewoiild be able to 
prepare the contingency plansl.and develop the strategies that simply 
are not developed llOW between crises. We have the capability that we 
can assemble in a crisis but wha(we do not have is something that looks 
at the problem several days after the crisis is over and that is where I 
see the greatest need. 

Senator JAVITS. Senator Case. 
Senator CASE. I have no questions. I want to express my appreciation 

for a very thoughtful paper and your suggestions which I certainly 
consider very great, and I know the executive branch can do something 
with them. 

Senator JAVITs.Mr. Karkashian, could I ask you to comment on 
those two suggestions now or what would you prefer? 

Mr. KARKAS::UAN. I can take the question now or do it later, which
ever you like, Senator. 

INTELLIGENCE, l~xpERTrsE CAPABILITY 

Senator J A VITS. Those are the two questions. ·What do you do about 
intelligence? ·What do you do about expertise? 

Mr. KARKASHIAN. I don't share Mr. Jenkins' views on what I gather 
he believes is the inadequacy of OUr ability to have access to intelli
gence. ,Ve have outstanding cooperation with the intelligence commu
nity at persent, and I am certain in my own mind that there are no 
significant disadvantages that ,ve .sufIer at present in terms of intelli
gence gathering or in terms of intelligence accessibility to us that 
would be resolved by the kinds of organizational changes which he 
suggests. .. 

In terms of expertise, I am flanked here on my left by a psychiatrist 
and a specialist in management affairs, Dr. Pieczenik, who is an ex
pert in this field and who has been through a number of these situa
tions personally in terms of the crisis management aspect. On my 
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right is Mr. Fields who is an international law expert. We all work 
very, very closely together, day in and day out. 

I have a permanent staff which is also expert in this field. I suppose 
it would be nice if there were some renowned expert on terrorism who 
could assume the Director's job. I don't lmow of such a person offhand. 
I would like to think that in the past year I have acqui!'ed some ex
perti£.e in that area. 

Senator J A VITS. Do you feel you are adequate to fill this position in 
both respects ~ 

1'Ir.KAIlliAsHUN. Like any bureaucrat, sir, I would always welcome 
additional assistance, but I do feel that with the expertise we have at 
present in my Office and with the assistance of Dr. Pieczenik and Mr. 
Fields on the psychiatric and on the legal side we are quite capable 
of dealing with the problem. . 

Senator JAVITS. How much of a permanent staff do you have other 
than secretaries ~ 

Mr. KARKASHIAN. There are six officer positions in my Office, and 
I would add that it is the only such staff in any Government agency. 

Senator JAVITS. Do you have the whole Department to draw on ~ 
Mr:. KARKASHUN. Yes, sir, I do. We work very closely with our 

phYSIcal security office, SY. We draw on them all the time. We have 
access to their threat analysis unit. We have access to our Bureau of 
Intelligence and Research. We have immediate access to every regional 
bureau, so that we have the full resources of their political experience 
and knowledge. I don't think there is any lack in that regard whatever. 

Senator JAVITS. Thank you very much. 
Mr. KARKASHIAN. Thank you. . 

WITNESS 

S~nator JAVITS. Onr last witness is Mr. J. J. O'Donnell, president, 
Airline Pilots Association. 

Mr; O'Donnell. 
Senator Case. Mr. Chairman, I have another commitment now that 

I must keep. Before I go, I want to express my regret to you and to 
Mr. O'Donnell and to also state for the record how much we apprechte 
the work of the Airline Pilots Association and the individual pildts 
in this difficult problem. Ithas been outstanding. 

Senator J AVITS. Thank you very much. 
Mr. O'Donnell, we will include your whole statement in the record 

if you would be good enough to summarize it to the best of your ability. 

STATEMENT OF JOHN J. O'DONNELL, PRESIDENT, AIRLINE 
PILOTS ASSOO!ATION 

Mr. O'DoNNEL£. All right, Mr. Ohairman. . 
I think the histol'Y of the airline pilots involved in world terrorism 

and hijacking goes back many, many years as you know. 
On my leit, MI'. Ohairman, is Capt. Tom Ash\vood who is the chair

man of the Flight Security Committee of the Airline Pilots Associa
tion. He is also the chairman of the Flight Security Committee of the 
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International Federation of Airline Pilots Association which repre
sents 65 nations around the world, as well as their Committee on 
Terrorism. He is also the secretary of the Airline Pilots ASdociution 
in the United States. 

ANTIEITJACKING ACT OF 1974 

As we are well aware, the first hijacking occurred back in 1936. The 
vogue of hijacking did not come into place until the late 1960's. For 
a variety of reasons such as population size, internal political turmoil, 
and a very high dependence on a complex aviation system, the United 
States became the focal point of such attacks. The attacks reached a 
high in 1972 when U.S. carriers suffered a staggering 59 hijackings. At 
that time the Congress, the administration, the industry, and the Air
line Pilots Association acted and the result was the enactment of the 
Antihijacking Act of 1974. ' 

As a result of that act the security of U.S. civil aviation was vastly 
improved with a resultant dramatic drop in successful hijacking at
tempts. In fact, since the enactment of that legislation there has been 
only one successful hijacking of a U.S. carrier. "Ve would like to point 
out that that was not due to any fault in security nor a weakness of it, 
but was accomplished by a well-planned, sophisticated bluff by terror
ists. That attack, of course, was the Croation hijacking of TWA in 
September 1976. 

Mr. Chairman, rather than go through my statement with you-I 
llOpe you have gone through it a little bit, and I know the staff has 
because we have discussed it with them-I would like to briefly touch 
on some of the points and to get into some of the questions we wouler 
like to comment on. 

FAA SECURITY REDUCTION REPORT 

One of the major fears we have is a recent report, we don't h."1l0W' 

if it is accu:r;ate or not, that the FAA intends to start reducing the 
security it presently provides at the loading gates and at the security 
screening areas. ",Ve would hope that report is inaccurate because we 
feel without the presence of security the system itself is going to break 
down. 

REVOLUTIONARY OR TERRORIST GROUPS 

In addition to that, we are concerned about the situation in the 
world today in which almost every state has at .least one revolution
ary or terrorist group within that state. Until recently such groups 
tended to keep their own activities confined· within their own state, 
but as late as 11169 anel19'iOwe have found a situation '\1'he1'e the IRA 
[Irish Republican Army] ,PLO [Palestine Liberation Organization], 
SDS [Studentsior Democratic Society], and the Puel'to Rican Na
tionalists, for example, haVe established a loose federation under the 
auspices of the ",Vorlel Revolutionary Movement, and it is very disturb
ing to us pal'ticularly when you look at the attack by the Japanese Red 
Army at the Lod Airport in Tel Aviv 1n1972. 
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vVe think that the occurrences of the last several years reflect a much 
greater cooperation between these different terrorist groups, and we 
think that in the long run that is going to have a very serious adverse 
effect not only on the world as a whole but more particularly the part 
that we are involved in, which is commercial aviation. 

The reasons that the hijackers and the terrorists pick on aviation I 
think was stated earlier today. Capturing an aircraft with 300 people 
on board, is an attention getter-the value of an aircraft today runs 
anywhere from $10 million to $45 million. ][ understand a 747-SP is 
now in the range of $45 million and that is a very attractive target for 
a terrorist. 

REEl\IPHASIZING TOKYO, THE HAGUE, MONTREAL CONVENTIONS 

,Ve would like also, Mr. Chairman, to touch on some of our solu
tions that we see being put forward such as reemphasizing the con
ventions that already exist-the Tokyo, the Hague, and the Montreal 
Conventions. In our judgment, Mr. Chairman, until such time as the 
rest of the countries around the world will take their heads out of 
the sand and recognize that it is going to require cooperation around 
the world-and I am speaking specifically of the Algerian situation. 
I know it was mentioned in the statement by the other gentleman. 

Back in 1970, 1971, 1972, Algeria was the prime spot for the train
ing of terrorists. There was a welcome haven in Algeria at that point 
in time. In those years we attempted to get the International Federa
tion of Airline Pilots and others around the world to enter into a boy
cott of Algeria. At that time the United States had no carriers flying 
into Algeria. 

SECONDARY BOYCOTTING 

,Ve tried to get the primary countrY, which was France, to cease 
flying into Algeria. The pilots of Air France agreed, but they advised 
us that their airline is Government-ownnd and would continue flying 
into Algeria using supervisory personnel as pilots. I think the bill is a 
tremendous step forward. Unless we lutve-and I use for lack of a 
better word-a secondary boycott against all nations who not only are 
part of the bilateral agreements with the United States but they con
tinue to have relations with a country such as Libya or Iraq that is 
training terrorists, that is encouraging t(lrrorists or that makes heroes 
out of terrorists. If the United States decides to cut off air service to 
Libya, we would also put the rest of the nations around the world who 
are providing air service to Libya on notice that they also must stop 
serving that country, and if they don't in our judgmrmt, their bilateral 
agreements with the United States should be null and void. Until we 
have that type of pressures on those types of countries, I don't think 
the efforts of the Congress or thp, State Department or anybody else 
is going to be effective, Senator. 

I think we would like to close with just this point, and it is a major 
point. I think cutting off commerce is great, ctltting off military aid is 
great, but if we stop selling airplanes to them the French or the Rus
sians will. France would be very delighted if they could piGk up the 
commerce that we now have with Libya. The only alternative we have 
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in our ju~gment, becaus~ diplomacy seems to h:ave faile~, is to ~orce 
those natlOns to cut thelr commel'ce, for example, to LIbya-eIther 
that or lose their rights to land their aircraft in this country. 

Senator JAVITS. That is third-party nations. 
Mr. O'DONNELL. Yes, sir. V\T e call it secondary boycotting. 
Senator J A VITS. You extend that to nations aiding and abetting. 
Mr. O'DONNELL. Yes, sir. 
Senator J A VITS. And that is the only way you think we can get at it ~ 
Mr. O'DONNELL. We have tried everythmg else. 
Senator JAVITS. It is a very heavy responsibility that you have given 

us, to consider that question. 
Mr. O'DONNELL. Terrorism is a dastardly crime, Mr. Chairman. 

COLLEC'l'IVE BARGAINING 'l'ECHNIQUES TO ACIDEVE NATIONAL AGREEl\IENTS 

Senator JAVITS. May I ask you this. V\That about your own pilots~ 
Of course, you could take union action with respect to where you will 
fly and where you won't. Now I personally do not favor that because 
I had the experience with the longshoremen. You may remember they 
every once in a while won't unload cargoes. I think that is taking the 
Government's preroO'ative into your own hands and that is another 
kind of anarchy. Is that the reason why you would not feel that airline 
pilots as such should take that kind of action ~ 

Mr. O'DONNELL. I would like to have Captain Ashwood finish up. 
My analysis of that is historically we do not like to use collective bar
gaining techniques to achieve national agreements, we don't think that 
is our role. But we do have a very clear direction to the Department of 
Transportation, the FAA, and the Department of State that if a l1i
jacking occurs as a result of inadequacy from the systems that we have 
been demanding in the past and a crew member gets killed or a passen
ger gets killed that we will give serious consideration to shutting 
down the world airline system. I state that emphatically, Mr. 
Chairman. 

SECURITY OUTSIDE UNI'l'ED STA'l'ES 

'Ye have a system today of security in the United States that just 
7 years ago people 'would not have dreamed of, and I think it is a re
sult of the tremendous work of the FAA and the FBI and other secu
rity people and the airlines particularly. We enjoy probably the safest 
air transportation system in the world because of the airport security 
program we have. I would like Captain Ashwood to add his commnnts 
at this point, Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. ASHWOOD, Thank you, Mr. Ohairman. 
The security around the world generally outside of the United 

States, with a few notable exceptions such as Israel and probably 
Great Britain, is very lax and in some cases is totally nonexistent as 
your experience has indicated. I do chair an international committee 
consisting of some 42 national groups of pilots th:roughout the world 
and when you get down to an individual basis it depends upon the rela
tionships that pilot groups have with their states, their individual 
.states and governments, and that to varying degrees can be very suc
cessful or of no consequence whatsoever. 
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However, we are attempting on an international basis to establish 
international rules based primarily upon the U.S. experience because 
that has been the most successful in the long term. I would venture to 
say, and my next meeting is scheduled in Tel .Aviv next month, that 
we have come quite a long way. I am hopeful after that meeting many 
nations will have approached the measui.'e of security we have in the 
United States. 

AffiPORTS SECURITY RATl:NG PROBLEM: 

I did heal' some comments earlier from some of the witnesses appear
ing before you, Mr. Chairman, which gave me pause for some thought. 
I heard some discussion on the advisability of having a kind of secu
rity rating on airports throughout the world and this has been con
ducted within the organization, it is a very confidential document. 

I would like to say that the basic problem of security is keeping it 
secure, and I am afraid that such a listing, such a rating system would 
provide a laundry list for any terrorist who wishes to attack the civil 
aviation system. I mean he could just pick out the one with the worst 
rating and go from there and that might be a consideration for this 
committee if they considedegislation in that regard . 

. Also putting aside the question of human suffering, I heard a gr<>at 
deal of reference to that and I am most sympathetic, but to put that 
aside for the moment, we are really talking about the function of gov
ernments, of international politics. ",Ve are also talking about the 
functioning of commercial enterprises. Right now with a handful of 
telephone change we are perfectly aware that I could make several 
calls and close down the operation, perhaps even in this building, and 
that is not forcing the truth. That is what we are saying now, the 
interruption of the normal political process by terrorism. 

TERRORlS:U lNCREASE SEEN 

Our analysis is-and of course you have greater access to intelligence 
than we do, but even the little that we have, indicates that we are in for 
an increase in this type of thing. ",Ve are attempting to do as muchus 
we can within our technical field as pilots internationally, and we have 
been greatly asisted in this re~ard .. 

I would like to mention, :Mr. Ohairman, with yonI' indulgence, the 
tremendous assistance from the Federal Aviation Administration, at 
least their Security Department. ",Ve have had very close liaison with 
them over the past few years, and it has been a very happy partnership 
in that regard. They have been a succesfnlly effective body and if we 
can just spread the word, if we can just spread the expertise that we 
have available to us in the United States to these other countries, I 
think that the physical security part of the problem can be solved. The 
political part, of course,. rests with rrentlemen like yourself. 

[Mr. O'Donnell's prepared statement follows :] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOlIN J. O'DONNELL 

I ani Captain John O~Donnell. President of the Air Line Pilots Associlltion'rep
resenting almost 50,000 pilots and flight attendants. 

Accompanyinl\ me is Captain Tom Ashwood, Secretary of the Air Line Pilots 
Association and Chairman of Flight Security for both tbe Air Line Pilots As-
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sociation (ALPA) and the International Federation of Air Line Pilots Associa
tions (IFALPA). 

We are most pleased to have this opportunity to speak with you on this grave 
subject and, sincerely commend this committee for taking the time to examine 
wn,,'i: we believe to be a serious threat to world aviation and possibly the security 
r< U,\'3 nation's foreign affairs. 

')'lle first hijacking on record occurred in 1936, but such attacks really Ohly 
came into vogue in the late 1900's. For a variety of reasons such as population 
size, internal political turmoil and a very high dependence on a complex avia
tion system, the United States ·became the focal point of such attacks. The at
tacks reached a high in 1972 when U.S. carriers suffered a staggering 59 hijack
ings. The Congress, administration. industry and Air Line Pilots Association 
acted and the Antihijacking Act of 1974 was enacted. 

As a result. the security of U,S. civil aviation was vastly improved with a re
sultant dramatic drop in successful hijacking attempts. In fact, since the enact
ment of that legislation, there has been only one successful llijacking of a U.S. 
carrier. We would point out that this incident was not due to any fault in 
security system. It has come to our attention that the Federal Aviation Admin
of course, to the Croation hijacking of TWA in September 1976. 

This lessening of attacks may lead one to believe that the problem has gone 
away, but reference to th<:l recent FAA Bijacking Statistics report clearly indi
cates that just as many attempts are being macle but are being thwarted by our 
security system. It has come to our attention that the Federal Aviation Admin
istration. the regulating agency for airport security, is contemplating removing 
the requirement for armed guards at boarding gates and or passenger security 
points. We fee} most strongly that this would derogate the entire existing security 
sysem, for an llrmed errorist would then be be able to force his way through the 
security check without the possibility of armed intervention against him. We 
respectfully ask this committee not to permit this change to take place for the 
present security system is fragile and the deletion of this one integral piece could 
shatter it. There is no question that there are inadequacies in the system, but 
we are aware that, in a real-world practical sense, it does the job within reason
able bOunds of cost and manpower. 'We would strongly urge, however, tuat the 
system continue to be subjected to the closest monitoring and their improvements 
be made as experience and new technology permits. 

It is indeed pleasant to be able to make such positive statements, but now we 
would address ourselves to the unpleasant, ominous question of international 
terrorism. 

There is scarcely one nation in the world that does not have at lenst one 
revolutionary/terrorist group within its state. Until recently such groups tended 
to keep their activities confined within and against their host state. In the past 
seven years, howeYer, this relatively controllable situation llUS changed. Gronps 
such ns the IRA, J?1.0, SDS, Puerto Rican Nationalists, for example, have 
estilblished a loose federation under the auspices of the World ReYolutionary 
Organization. The lVRO provides mutual assistance among its members und this 
effectively broadens the scope of anyone national organization to the whole 
world. To illustrate this point, one only has to recall the PLO inspired, Japanese 
Red Army attack against Lod Airport, Tel Aviv in 1972. 

The question may be asked, wllat has all this to do with commercial aviation? 
To take the ellited Stntes, for example, we can refer to the efficacy of the security 
measures now in force. Our aircraft and airports are protected by security so 
they are less vulnerable to attack. Those aircmft, however. are obliged to fly into 
areas which can be cla'lsified as insecure. But then. it may be asked, what is the 
purpose of attacking a U.S. air carrier aircraft'! 

The reason is simple: it is one of the most attracth'e targets for terrorism for 
it has the following features: 

(1) It is highly identifiable with its country of registration, for example, TWA 
and PAN AM: are considered to represent the United. States of America. 

(2) The place for attack can be c1lOsen from a wide selection of countries with 
an eye to the cOllYenience of those countries in terms of the existing security 
arrangements, geographical proximity, political sympathy, etc. 

(3) Aircraft cost between I) and 35 million dollars. Holding such a prize for 
ransom can be yery effective. 

(4) Aircraft are relatively fragile und are easily destroyed with a few dollars 
worth of readily obtainable materials. 

----------------------------------"-------
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(5) Aircraft can carry up to 365 passengers which on any given day probably 
have seven or eight nationalities represented among them. They make great 
hostages. 

(6) The aircraft, as a target, can also provide the terrorist with a means of 
escape to virtually any part of the world. 

(7) Terrorists seek wide publicity for their cause: aircraft crashes and related 
events are proven headline-grabbers. 

It is paradoxical that the more successful nations are in preventing hijacking, 
the more susceptible they are to sabotage attempts on aircraft. If terrorists cannot 
hijack, tlley wlU destroy. 

As members of the Foreign Relations Committee, you have access to a wider 
range of intelligence reports than we do, but our sources, and I might add, our 
past experien~e, indicate that the world is in for an orgy of terrorism unsur
passed in recent history. Any student of international affairs can see that the 
primary terrorist/revolutionary gl'OUPS such as the PLO have been losing ground 
in the past two years. If they are to prevail, they must 'and they will escalate 
their activities. The following is a statement macie by Farouk Kadoumi, Chief 
Political Officer for the PLO, August 14,1977. 

"The PLO is opposed to Security Council Resolution 242 as it ignores the 
rights of the Palestinians and recognizes Israel within secure boundaries. 'l'he 

, armed struggle must be continued. There is no escape from the creation of an 
independent Palestinian state on our entire land." 

The bloody history of this decade gives clear indication of what the PLO 
considers to be "armed struggle." 'Ve mention this as an example because the 
PLO is a highly visible group with a well-documented history. We do not con
cern ourselves with the rights or wrongs of any revolutionary philosophy, but 
are only professionally concerned with the effects it may have on the safety of 
our crews and passengers. 

'Ve believe that commercial aviation, embassies, offices of multi-national corpo
rations, shipping, pipelines and government officials are earmarked for destruc
tion and assassination attempts in the near future. Even massive increases in 
security will not provide the whole solution, they will only serve as a temporary 
bulwark. 

The obvious answer is to be found in a political solution. 'We recognize the 
almost insurmountable odds of accomplishing that goal, but we are human 
enough to hope and strive fol' it. There seems to be little choice other than to 
try to solve the problem through the political process, but at ·the same time, 
shore up the bulwark by providing more security ill those areas known to be 
vulnerable. This is one area we consider to be very sensitive. The citizens of 
this nation are accustomed to the highest degree of personal rights and freedoms. 
Our society does not lend itself to the concept 'of turning our airports, railroad 
and bus stations, public buildings and so forth. into armed camps. Freedolll of 
llloyement is an almost sacred American tradition which must be preserved. 
Therefore, any increase is overt security must be made with great care and 
deliberation. 

By virtue of its membership and position witin the Intemational Feileration 
of Air Line Pilots Associations, ALPA has been very successful in its endeavors 
in the field of flight security. Within this federation of pilots from mOll'e than 
sixty nations, many of them hostile to each other, the brotherhood and common 
cause that exists among international pilots has worked to great effect. Pilots 
from hostile nations sit 011 comlllon committees and do so with harmony for un
derstanding. We mention this for we feel that this approach has. yet to be fully 
recognIzed or exploited in the search for world peace. We would point out that 
ALPA constitutes almost 50 percent of the IFALPA group and enjoys a propor
tionate amount of influence. 

In the past we have utilized our resources in attempts to provide a meaning
ful international convention to counteract international terrorism and we stand 
ready to do so again. 

The existing Hague, l\Iontreal and Tokyo Conventions only address parts Of 
the situation. They all fail in one major area: none of them contain Ilnyenforce
lllellt provisions \vithin theil' language. That gentlemen, for all intents and pur
poses, renders them impotent. 

We respectfully urge the members of this Subcommittee to continue to press for 
a new, meap,ingful Intemational Convention which clearly defines a terrorist! 
hijacker, makes pUnishment swift and inevital;>le and p.rovides economic, political 
and social sanctions agaiIlst those states who fail to Comply. 
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We would not presume to advise on matters relating to Foreign Relations, but 
it is evident that the problem of nations encouraging and hUrbol'ing terrorists 
{'ould be approached by the expedient of sanctions in foreign aid and trade by 
the Unitecl States, We would respactfully request that consideration of tbis aspect 
be made by this subcommittee. 

The world's commercial airline system is unquestionalJly a vital necessity for 
the continuance Iwd stability of international commerce !lnd politics, It must be 
protected against its inherent vulnerability Ilnd fragility by formal recognition 
by the international community of its essential nature and neutrality. 

\Ve stand ready to assist in this endeavor and freely offer the considerable 
specialist resources at our command. 

Thank you ·again for this opporutnity to speal{ and we hold ourselves available 
to answer any questions you may have. 

Senator .JAnTS. Thank you very much. I am v('ry impl'e:osed wi,th 
what you sa.y especially about the greater contact among terrorIst 
groups which makes our work even more difficult. It does seem to be a 
nEtwork of terrorist groups that has lateral support and lateral com
munication, and I am grateful to you for highlighting that in your 
testimony. 

We will check with the FAA as to their plans respecting !lny change 
in U.S. airport security. I must say I would be very loathe to see that 
and I would have to find some very good reasons. 

TRAVEL ADVISORIeS RESPECTIXG WEAK SECURITY AIRPORTS 

The other thing I would like to ask you is would you be good 
enough, if it is entirely agreeable to you and to the Department, to 
share your views, on this matter of travel advisories respecting weak 
security airports because I think your observation is very accurate. 
These problems are solvable. 

I don't want to go into detail as to what I think might be done here, 
it is unnecessary, but I do think that if it is agreeable to the Depart
ment it would be very helpful if your expertise were made available to 
them. Is that agreeable to yon ~ . ,... 

l\{r. O'DONNELL. Yes, SIr, Mr. Cllall'1uan. 8mce IUJackmg really got 
out of hand since 1969, 1970, 1971, we have been working very closely 
with the State Department. 'We have a person we contact on a daily 
basis to give him tnis information and there is a coordination between 
us. 1Ve have pilots return from overseas with some nightmarish cil'cnm
stanc.es beyond comprehension that 1ye don't want to get. to the press. 
,Ve give this to the State Department and there has been cooperation 
between us. . 

Senator.TA VITS. Thank you very much, Mr. O'Donnell. 
If there n,re no other witnesses, the hearing is adjourned, subject to 

the call of the Chair. . 
[Whereup, at 3 :47 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned subject to the 

call of the Chair.] 
[Additional questions and answers follow:] 

Ron. RUBERT H. HUMPHREY, 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Washi1xgton, D,O,! November 29, :1971, 

Ohairman, 11'ore£g/1. Assistance Su.beom1l!ittec, 
Senate Ji'ol'eign Relations 'Oommittee 

DEAR MR. ClIAIRMAN : Attached for the record are unclassit!t>Q replies, plus one 
classified reply, to questions either taken by the State Department of the Office 

__ ::;.., ---.....;;;,\_-----......... -:.:......--~-------.--:.---"--- ----
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classified ,reply, to questions either taken by the State Department witness, Mr. 
John E. K'tlrkashian, then Acting Director of the Office for Combatting Ter
rorism, on the occasion of y>our Foreign Assistance Subcommittee hearing on ter
rorism or submitted to the State Department as follow-up questions. I regret the 
delay in replying which W<lS due to the lleed for careful consideration of certain 
aspects Of the terrorist problem which were raised by the questions. 

Sincerely, 
DOUGLAS J. BENNET, Jr., 

Assistant Secretary 
tor aOngl'essionat Relations. 

Enclosure. Questions and Answers Concerning Ter,rorism. 
Question 1. One of the most difficult aspects to countering terrorism is how to 

get a "handle" '011 countries which cid terrorists, such as Libya and Iraq which 
the State Department's April 27 letter to Senator .ravits, identified as two of the 
countries which have assisted terrorists. As your statement, on page 9 noted, 
these types of countries aTe not generally recipients of foreign assistance. You 
say at the bott-om of the page, "'Ve must review Our overall .relations with such 
countries to determine havens now available to terrorists. 

Is such a review underway? 
Answer. We continue to review, on:all intensive basis, our policies toward all 

countries which aid and abet terrorism. Our diplomatic 'and economic measures 
are aesi'gned both to make dear the costs of supporting terrorism and to en
courage trends away from such support. However, we believe it would be impru
dent to describe for the public ,record the nature of the action$ tal,en or Which 
might be envisaged. Therefore, we wish to submit a further classified response 
to the question. 

[Further response is classified and in the Committee files.] 
Question 2. Is any consideration being given to cutting off shipments of spare 

parts? 
Answer. 'Ve 'lIssume you mean, for example, the shipment of Bmited spare 

paorts to Libya for 0-180 aircraft they own. It has been our policy to ],eep Libyan 
illYentories $nrall. We have under continuing review the possibility of a cutoff, 
which would impact on the Lockheed mJintenance contract. 

Question 8. One problem which has been raised is the number of sophisticated 
weapons such as shoulder-launched anti-aircraft missileS floatiug around in the 
Middle East. A Russian-made launcher was used in an unsuccessful 1973 attempt 
to hit an airliner at Rome airport. 

The 'Vall Street Journal, in a January 11 article headlined "The Terrorist: 
Obtaining 'Weapons is an Easy Ta$k For Almost Any Group," quoted U.S. intel
ligence sources hS saying Strellas have shown up in almost all the Arab coun
tries and in some African countries. 

Is there anything in the works to try to limit the flow {)r is the genie out of 
tIle bottle? Are there adequate controls on similar U.S. weapons such as the 
Redeyes sold to Jordan? 

Answer. The U.S. haS long been concerned about the spread of this ttpe of 
weapons system, because of its potential for use by terrorists. 'Ve have made 
several attempts to reach international nnderstandings that would limit further 
sales. These attempts have not been particularly successful. The SA-7 (Strella) 
is now ill the inventories of ~ number of countries, including some Arab and 

'. African countries. 'Ve intend. to continue to pursue multinational efforts to con .. 
trol the prOliferation of this type Of weap-on. 

For our part, we have restricted sales of Redeye to a very few nations and 
require that appropriate security be maintailled to prevent unauthorized use. 
As more advancecl systems are produced, we e>..-pect that our sales will be even 
more restrictive and, in the event of a sale, that adequate security measures are 
present as a conclition of sale. . (:c 

Question 4. The Commerce Department earlier this year circulated notices of 
trade opportunities in Iraq, such as contracts for which Iraq is seeking bid$. 
Is this type of tbing compatible with the anti-terrorism effort, espeCially sihce 
it concerns {l Country with which we llave no formal diplomatic relations? 

Answer. In the absence of a ban on trading wIta Iraq, we have no reason to 
withhold information from American businessmen 'which might enable them to 
do business in Iraq and thereby contribute to an improvement in our balance-of
payments situation. Anything that contributes to expanded Iraqi reliance on the 
West serves our 10nger-~'ange interests. Stringent restrldions are of course ap-
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plied to the e:l>:port of military und military-related equipment, as well as to 
other items subject to e:l>:port controls. The United States Government is trying 
by other means to dissuade Iraq from lending support to groups espousing 
international terrorism. 

QiJestion 5. A week ago, the Washington Post carried a report that three of 
the Palestinian terrorists who took part in the 1972 Munich massacre are now 
in Beirut, receiving a $1,000 a month pension from the Libya government. The 
article quoted the German court-appointed lawyer for the three men. Do you 
have any confirmation of the story? If not, is it plausible and do you know of 
other instances? 

Do you know, or can you provide for the record, a list showing what has 
happened to the known terrorists who were given llaven by one country or 
another and where they are now or were last reported? 

Answer. We have no information to confirm the story that the Palestinian 
terrorists who took part in the 1972 Munich massacre are now in Beirut, receiv
ing a $1,000 a month pension from the Libyan guvernment. As you are aware, 
they were jailed in West Germany awaiting trial when two other Palestinians 
hijacked a West German airliner and effected their release. All were flown to 
Libya, and nothing has been heard of them since. While it is entirely plausible 
that they continue to receive money from the Libyans, it seems less liJrely that 
they would be living in Beirut. Libya would seem a more likely place. 

The present locations of terrorists who were granted safehaven by one coun
try or another are not known. The following is ft rundown of where a number of 
terrorists were last reported. 

The two terrorists who seized a train· at Merchegg, Austria, on 28 September 
1973 were flown to Libya where they were released. 

Five terrorists who seized the Saudi Arabian embassy in Paris on 5 September 
1973 were flown to Kuwait, and reportedly departed that location in October of 
the same year. 

Three terrorists attempted an attack on an EI Al aircraft in Paris in January 
1975. They then seized an aircraft and were flown to Iraq where they were given 
safehaven. 

Two terrorists who attacked passengers at Athens airport in August 1973 
were sentenced to death by a Greek court, but the Greel. government later 
commuted the sentences to life imprisonment, then expelled them to Libya. On 
arrival in Libya they were allowed to go free. 

Five terrorists who attacked a Pan American plane in Rome on 17 December 
1973 hijacked a Lufthansa jet and flew to Kuwait. They went ultimately to Libya 
where they were set at liberty. 

Four terrorists who occupied the Japanese embassy in Kuwait in Februars 
1974 were granted safe conduct by the Kuwait government and flown to Aden, 
where they were set free. 

Four terrorists who hijacked a Japanese airlines plane to Benghazi, Libya, 
in August 1974 were allowed to go free by the Libyans. 

Two terrorists wbo hijacked a British Airways plane to Amsterdam in IIIarcll 
1974 were sentenced to prison but later released and flown to Tunis as part of an 
agreement reached with four ot11~r terrorists who hijacked a British AirwayS 
plane at Dubai in November 1974. All six later went to Libya where they were 
given their freedom. 

Three members of the Japanese Red Army who seized the French Ambassador 
in The Hague in September 1974 were allowed to leave Holland and go to Syria. 

Three terrorists who seized a Greek freighter at Karachi in February 1974 
were put aboard a special flight for Cab'() and Libya where they are assumed to 
have been freed. 

Four terrorists, two Arabs and two Japanese, who attempted to destroy oil 
storage tanks in Singapore in January 1974 and then seized a ferry boat with 
hostages were granted safe passage on the demand of terrorists who seized the 
Japanese embassy in Kuwait. The Singapore terrorists were flown to Kuwait and 
then on to Aden and freedom with the terrorists who had obtained their release. 

The terrorist\S headed by CurIOS, who undertook the OPEC raid in Vienna in 
December 1975, were granted asylum in Libya. 

Five Japanese Red Army terrorists who seized the American ellibassy in Kuala 
Lumpur in .Tuly 1976, togethE'r with five others whOse release they secured froi1l 
Japanese jailS, were flown to Libya where they were giyen asylum. 
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Tbe three Arab terrorists who hijacked a KLl\f aircraft which finally landed 
in Cyprus in September 1976 were allowed to leave Cyprus. 

Question 6. What is the status of the investigation into the cleath more tban 
a year ago-June 16, 1976, of the murder of the U.S. ambassador in Beirut, Fran
cis Meloy and two other embassy stare members? Press reports said the PLO 
said three men had been apprehended and they confessed. What hallpened to the 
three accused? 

Answer. The U.S. Governments' investigation into the murder of Ambassador 
Meloy, Mr. Waring, and their Lebanses driver, Zoheir l\foghrabi, is continuing. 
Some slight progress in the investigation has been made recently, but press re
ports to the contrary, tlle precise identity of those responsible has not been es
tablished. We will continue to use every means at our disposal to see that the 
guilty are identified and brought to justice. 

Question 7. On page 6, you mention that some of the developed countries are 
sometimes inbibited by political or economic conSiderations from taking actions 
which might oreend governments which support or condone specific terrorist or
ganizations. One example which comes immediately to mind is France, especially 
in its release of Abu Daoud-an action wbich led to the Senate resolution I co
sponsored condemnillg the action. But do you see any ways of dealing with such 
countries as France? What is the current status of their cooperation in the anti
terrorist ereort? 

Answer. France has responded in Il. vigorous manner to recent international 
terrorist actions. A step-up in terrorist -"iolence within France has undoubtedly 
further heightened concern and awareness of the problems in that country. 

France has highly competent policy and security forces which play significant 
roles in the French counterterrorism effort. Although speCific details are lacking, 
it is known that internationally French authorities collaborate -and consult with 
the law enforcement agencies of other countries, through Interpol, for example, 
Within the narrower framework at the European Community, France also con
tributes to the mutual assistance which these countries render one another in the 
security and law enforcement fields. 

A short review of developments during the past year may illustrate the cur
rent status: 

After the TWA jetliner hijacked by Croatian dissidents in New York in Sep
tember 1916 landed at de Gaulle airport, the French Minister of Interior ordered 
that the aircraft's tire be shot out and then !lent a message to the skjackers of
fering them three choices: to be executed on the spot if they harmed the passen
gers or crew; t1> surrender to U.S. authorities; or to surrender to Yugoslav 
authorities. When the hijackers gave up they were promptly put aboard a Fr€nch 
Air Force jet under guard and flown immediately to waiting federal officers in 
New York. President Giscard d'Estaing later issued a statement that the firm 
measures taken in this incident would be the model for any similar event occur
ring in French territory in the future. 

French police arrested three Frenchmen in l\fay 1977 and charged them with 
involvement in the murder of the Bolivian ambassador a year earlier, and in the 
shooting of a Spanish millitary attache in October 1975. Both attacks occnrred in 
Paris. The current status of the arrested mp.n is !lot known. 

Another Fiat executive Luchino Revelli-Beaumont was released my his kid
napers in early July 1977 following the payment of an undisclosed sum of ransom, 
French police arrested Albert Chambon, a retired ambassador and friend of the 
victim who was instrumental in obtaining the latter's release. He was c1l!\rged. 
with protecting criminals by failing to tell pOlice of his negotiations with the 
lddnapers. Seven persons suspected of involvement in the kidnaping were ar
rested in Spain and Frencb authorities requested their extradition. 

west German lawyer, Klans Croissant, who had defended a number oJ; German 
terrorists and was facing terrorist charges himself, jumped bail in July 1\)7'( and 
fled to France where he requested political asylum. He remained free until 30 
September when he was .arrested by French police. France has now agreed to a 
West German reqUest for his extradition. After :fleeing to France, pro-Croissant 
articles appeared in the ])'ench media. Tl~ese sentiments stung the Germans and 
were particularly galling to them after the kidnaping of industralist Hanns 
Schleyer in early September. This series of circumstances prompted president 
Giscard d'Estai,ng to send a personal message Of support to Schmidt, and also 
prompted the ]'rench President i:o send a former Jnterior Minister to discuss 
counter-terrorism tactics with West German officials in mid-September. 
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Question 8. Exactly what is being done to get the International Civil Aviation 
Organization (ICAO) to adopt stronger security measures, especially to deal 
with weak links such as airport security? 

Answer. The U.N. General Assembly Anti-Hijacking Resolution unanimously 
approved on November 3 condemns hijacking, urges sta,tes to consider ratifying 
e.'tisting conventions, !Und requests the International Civil Aviation Organization 
(ICAO) to take practical measures to upgrade airport security. 

To support the U.N. Resolution, Secretary of Transportation Adams addrassed 
the November 3 special meeting in Montreal of the ICAO Council where he called 
upon that Organization to upgrade existing security specifications. 'Ve proposed 
a number of specific measures, including universal screening of all passengers 
and all carry-on baggage on all airline fiights. We have also recommended the 
strengthening of law enforcement support for aviation security, including the 
special guarding of aircraft under threat of hijacldng. 

Also, the recent ICAO Assembly gave the ICAO iSecretariat authority to suggest 
the convening of regional security seminars rather than to have to await requests 
from the States. We are proposing more such ICAO seminars and more technical 
assistance by ICAO on aviation security. 

Question 9. Ambassador Heck, the former head of the nnti-terrorism office, said 
in written replies following his May 11 appearance before the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee, that bilateral channels will have to be used to bring pressure 
to bear on countries which fail to maintain minimal airport security standardS. 
Why bilateral? Precisely what is being done? 

Is there anything Congress can do to assist the effort? 
Answer. The reason we must use bilateral channels, in addition to multilateral 

persuasion, to bring pressure to bear on cOllntries which fail to maintain minimal 
airport security standards is that ICAO Standards are not mandatory. In ac
cordance with the provisions of the Conv!:)ntion on International Civil AYiation 
(ICAO's charter), ICAO member countries can either adopt ICAO Standards 
through incorporation of these Standards in their own nntionallaws or regula
tions or file a difference with ICAO. 

The U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is currently providing teams 
to visit and advise interested foreign countries on how to improve the security 
of their airports. FAA is also furnishing them, through our Embassies. with 
U.S. procedures for weapon detectors and x-ray inspection systems. In addition, 
the FAA provides training for foreign nationals through its aviation security 
course at Oklahoma City with some of the expenses of these trainees being funded 
by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. 

At the present time we have no suggestion for U.S. legislative action. 
Question 10. If economic sanctions do not succeed in eliminating :'safe llavens," 

what do you recommend? 
Answer. In the aftermath of the recent Japanese and German aircraft !lijucl~

ings, it appears that a combination of increasingly critical international opinion 
and behind-the-scenes diplomatic suasion by go\'ernmellts with influence on states 
whiCh have in the past provided safe haven is beginning to cause lllany snch 
states to refuse sanctuary or have uncomfortable second thoughts. We believe 
this is a trend whose momentum we and like-minded governments have helped 
to initiate and can reinforce in international fora, such as with the recent U.N. 
Anti-Hijacking Resolution, and in our regional and bilateral policies. As we said 
in our answer to question No.1 from Senator Case, we mnst try to design a 
judicious admixture of actions, both to make clear the cost of supporting terrorism 
and to encourage movement away from such support. We believe there is no easy 
formula and that we must be both tenacious and alert to an possibilities in this 
regard. 

Question 11. There are indications that Nuclear Terrorism is a growing pos~i
bility. What can be done to help prevent it? 

Answer. In the absence of any hard evidence to the contrary, we are not rel'tllin 
that we agree with the contention that nuclear terrorism is a grOwing possibility. 
We do reco!rniie that there hilS been much conjecture on this matter in rerent 
years. Regardless, llowever whether one agrees 01' disagrees with this contention. 
the potential consequences which might arise from thaft of a strategic quantity 
of weapons-usable special nuclear material coupled with the recognition of the 
willinlmess of some individuals or .gronps to resort i:o violence to achieve their 
goals,. dlctates that prudE.'nt safeguards be provided which afford a high con .. 
fldence against attempts at theft by internal conspiracies or determine.d "iolent 
assault which might occur in the future. 
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As you are aware, implicit in the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (Public 
Law 92-438) is the concern expressed by Congress relative to safeguards against 
such threats. In response to this concern, numerous steps have been and are 
being taken by the responsible government agencies to enSure the adequacy of 
these safeguards at licensed as well as government-controlled facilities and to 
enhance safeguards as appropriate. These step:; include such items as adequacy 
evaluation programs, safeguards research, and the generation and implementation 
of neW or modIfied safeguards regulations. For example, some specific actions 
taken during this year to enhance safeguards include issuance by NRC of the 
following regulation changes: 

A proposed nIle requiring security clearances for individuals with access to 
or control of licensed special nuclear material. 

A jproposed rule re(juiring the development of safeguards contingency plans 
for dealing with threats, theft, and sabotage relating to licensed nuclear mate
rial and facilities. 

A proposed rule upgrading the control and protection of nuclear materials at 
licensed fuel-cycle facilities. 

A rule currently being impleemnted which improves the physical protection 
at nuclear reactor facilities. 

A proposed rule upgrading guard qualification, training and equipping 
requirements. 

In addition, recognizing the dynamic nature of the situation, coguizant agen~ 
cies maintain a current awareness of political threat capabilities and character
istics through ongoing studies and intelligence liaison and information ex('l1ange 
among and between members of the Intelligence Community and the agencies 
responsible for nuclear programs. 

These efforts at upgrudiug U.S. safeguards also serve as an example to other 
nations who sbare our concern about this threat in a global context. In dealing 
with our nuclear exports, the U.S. pll;ysical security program includes bilateral 
consultations and periodic examination on a country-by-country basis of the 
adequacy of physical security for U.S. origin material and equipment in that 
country. 

Question 12. I understand that your office is 'working closely with your cOlmter
parts in Canada and Great Britain to develop anti-terrorist cooperative meas
ures. Can you elaborate on the progress of these discussions? What other coun
tries are yon dealing with in this regard? 

Answer. Following the September 1976 hijacldng of a TWA plane by five 
Croatian/American terrorists, an incident which directly involved both the 
U.S. and Canadian Governments, wo allproached the Canadian authorities to 
c'ompare notes on 'lessons-learned with a view to establishing closer worlung rela
tionships. We have exchanged useful visits in thiS l'egard which we believe will 
enhance our respective capabiiUies to handle future incidents. 'We have agreed 
to consult periodically to address issues of mutual and parallel concern. We 
flnd interested 'Officials of the British Government have begun similar discus
sions. We hope in the future to engage in cooperative efforts with our counter
parts in other like-minded governments. 
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APPENDIX 

AMERICAN FOREIGN SER.VICE ASSOCIATION, 
Wa.!lhington, D.O., September 21, 19"11. 

Ohairman, Subcommittee on Foreign Assi8tanc; ana Economic Policy '}1 the 
Senate Forcign Relations Oommittee, Wa8hington, D.O. 

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The American Foreign Service Association which is 
the professional representative of active and retired Foreign Service' personnel 
as well as the bargaining agent for Foreign Service employees of the Department 
'of State and the' Agency for International Development, welcomes your Sub
committee's interest in the problem of international terrorism. We are deeply 
,concerned about international terrorism, which on numerous occasions in recent 
memory has had tragic consequences for our Members and 'other federal govern
ment employees overseas, and which daily confronts our colleagues abroad. 'Ye 
have created a Oommittee on Extraordinary Dangers and have sought to develop 
and urge the ad'Option of policies which will assist in protecting U.S. government 
employees abroad. 

The fundamental causes of terrorism-political, social, economic, or psycho
logical-are well known. The dangers of politically-motivated terrorism are 
increased by the actions 'of certain governments which harbor, support, or release 
terrorists, as well as ,by the weakness of certain other governments in dealing 
with terrorists. In .particular, we liote the cowaTdly act of the Government of 
the French Republic in releasing Abu Daoud, who allegedly masterminded the 
attack on the Israeli Olympic Team in Munich in 1972. A number of other coun
tries have released convicted terrorists on the threat vf reprisals by their col
leagues. So long as such intimidations succeed, terrorists will feel confident of 
avoiding punishment for their violent acts. ' 

'Ve have encouraged the efforts being made by the Executive Branch to deal 
with this problem-the increases in funds for physical security abroad, for 
which we are grateful for the budget support authorized by the Congress; the 
special courses offered by the Foreign Service Institute on this subject; and the 
death gratuit~r :Eor SUl"vivors of terrorist victims which was authorized by the 
Congress not long ago. Yet, like Brian Jenkins in his testiniony before YOII, we 
have been dissatisfied in certain respects with the government's performance
notably in itl! rhetorical excesses and rigidity in hostage situations, and its 
reluctance or inability to deal effectively with pro-terrorist governments. 

S. 483 appears to us to be a first, but necessary, step in the right direction in 
,yhat must be a concerted effort to put into place a comprehensive set of sanc
tions against, nnd/or incentives to foreign governments in their dealings with 
terrorists. \Ve 'believe Senator Heinz has made an extremely useful contribution 
to this effort, building on Senator Bengtsen's S. 206 and the "Wolff Amendment" 
in the House of RepresentatiYes. Yet we would respectfully suggest two furtber 
improvements in S. 483: 

"Denial of access to the Generalized System of Preferences Should be added 
to the list of measures the President can take against countries which aid and 
abet terrorism; and 

"The time period for Which the President may suspend rights or assistance 
should extend until such tilIlf.l as the foreign government in question ceases its 
assistance to terrorism." . 

As professionals, we generally understatHI and support the need for Presi
dential flexibility in the day-to-d~y conduct of onr foreign policy. But we find 
that too often in the past, even the most minor consideration (1f bilateral rela
tions has led our government t{) decide not to aut effcctively against pro-terrorist 
governments. As Brian Jenldns pointed out ill his testimony, "Desire to combat 
terrorism seldom overrides the pursuit 'Of {lther national interests." We believe 
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that S. 483, with the changes we have proposed, would effectively express the 
nation's strong commitment to fight international terrorism, and provide a means 
to make thtit commitment more effective, while permitting adequae fle.'(itil~ty 
through the nati'Onal security exception, subject to C'Ongressi'Onal veto. While 
many of the sanctions of the act will not greatly affect a number of the most 
flagrantly pro-terrorist countries, they may haye an impact on other countries 
m{)re dependent on our political goodwill, trade, and assistance. 

,Vo believe that there are further meitsures our government should take to 
fight international terrorism and to compensate its victims: 

"l!'urther improvements should be made in physical sE:curlty abroad, with more 
attention toward the protection of lower-ranking foreign service people; 

"The Foreign Service Institute's anti-terrorist courses should be expanded, 
and more employees and dependents encouraged and enabled to participate; 

"The office of the C<lordinator ill Combating Terrorism in the Department of 
State should be strengthened; 

"In hostage situations, U.S. officials should stop saying we will never negotiate 
or make concessions, and adopt tactics flexible enough to maximize the prospects 
of saving lives, wlllie discouraging further such incidents; 

"In our diplomatic contacts with other governments, the United States should 
continue to strongly urge their adherence to the 1973 Convention on the Preven
tion and Punishment of Crimes Against Internationally Protected Persons, In
cluding Diplomatic Agents, as well as other existing anti-terrorist convent·ons. 
'Ve should support other anti-terrorist proposals such as that of the l!'ederal 
Republic of Germany against the taking 'Of hostages." 

We. hope that the Committee on Foreign Relations will also examine the pres
ent provisions In the l!'oreign Service Act which provide for compensation to 
victims of international terrorist attacks, and to their survivors. Present pro
visions include a death gratuity of one year's salary, and we have recommended 
that this be amended to not less than the annual salary of an FSO-4, step 1. Yet 
these provisions, in our view, are totally inadequate to compensate the families 
of American employees who are killed or permanently disabled in terrorist at
tacks overseas. These emllloyees are assigned abroad, with their families, at the 
orders of the United States government, in dangerous areas which create strong 
pressures and problems for family life. It is tragic wIlen individuals are killed 
and the family is left with inadequate compensation to care f'Or growing children 
and the other needs of affected families. 

Finally, while the implementation of the above suggestions may reduce some
what the exposure of our diplomats and our citizens to acts of international 
terrorism, there is a need to deal with the more fundamental conditions which 
give rise to these politically-motivated attempts to destroy innocent lives. In this 
respect, we recommend strongly that the Congress, while continuing to rejact 
an~ abhor !he terrorists' methods, examine carefully and systematically the roots 
of mternatlOnal terrorism and support efforts to pl:Ovide fundamental solutions. 

"Thank you ,!or this opportunity to place our views on the record. We hope that 
the Subcommittee and the COngreSll as a whole will maintain a continuing inter-
est in this issue. . 

Sincerely yours, 

o 
LABs E. HYDT.E, 

President. 
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